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PUBLISHED BY 
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7 Bible House, New York. 
For Mandolins and Piano. 
The Young Artists. 
JUST PUBLISHED 
Every Student, Teacher, and 
Professional Singer should read 
SIMS REEVES 
ON 
The Art of Singing 
A collection of easy transcriptions for two mando¬ 
lins and piano (2d mandolin ad libitum). Trans¬ 
cribed by John Wiegand. 
CONTENTS. 
Blue Bells of Scotland. Old Folks at Home. 
The*01d<0aken Bucket. ^Kentucky Home. 
The Cruiskeen Lawn. Sweet and Low. 
The Harp That Once Thro’ Tara’s Hall. 
, r; ,i Bov Home, Sweet Home. 
It Patrick" Dav.' Massa’s in the Cold Ground. 
;Tis the Last Rose of Summer. The Two Roses. 
Price: Two Mandolins and Plano, $1.00 
One Mandolin and Plano, .75 
Separate Mandolin Parts, .25 
Separate Violin Parts to above, .25 
Above collection Is also published for two 
violins and piano. 
Send for thematic specimen pages of our Instructive and 
entertaining Violin and Plano collections 
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Original Pieces for Four Hands (Two 
Performers on One Piano). 
Selected, Edited and Fingered 
By LOUIS OESTERLE. 
In Cloth, $2.oo net. 
Action Songs. 
Fischer’s Collection of Action 
Songs and Choruses. 
Suitable for Class and Concert for Boys and 
Girls. $1.50 Net. 
Price, $i.oo net. 
CONTENTS. 
BARGIEL, w., Op. 24 No. i. Landler. 
DVORAK, A., Op. 72 No. 10. Slavonic Dance. 
FUCHS, R-, Op. 48 No. 4- Dream-Visions. 
GADE, N. W., Op. 18 No. 1. Piano Piece in March 
For01- GODARD, B., Op. 46 No. 4- Au Village. <1 
GRIEG, EDV., Op. 37 No. 2. Valse-Caprice. 
TENSEN, A., Op. 45 No. 4- Notturuo . 
MOSCHELES, I., Op. 142 No. 1. The Little Gossip. 
MOSZKOWSKI, M., Op. II No. 3. Hungarian Dance. 
MOZART, W. A., Andante with Five Variations. 
ONSLOW, G., Op. 43. Adagio (from Stnng Quintet 
PADEREWSKI, I. J., Op. 12 No. 2. Polish Melody. 
RUBINSTEIN, R., Op. 103 No. 7. Toreador et An- 
SCHUMANN, R., Op. 85 No. 9. Am Springbrunnen. 
WILM, N. von, Op. 30 No. 3. Gavotte. 
The selections contained in this volume are 
moderate difficulty. They are equally- be 
sight-reading and parlor playing. None of the pieas ca 
found in any similar collection. Every number is a gem. 
This work contains many valuable 
hints from the late celebrated Artist, 
also a few examples of his phrasing, 
etc., of songs made famous by his 
singing of them. ,* i 
PRICE, 40 CENTS 
Fifty Solfeggi... 
By F. PAOLI TOSTl 
CONTENTS. 
Boy and Girl. Duet. 
Chinese Umbrella. With Umbrella Drill 
Crafty Old Spider. Chorus. 
Dwarfs, The. Chorus. 
Fairy Bells are Ringing. Chorus, with Bi 
Triangle cc. 
Japanese Fan. With Fan Drill. 
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Milkmaids, The. Chorus, with Drill . . 
Musical Picnic. A. Operetta. 
Tin Whistle Band, The . . 
Triangle Song. Chorus, witl 
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Tramps, The. 
Wagoners' Chorus. 
Yawning Song. 
and are thercf«xe,~ equally juitxl... 
melodl'is in*rhar!i.-t»rn <•use^ studies, and so 
airj, cnw*cter as to be practically songs unth- 
IN TWO BOOKS 
Each Book,.$j.00 
UMPERTI, F.—Th« oriK,n»l and tr«n*i>n«<.H 
unpin,,, 
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BOOSEY & CO. 
? El- 17th St - . New York 
C.H. Lewis 
C. H. Lewis 
. J. Wiegand 
C. H. Lewis 
H. A. Donald 
A. L. Cowley 
. O. Roeder 
. C. H. Lewis 
E. O. Gilbert 
. C. H. Lewis. 
. P. Jackman. 
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r. W. Partridge 
Organ Music. 
Scotson Clark’s 13 Marches, 
Arranged for Reed or Pipe Organ, (written on 2 
staves), 
Edited by G. Burton. Price, $1.00 
Organists’ Library 
Vol. 1 
A collection of original and select com- 
positions for church or concert 
organ (written on 3 staves) 
Compiled by 
G. Burton, 
, $1.25 
bend for thematic specimen pages of our Instructive and 
entertaining Violin and Plano collections 
Shepard’s Organ Book. 
A Collection of Favorite Movements from 
the Works of Old and Modern 
Classical Composers. 
Selected, Arranged, Transcribed for the Organ by 
THOMAS Q. SHEPARD. 
>rice, $..oo net. In Cloth, $2.00 net. 
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We call attention to the pages in the department of 
Woman’s Work in Music as the first of a series of 
studies in topics suitable for club-reading and discus¬ 
sion. It will be found a good plan to take this ma¬ 
terial, read and talk over it together, and then select 
points for further study and investigation. We would 
suggest that, in towns where there is no regularly 
organized club, teachers call their pupils together and 
review this little history of the piano and its relation 
to technic and music with them. We would like to 
hear of the organization of many little clubs for this 
sort of studio-reading and study. 
Local music-teachers often feel discouraged when 
* prominent musician settles in their town. If he is 
a P’ai>o-teacher the others are apt to think he will 
draw away from their following; similarly in the case 
of a vocal teacher or organist. Some are even narrow 
enough to object to the visit of a concert-artist in 
eir own department, for fear of unpleasant compari- 
*ons and possible loss of pupils. 
In one of our large cities a noted musician was 
recently appointed professor of music at a leading 
Diversity. The present writer inquired of a promi- 
J*nt music-teacher in that city what the effect had 
j*en upon his classes. “Good,” was the reply, “There 
a# een an increased interest in music, and I have 
ad more Pupils than ever before. The other teachers 
"'°IUtld tell you the same.” 
is certainly true that good teachers inspire en- 
usiasm outside of their own class. When A. comes 
but,0"™ 80mC °f B' 8 PuPils may 8° to study with him; 
1 °n the other hand, B.’s list will receive many names 
of those who would never have studied but for the 
stimulus of A.’s presence. Therefore be hospitable to 
new departures. If a concert artist comes to town, 
explain the program beforehand to your pupils, send 
them to listen and learn all they can. Do not try to 
make them think you are the only teacher or per¬ 
former, but make them see that you want good music 
presented to the community in every possible way, 
and they will be more confident in you and more loyal 
than ever. 
There is a deplorable tendency, on the part of an 
apparently large majority of students of musical com¬ 
position, to rush into print at the earliest opportunity. 
When the tjro in literature, after much hard study 
and many unsatisfactory efforts, finally decides to offer 
a manuscript for publication, he does so with inward 
trepidation, and is not at all astonished when his work 
is rejected by one editor after another. Not so, how¬ 
ever, the embryo composer. Frequently he blithely, 
and with assured confidence, offers for publication the 
very first manuscript completed by him, and is greatly 
chagrined if it be not immediately contracted for, at a 
handsome figure, by the first publisher to whom he 
Vhat is it in music which gets old fashioned? And 
v far is this tendency destined to throw the greater 
■t of what we now consider the greatest music we 
re into disuse and finally into contempt? These two 
■stions, somewhat less explicitly stated, have been 
sed lately by an English writer, who compares 
sic with the other arts and particularly with the 
hions in clothes and furniture. The comparison is 
fortunate. Music tends to become old fashioned 
' several reasons. First of all, the tendency is 
vard greater sonority and greater freedom in d.s- 
18nce and sensationalism. This tendency occasion- 
, suffers a temporary arrest, and at such toe. the 
te goes back a little to music written when con 
tance was more in vogue. , , 
something depends upon the instruments. Bach, for 
SEHf 'rS* upon a clavichord, would hard y 
■er and certainly not inebriate, a modern concert 
-Of Handel’s instrumental music which is old fa*- 
rr.: b- - r""j t: 
The latter mode, being more modern, gives lnm 
that in his instrumental music; it is only at rare 
moments in his vocal music that he is really ex¬ 
pressive. The world has found it out. Haydn is a 
little old fashioned for the same reason; he deals 
with the lighter aspects of life only. Beethoven lasts 
longer, but Beethoven always touches the feelings, 
and it is those of his sonatas which do this which still 
retain vitality. The English writer thinks Schumann 
likely to go out of fashion, as being “too romantically 
sentimental.” We will wait for this. From the stand¬ 
point of the present writer, Chopin, Schumann, 
Brahms, all who say something truly to the heart, will 
abide; all who speak to fashion will go out. This 
seems to be the rule. Human nature lasts. 
The beauty and variety of our n 
trated to our comprehen 
trasted pairs such men 
Mozart and Chopin, as Mendelssohn and Schumann, as 
Wagner and Brahms. 
The enormous vogue of the German music of the 
last half-century has had a tendency to make the 
world rather underrate the music of Italy; but the 
death, at so remarkable an age, of the great maestro, 
Verdi, directs our thoughts to the music created south 
of the Alpine barrier. Rossini and Verdi, the two 
greatest figures in the Italian music of the nineteenth 
century, are an instructive contrast. With Rossini we 
see the extreme of creative facility, the extreme of 
youthful precocity, the extreme of early, yet enduring, 
public success. With him we are sure, after hearing 
“William Tell,” that he had great things in him which 
his too early, too vast, and too luxurious success pre¬ 
vented him from uttering. 
In Verdi all these things are reversed. He is a 
type of the stern, strong, energetic Italian, a man 
who grew, a man who said what he had to say, a 
man who could bide his time and buffet the billows 
of opposition. We are compelled to class Verdi with 
Beethoven and Wagner for the manly power and sus¬ 
tained force of his achievements. There is also an 
unmistakable resemblance between his career and that 
of the two great German masters in that he shows 
distinct evolution and advance in his style. 
Study for a moment these sets of threes, viz.: Beet¬ 
hoven’s first trio, his “Eroica” symphony, and the 
siring quartet in C-sharp minor; of Wagner. “Ricnzi,” 
■Tristan,” and “Parsifal”; of Verdi, “Rigoletto,” 
“Aida ” and “Fnlslaff.” 
PROFESSOR Geddes, when he was in America two 
winters ago, remarked to a friend that he had never 
known an original person whose education had not 
been in some way irregular. And that friend adds 
that the biographies of superior men and women uni¬ 
formly show them to have been largely left alone 
and to hava come to their own through the working 
out of the inner impulse. Which reminds one of the 
familiar passage in which Emerson traces the real edu¬ 
cation to the surreptitious book smuggled under the 
boy’s desk at school. 
Spencer would coal-oil the traditional scheme of the 
schools and apply the torch. The feeling thus illus- 
87 
86 
tnited h» joined common currency to a very hopeful 
extent; and the next generation of children W,U 
a better chance to blossom out each in his own proper 
and unique color and fragrance. , 
What vivid and startling light does this flash upon 
current music-.t .dy 1 Multitude, of Mtangb 
go abroad for inatruction. Are Vienna and Pans and 
Ulittig the true soil of that priceless attribute In 
div duality?-U> the artist, above all men, priceless. 
No, iU true home is Arerica. Has the Ind.v.dmU any 
uj, for the vaunted traditions! None, whatever. 
Where are the competent, cultivated, alive teachers! 
They are in America; read Mr. Sherwood, italics in 
the January Etude. Where is the *uricalaL 
moaphere, vital, electric, free, progressive! Also n 
America. And where, finally, will the purposeful stu- 
ilcnt grow swiftest to solid, alert, original musician¬ 
ship! Once more, in America. 
Stay at home, then, young student, to gird your¬ 
self and make sure of yourself.” And then go to the 
old world Initiated, discriminating, independent, to 
gather there, to your fill, tchatcter belongs to you. 
A msi.vo young American composer announces as 
his creed the well known formula, original with von 
littlow: "I believe in Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms. 
To this he adds: "and I believe that grand opera is 
the root of ail evil." 
Youth it positive in its likes and dislikes, and this 
particular youth has read his music history to but 
little puq«>se when he makes such a sweeping criticism 
on opera. It is a trifle more than three hundred years 
since the first opera waa heard in Florence. Music was 
then severely scholastic; the canon, the fugue, and 
strict counterpoint alone interested composers. The 
little group of Florentines who had as their aim the 
revival of the ancient Greek tragedy builded better 
than they knew when they originated the new art- 
fnrm. IU dramatic exigencies infused a human in¬ 
terest, a warmth and passion into music hitherto un¬ 
known. It laid the foundation for the richly-colored 
art of the present, which pulsates nnd glows with the 
deep feeling of humanity, not in the opera alone, but 
in the sonata and symphony as well. With all the 
follies of opera, its absurd hero-worship, its sub¬ 
servience to popular taste, this service should not be 
forgotten. 
Notwithstanding the simplicity of the one and the 
complexity of the other, Peri, of the sixteenth century, 
and Richard Wagner, of the nineteenth, are curiously 
alike in their ideals. Together they round a circle 
which covers the most remarkable transformation 
known in the history of any ark 
TflE ETUDE 
are in ordinary use, giving the note-value that receives 
one beat in each case. 
62. What does C mean! Ct 
63 What name is given to the perpendicular lines 
across the staff! To the space between two! 
64. What is the use of a double-bar? 
65. What is rhythm? 
66. What difference is there between accent and 
rhythm ? 
67. What is syncopation? 4/ ,, 
68. Write examples of syncopation in /4, /«, /« 
" 69. Group six eighth notes in *A and */8 time. 
70. What kind of a rest is used to fill a whole meas¬ 
ure, irrespective of that time-signature? 
MUSICAL CALENDAR. 
COMPILED BY WALDEMAB MALMENE. 
THE OPEBA, PAST AND PRESENT. William F. 
Apthorp. Charles Scribner’s Sons. Price, $1.25 net. 
In the preface to this book Mr. Apthorp says he has 
made it a compendious sketch rather than a record of 
names and dates; he has considered different schools, 
composers, and works far more with reference to the 
influence exerted by them in furthering or retarding 
the gradual evolution of this form of art than to their 
intrinsic excellence. 
The thoughtful reader of history well knows that 
what is needed in investigations of this kind is not a 
record of fact so much as the careful and philosophical 
study of the facts; we want to understand the signifi¬ 
cance of a man’s work and his life rather than to know 
a multitude of persona] details. 
In summing up we can say that the main object 
of the book seems to be: To show how a general de¬ 
sire for some such form of dramatico-lyric art as the 
opera was manifested before any possibility existed of 
its coming into actual being; how this possibility was 
realized in Florence; that the principles of the Floren¬ 
tine reformers were essentially identical with those set 
forth by Richard Wagner; that it was diverted from 
its original artistic purpose through Carissimifs influ¬ 
ence, and became purely musical in form; finally, 
through Gluck again being changed, and later carried 
back toward the original ideals by Wagner. 
The chapters on “The Development of the Art of 
the Opera-Singer” and “The Present” are particularly 
attractive. 
QUESTIONS FOR MUSICAL EXAMINATIONS. 
Tnr. questions which follow can be used either by 
• class of pupils under the supervision of the teacher 
or by pupils independently. On the principle thnt one 
never knows a thing so well as after he has written 
it down, it is suggested that all who are anxious to 
gain a good knowledge of theory, and those who wish 
to review their former study, will prepare answers to 
these questions and submit them to their teachers or 
wait until the answers are published in The Etude. 
ITI. Tim* ato Accent. 
51. What is meant by time-signature? 
52. What does the upper of the figures meant The 
lower! 
63. Explain the meaning of */., */«, */„ V* 7* 
64. Write one note that will equal a full measure in 
each of the varieties mentioned in thh preceding ques¬ 
tion. 
65. How are musical sounds arranged in order! 
Sd. flow would you describe musical accent! 
57. When the arrangement is by twos what kind of 
time is it railed! When by threes! 
58. On what beats do the accents fail in 7, 7 •/ 
thw! ’ ’ 4 
59. What is meant by compound timet 
HO. Give examples, writing the time-signatures. 
81. Writs ail the varieties of time-signatures that 
PIANISTS’ ABO PRIMER AND GUIDE. WITH 
AN APPENDIX. William H. Webbe. Forsyth 
& Co., London, Eng. Price, Complete, $2.00; With¬ 
out Appendix, $1.50; Appendix, 75 cents. 
In this work the piano-world has something posi¬ 
tively unique, of intense interest to everyone connected 
with piano-education. It combines almost everything 
that one might wish for in an attractive and terse 
manner. 
It is, first of all, an elementary text-hook in har¬ 
mony; it contains a complete primer; a complete 
system of technic in one of the departments; a most 
exhaustive list of pieces and studies in all grades; 
much space is devoted to the lives of the composers; 
there is a record of all musical journals published in 
all parts of the world, and no end of general facts 
about piano-playing. To simply enumerate the de¬ 
partments in this book would require several columns. 
It is a work of nearly eight hundred pages. 
Mr. Webbe was at work on this volume for a great 
many years. The first correspondence we had with 
him was about eight years ago, when he wrote for 
statistics. 
For a work not written by an American, there is 
more space devoted to American teachers and Ameri- 
enn art and methods than is usual with foreign 
authors We can give this work our heartiest recom¬ 
mendation, and wish for it an extended usefulness. 
March 1. Gottfried Weber, celebrated theorist and 
composer, born at Freinheim, 1779. Frederic Frangois 
Chopin, renowned composer, b. at Zelazowa-Wola, 1809. 
March 2. Bedrich Smetana, famous Bohemian com¬ 
poser, b. at Leitomischi, 1824. George Alexander Mac- 
farren, English composer, b. at London, 1813. 
March 3. Adolphe Nourrit, celebrated dramatic 
tenor, b. at Paris, 1802. 
March 4. Nicolai von Wilm, composer and pianist, 
b. at Riga, 1834. 
March 5. Alfred Jaell, French composer and pianist, 
b. at Trieste, 1832. 
March 6. Christian Theodor Weinlig, theoretical 
teacher of Richard Wagner, died at Leipzig, 1842. 
March 7. Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, famous 
theorist, d. at Klosternonberg, 1809. Gottfried Wil¬ 
helm Fink, eminent writer and teacher, b. at Suiza, 
1783. 
Alareh 8. Karl Philipp Emanuel Bach, third son of 
Johann Sebastian Bach, b. at Weimar, 1714. Jean 
Delphin Alard, famous French violinist, b. at Bayonne, 
1815. Ruggiero Leoncavallo, famous Italian dramatic 
composer, b. at Naples, 1858. 
March 9. Joseph Mysliweczek, famous composer, b. 
at Prague, 1737. 
March 10. Muzio Clementi, celebrated pianist and 
teacher, d. at Evesham, 1832. Pablo Sarasate, distin¬ 
guished violin-virtuoso, b. at Pampcluna, 1844. Dud¬ 
ley Buck, famous organist and composer, h. at Hart¬ 
ford, Conn., 1839. ‘ 
March 11. Francesco Lamperti, celebrated vocal 
teacher, b. at Savona, 1813. \ 
March 12. Friedrich Kuhlau, composer of piano 
music, d. at Copenhagen, 1832. Felix Alexandre Guil- 
mant, eminent organist and composer, b. at Boulogne, 
1837. 
March 13. Hugo Wolf, a prolific Viennese composer 
of songs, b. at Windischgrfitz, 1860. Sebastian Bach 
Mills, a noted English pianist, b. at Cirencester, 1838. 
March 14. Georg Philipp Telemann, influential con¬ 
temporary of J. S. Bach, b. at Magdeburg, 1681. 
Johann Strauss, Sr., the father of the waltz, b. at 
Vienna, 1804. August Bungert, prominent composer, 
b. at Mtilheim, 1846. , J , , 
March 15. Niccolo Vaocai, a noted vocal teacher, b. 
at Tolentino, 1790. Julius Schulhoff, noteworthy 
pianist and composer, d. at Berlin, 1898. 
March 16. Enrico Tamberlik, celebrated dramatic 
tenor, b. at Rome, 1820. 
March 17. Manuel Garcia, distinguished voiee 
teacher, b. at Madrid, 1805. Joseph Gabriel Rhein- 
berger, eminent teacher of harmony and composition, 
b. at Vaduz, 1837. C6sar Thomson, eminent violinist, 
pupil of Vieuxtemps, Leonard, Wieniawski, et al, & 
at Li5ge, 1837. , , „ ■ 
March 18. Henri Rosellen, composer, d. at Wis, 
March 19. Jean Baptiste Vuillanme, celebrated 
violin-maker, d. at Paris, 1879. Adalbert Gyrowetz, 
prolific composer of operas, d. at Vienna, 1850. 
March 20. Johann Ladislaus Dussek. celehratec 
pianist and composer, d. at Paris, 1812. Arthur Go £ 
Thomas. English composer, d. at London, 1892. 
March 21. Johann Sebastian Bach, the roost famOT 
and one of the greatest musicians, b. at Eisenach,_ • 
March 22. Gioseffo Zarlino, important theorist, ■ 
at Chioggia, 1517. . 
March 23. Wilhelm Tauhert, eminent musicw • 
opera-conductor and composer, b. at Berlin, • 
Camille Marie Stamaty, pianist and compose , ■ 
Rome, 1811. Franz Bendel, distinguished 
composer, b. at Schonlinde, 1833. Giovanni . 
Viotti, eminent violinist and composer, b. at 1 
da Po, 1753. , . port* 
March 24. Marcos Antonio Portugal, greatest r.(j 
uguese composer, b. at Lisbon, 1762. Mana 
Malibran. renovred prime-donna. b. at Parl9’. ' w. 
March 25. Johann Adolph Hasse. dramatic ^ 
poser and opera-conductor, b. at his- 
Francois Joseph Ffrtis, erudite musical theo . 
torian and critic, b. at Mons, 1784; d. March , 
at Brussels. „ , „„ /„m0ti3 
March 26.—Mathilde Marchesi de Castro®^ .jj. 
vocal teacher, h. at Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1 ' , aj 
wig van Beethoven, the immortal compos , 
Vienna, 1827. , •f.n;9t,b. 
March 27. Vincent d’Tndy, composer and T"“” er, b. 
at Paris, 1851. Edgar Tinel, pianist and compos 
at Sinay, Belgium, 1824. , .t Eisfl1' 
March 28. Joseph Weigl, opera-composer, • . {of, 
stadt, 1766. Anton Seidl, renowned mimical au «le- 
d. at New York, 1898. Antoine Edouard Batw- 
brated organist and composer, b. at Pans. ‘ j^o- 
March 29. Johann Wilhelm Hfissler, eminent i 
composer, b. at Erfurt, 1747. writer 
March 30. Sir John Hawkins, English ccholx. 
musicograph, b. at London, 1719. Bernna 
IN his will Verdi asked that his funeral should be 
“very modest.” 
A music festival is announced for Syracuse, N. Y., 
April 22d to 24th. 
Eugen d’Albert’s fairy opera, “Der Rubin,” will 
be brought out in Prague next fall. 
Felix Weingartner is at work on a trilogy of one- 
act music dramas, called “Orestes.” 
A new theater on the model of the Bayreuth stage 
is to be opened in Munich this summer. 
The plans for the new buildings for the University 
of California afford provision for a school of music. 
The Secretary of State for Wisconsin gives the 
number of pianos and organs in the State as 52,949. 
Several autograph pianoforte pieces by Chopin 
have been added to the library of the Paris Conserva¬ 
toire. 
Mme. Patti’s famous estate, Craig-y-Nos, in Wales, 
has been sold to Sir George Neunes, the London pub¬ 
lisher. 
Weber’s “Freischiitz” has an average of two hun¬ 
dred and fifty performances a year in German opera- 
houses. 
Niemann, the great tenor of the early days of 
Wagner’s operas, recently celebrated his seventieth 
birthday. 
Mr. H. E. Krehbiel, of New York, has been created 
a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, by President Lou- 
bet, of France. 
A Bach festival of three concerts is to he given in 
Berlin this month. There will also be an exhibition of 
Bach manuscripts and relics. 
An upright piano, made in 1780, has been added to 
the Museum of Art and Science of the University of 
Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia. 
Sib J. Frederick Bridge, director of the Royal 
Choral Society, London, gives the “Messiah” without 
Mozart’s additional accompaniments. 
A design for the proposed Liszt monument at 
Weimar has been accepted. About $3000 is needed to 
make up the estimated cost of $11,000. 
A movement is said to be on foot in Cincinnati to 
keep Mr. Van der Stucken in that city, and to place 
the symphony concerts on a broader basis. 
The Cincinnati Conservatory of Music is to go into 
new quarters shortly. The new buildings will include 
a fine concert-hall and dormitories for young ladies. 
The trustees of the New England Conservatory of 
Music, Boston, have accepted plans for a new building 
corner of Huntington Avenue and Gainsborough 
Street 
An electrician of London says that the “solid” car¬ 
bon used in an arc light can be made to emit a note, 
fhe pitch of which will depend upon the length of the 
pipe inclosing it. 
The entire Philharmonic Orchestra, of Leipzig, 
seventy-five members, Hans Winderstein, conductor, 
and Joseph Slivinski, pianist, are playing concert en¬ 
gagements in this country. 
In making excavations in the city of Mexico work¬ 
men brought to light a number of models of ancient 
Aztec musical instruments, flageolets, and various 
kinds of drums and rattles. 
The most musical town in the world is said to be 
Desterd, in Brazil. To a population of 15,000 there are 
300 pianos and 7 choral societies. Three small suburbs 
have two musical societies each. 
A Stradivabitfs violin, owned by Franz Ries, com¬ 
poser and music publisher, was lately sold for $10,000. 
t will be used by Stanislaus Barcewicz. It has a 
Powerful tone and great carrying power. 
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According to a German musical calendar, Beet¬ 
hoven, Wagner, and Liszt are most popular in German 
concert haUs, followed by Brahms, Mozart, Men¬ 
delssohn, and Schumann. Tschaikowsky is the most 
popular of Russian composers. 
The municipal council of Nuremburg has restored 
the church of St. Catherine, in which Wagner laid the 
opening scene of “Die Meistersinger,” with a view 
of converting the building into a museum. A monu¬ 
ment to Hans Sachs is to be placed in it. 
Rev. H. R. Haweis, of London, England, a well- 
known writer on music, and author of “Music and 
Morals,” “My Musical Life,” and “Old Violins,” died 
January 29th. He was born April 3, 1838, and as a 
young man was highly esteemed as an amateur 
violinist. 
The next meeting of the Indiana State Music 
Teachers’ Association will be held in Terre Haute, in 
June. Mr. J. S. Bergen, of Lafayette, is president, 
A fine program is being arranged to include twelve 
concerts, recitals, and meetings for discussions on 
topics connected with musical work. 
Dr. E. J. Hopkins, organist and choirmaster of the 
Temple Church, London, during the 50 years from 
1848 to 1898, died February 12th, aged 82. Dr. Hop¬ 
kins was one of the authors of the great book on 
“The Organ,” by Rimbault and Hopkins. He is also 
known by a number of compositions for the organ and 
the choir. 
Ethelbebt Nevin, one of the best-known and most 
lopular of American composers, died at New Haven, 
kmn., February 17th. He had but recently been asso¬ 
rted with Prof. H. W. Parker in the musical work of 
fale University. . „ 
Mr Nevin was born in 1862 at Edgeworth, Pa., near 
Pittsburgh, of cultured parents, and early showed signs 
if a love for music. At the age of four he was often 
bund at the piano thrumming tunes. It was not until 
[884 that he began to take music seriously, when he 
:ommenced his studies with Karl Kl.ndworth, with 
;he intention of becoming a concert pianist. H.s 
eacher, however, persuaded him to give the major 
3art of his attention to composition. 
His most popular piano-composition, Narcissus, 
ivas written in 1890. Several of his songs, notably, 
The Rosary” and “Little Boy Blue,” are also very 
popular. Other sets of pieces are “A Day in Venice 
ind “Mav in Tuscany.” 
Mr Nevin was an excellent pianist, excelling in in¬ 
terpretation rather than in bravura, and was espe- 
daTly delightful in recitals of his own compositions. 
Although not a great composer, his music 1ms an ap¬ 
pealing quality that makes it effective and intelligible 
to the masses. 
The French term for an eighth note it crodta 
fcrooked or bent). The explanation is that the old 
^ , Half-minim (quarter), when it was repre- 
when the black notes became general the English 
retained the name (Crotchet) for the value (quarter) 
and the French for the figure (same as the eighth 
note). 
A European tour of great value to those who are 
interested in music and art has been arranged for this 
summer by the Bureau of University Travel, of Ithaca, 
N. Y. Mr. Edward Dickinson, Professor of Musical 
History in Oberlin Conservatory of Music, is one of the 
directors of the tour, and will give daily talks on the 
places of interest in connection with music that may 
be visited. 
An English exchange mentions an engraving in a 
recent issue of a magazine which represented a young 
girl playing an organ. The keyboard apparently con¬ 
sisted of white keys only, and the keys are twice the 
correct size; so that both hands present the curious 
sight of two fingers on the same key. When will 
artists learn to make pictures of musical instruments 
and players by drawing from life! 
The ninth annual meeting of the Kansas Musical 
Jubilee will be held at Hutchinson, May 28th to 31st. 
There will be twenty-two contests for prizes, ranging 
from $10 to $200. All contestants must be bon« fide 
residents of the State, except in one class. The judges 
will be Mr. E. R. Kroegcr, of St. Louis, Mo., and 
Professor Fellows, of New York. All inquiries should 
be addressed to Mr. B. S. Hoagland, secretary. 
Boston has a unique institution, a veritable boon to 
music-students. It is the Ruth Burragc Library of 
Orchestral Scores, and was named in memory of a 
pupil of Mr. B. J. Lang, who left money for the pur¬ 
pose. By means of concerts Mr. Lang has added to 
the original endowment, and the library now contains 
some five hundred volumes. The use of the library is 
free to all music-teachers and students who apply for 
permission. 
The Musical Times, of London, in telling what Eng¬ 
land did not have 100 years ago, enumerates: No 
Bach’s forty-eight preludes and fugues; no Beethoven 
symphonies; no compositions by Mendelssohn, Chopin, 
Schumann, Brahms, or Wagner; no Philharmonic or 
other orchestral society; no great schools of music; 
no “Grove’s Dictionary”; no tonic sol-fa; no organ, 
pianoforte, or vocal recitals; no female alto chorus- 
singers; no surpliced choirs; no four-manual organs; 
no cheap music; no musical journals. 
Queen Victoria, who died in January, was a life¬ 
long patron of music, and in her girlhood days was a 
fair piano-player and a pleasing singer. Her husband, 
Prince Albert, was a serious student of music, and a 
composer of merit. Other members of the royal family 
of England ffave been warmly interested in music and 
excellent performers on the piano, violin, and other 
instruments. All the leading artists who have visited 
London were heard by the late Queen, and many of 
them treasure valuable tokens of her regard. 
A committee—with Prof. John Fiske, Arthur 
Foote, and Horatio A. Lamb at the head—is trying to 
raise a fund of $10,000 for the musical department 
of Harvard University. This department has been 
growing, and now has over 100 students. Very few 
of the American Universities have a professorship of 
music, endowed and supported as are the other depart¬ 
ments. We are still looking for wealthy art-patrons 
to show their appreciation for the opportunity of 
doing a great good in our institutions for higher 
learning. 
By the death of Mr. Benjamin E. Woolf, in Boston, 
February 7th, musical interests have suffered a great 
loss. He was born in London, February 16, 1836. His 
father, a well-grounded musician, came to the United 
States when the boy was three years old; so that his 
training was received in this country. After a varied 
experience as orchestral musician and playwright, he 
became dramatic and music-critic for several Boston 
papers, in which line of work he ranked among the 
leaders in this country. He had considerable skill as 
a composer. 
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notes versus music. 
J. 8. VAN CI.EVE. 
Last year a young tally entered my class of piano- 
•tudenU mho gave me, as an example of what she had 
accomplished with her former instructor, a per¬ 
formance (t) of the “Twelfth Hungarian Rhapsodic,” 
by Liszt. The fact was that this industrious young 
woman really hud worked well, and thought that she 
pluyrd this tremendously-trying composition in a way 
fit for concert-performance. The fault was probably 
in the way she had been taught. This was, perhaps, 
not the fault of her former hard-working and pains¬ 
taking teacher, but was because she had heard no 
artists play. She was the prize pupil of a secluded 
school for girls where, to get the notes of some vir- 
luoao-piece well enough to pull through them without 
stumbling grievously was esteemed the acme of art. 
When she had finished her elaborate gyrations and 
complex manipulations at the keyboard, I said to her: 
“Very well, in a way, Mias X; you hit all the notes, 
or as nearly all as any except the best virtuosi do; but 
you have not extracted one drop of music from all 
those thousands of notes covering fifteen pages. You 
have not apparently the first faint idea how they are 
meant to sound. You make nie think of a student 
who has learned to read the Greek alphabet and can 
pronounce the rolling, oceanic lines of the ‘Iliad’ with¬ 
out knowing any more about the meaning of them 
than did the daughters ol the poet Milton when they 
read, without comprehension, Hebrew, Greek, and 
Latin texta to their blind lather.'' 
Here are the ways to obviate, or in part obviate, 
this wide-spread evil: 
First, let every feacher worthy of the name cease 
not when the notes are read on their proper degrees, 
in their proper lime, with their proper fingers, even 
with their proper connections and disconnections, but 
then insist upon tha most strict and severe regard 
for the dynamic indications, the tempo-marks, the 
words for style. Permit no pupil to play who rides 
rough-shod over the pianos snd pianissimos, or who 
confound* all phrasing into a miry mass of muddled 
coherence, or, rather, overcoherencc; neither allow a 
pupil to do a work in a recital when there is a very 
marked tagging of the tempo: say, an allegro vivace 
like a brisk andante eon moto, a presto like an allegro. 
Second, comp«d every pupil to learn something as 
to the composer whose work is attempted; who he 
was, what kind of a man, what emotions are charac¬ 
teristic of him. Just think of playing Mendelssohn 
in the manner of Chopin, or Liszt like Mozart I 
Third, insist U|mn it that the students should hear 
great players who are able to present to their ambi¬ 
tion and emulation jwrfect models of what the piano 
really means and can utter. 
THE ORGANIST AS A PIANIST. 
8. N. PENPIELD. 
Mowt organists of repute aspire to be pianists 
wetl, but few ever succeed to a notable extent on I 
two instrument*. This rarity need not and should i 
ba the rule; stiP, the routine work at the organ 1 
a tendency to get the player into bad piano-habi 
Mowt organists have to play the piano as a part of 1 
duty expected of them. Sunday schools, prayer me 
inga, lenten serrioea. etc , have, to a great extent, th 
accompaniment* on the piino, and the hymn a 
Sunday sehool tunes are mostly played w ith a hi 
and ponnding touch. The remedy for this is, of corn 
to keep up systematic piano-study, if possible, witl 
good piano-teacher. 
But we are now specially intereeted in the eff 
upon the organ playing of the piano exercises . 
piecw which w. arm suppose to be well played on I 
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piano. And we noticed right away the tendency to 
play soft and delicate passages on the organ as on tne 
piano, with a light, soft touch, which, perhaps, does 
not quite open the organ-valves, and in any case will 
open them rather slowly. This will never do The 
passage does not exist in organ-music of any kind that 
does not require a quick, firm, and decided pressure of 
the keys. 
With couplers drawn, the action may be heavy, but 
the touch must be strong enough to open every valve 
entirely and instantly. If there are pneumatics, the 
touch will, of course, be lighter, but should still be 
decided. Also the usual elastic staccato of the piano 
does not exist at all for the organ. An accomplished 
pianist plays many chord-passages with an instant 
spring from each key, hut sustaining notes and chords 
with the damper pedal so that it is properly legato. 
Needless to say that there is no such device at the 
organ. In fact, a note and certainly a pedal-note 
taken perfectly staccato will probably not sound at 
all, certainly not clearly. The organ staccato requires 
a firm little pressure on each note and then leaving it 
with a spring. But, with all this carefully noted and 
brought into practice, the piano-playing will assist the 
organ-playing. 
The organist finds that, with the proper registers 
drawn, a note or a chord will sound just as loud or 
just as soft however the keys go down. He may, 
therefore, overlook, and perhaps despise, the matter 
of a varied touch. Thus he sometimes acquires a 
slovenly touch, with various mannerisms. 
Yet there is much for the organist to learn in the 
way of phrasing and various nuances from piano-play¬ 
ing. The pianist is ever looking after details, and the 
organist can do the same, ^though he must make his 
effects in a different way. Thus, as written in an 
article last month, each instrument may assist and 
complement the other. 
1IOW MUCH SHOULD ONE LOOK AT THE 
HANDS WHILE PLAYING! 
MARY E. HALLOCK. . 
The idea of teaching beginners to find the notes, or 
rather to feel the notes (not for the notes) without 
looking at them, is an indispensable one for the follow¬ 
ing reasons: By looking at middle C the eyes can only 
cover two octaves distinctly, anything farther, up or 
down, necessitating a turning of the head, which, in 
view of the usual, distance of one hand from the 
other while playing, is bound to prove detrimental to 
the work of the hand not being watched. 
Thought can be much better directed to the inter¬ 
pretation when the eyes are disengaged, especially in 
contrapuntal work, where two or more ideas are to be 
equally well carried out, and where an endeavor to 
watch both hands would keep the eyes at a squint 
calculated to make the player giddy. 
In most rapid passages the notes follow each other 
loo quickly for the eyes to make mental note of each 
separate unit; and last, but not least, to he able to 
keep the eyes on the sheet while playing is the one in¬ 
dispensable attribute of good sight-reading. 
On the c tlier hand, it is well to look whenever the 
fingers have to jump to a new position to reach the 
opening note of a new phrase or any single notes, al¬ 
though, by proper practice, one need not do that, as 
was very interestingly shown at one of Mr. Dam- 
rosch’s concerts at a summer park near Philadelphia 
last summer. Theelectric lights suddenly went out 
as electric lights are once in awhile wont to do, while 
U“1' wt“. t» !>» honor to ■t sa.d, did not, in the slightest degree, disturb the 
young player. 
Frequent exception might be made, however, for 
the left hand, where it has to reach once or twice in 
a bar for a very low note with the little finger, al- 
brother” uh* Httle &,ger 10 be ^hed, 
talhTto ^Umb’ WhiCh °Ught alway9 *0 be taught to cover the octave above, as a measurement 
tar ^convenience of the eye, of course, apd not to 
It is in every case, however, charming to do as Mr. 
Paderewski: play with the body erect and well-nigh 
motionless, the eyes looking straight over the piano. 
TEACHING INTERVALS. 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
In teaching intervals to beginners, and even to some 
more advanced pupils, I have observed that they find a 
difficulty in counting the semitones, or half-steps, in an 
interval. After you have explained to a child the for¬ 
mation of the scale beginning on C, with the semitones 
coming between the third and fourth and between the 
seventh and eighth of the scale, ask her to form one 
beginning on D. Ten chances to one she will not be 
able to find the third note of the scale. She will play 
F, and you will say: “From E to F is only a semi¬ 
tone; make it a whole tone, or two semitones”; she 
will go to G, or perhaps down to E-flat, but will not 
find F-sharp without your assistance. 
The beginner seems not to understand the chromatic 
nature of the keyboard; the next key is always a 
white key, and the black keys seem invisible to them, 
because disregarded. This comes partly from the habit 
of some teachers of keeping the beginner for many 
months on pieces and exercises written for white keys 
alone, and ignoring the black keys themselves in their 
teaching. 
After teaching the diatonic scale on white keys, it 
would be a good plan to show the pupils that the key¬ 
board is a chromatic keyboard, by making them touch 
the keys in their order, at the end near the name-hoard, 
where their sequence is chromatic, and oblige them to 
name them ascending—C, C-sharp, D, D-sharp, etc.; 
and descending—B, B-flat, A, A-flat, etc. This is a 
very simple solution of the difficulty, but not many 
think of it. 
PLAYING DANCE-MUSIC. 
CARL W. GRIMM. 
Even to the most serious student of music the play¬ 
ing of a judicious amount of dance-music can produce 
but good results. It strengthens the sense of rhythm, 
besides gladdening the mind. In dance-music the left- 
hand part is as important as the right, because it 
marks the time; in it the first beat of the measure 
should be a shade louder than the others. In dances 
arranged as duets, the left hand of the second player 
has a more important r61e than the right, because the 
left hand has to emphasize the time. Only when the 
right hand of the second player has to perform the 
melody does it ever become prominent. It is quite 
an accomplishment to be able to play dance-music 
well for little social gatherings. 
Chopin improvised dances on such occasions, and 
nobody thinks it ever did him any harm. Mozart said 
that he who could not create any good dance-music 
was really no good composer. Bach, Beethoven, 
Mozart, Schubert, Weber, and Brahms have all written 
a great many beautiful dances. 
Dance-music may be intended primarily as an ac¬ 
companiment to social dances. This kind has been 
well supplied by Strauss, Lanner, Labitsky, Gungl, etc. 
The irresistible waltzes of Strauss have been highly 
praised, even by Wagner, Schumann, Mendelssohn, 
and Cherubini. National dance-music (bolero, P°'° 
naise, mazurka, tarantella, czardas, etc.) not ony 
cultivates the sense of rhythm, but increases t e 
knowledge of music. A suite is, after all, but a string 
of dance-tunes preceded by a prelude. The ballet >9 
dance-music designed as an accompaniment to danc¬ 
ing on the stage. Beethoven has written some in 13 
“Prometheus,” and Schubert in “Rosamunde. 
Modern composers of this kind of music are Deli 
and Bizet. Again, there are dances for the mere 
joyment of music. Weber’s “Invitation to the Dance 
marks the adoption of the waltz form into the sp er* 
of absolute music. Other excellent examples 
Chopin and Rubinstein, also the polonaises of 
hoven, Weber, and Chopin, or Liszt’s “Galop Chrom* 
tique.” 
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Studio Experiences. 
A REFERENCE-SEEKER. 
GEORGE K. HATFIELD. 
A young lady, who came to me for lessons, was 
continually remarking that she was liable to be needed 
at home, and might be sent for at any time; from 
these and other indications I came to the conclusion 
that she came only for a few lessons and then intended 
to return as a full-fledged teacher, regardless of her 
ability. 
It was not long before she announced that she had 
received an imperative summons, and would be obliged 
to go home at once, but before leaving she came once 
more and besought that I would give her a recom¬ 
mendation to teach. “I could have it printed in circu¬ 
lar form,” she remarked, “and it would insure me a 
good class.” 
It is unnecessary to say that I refused point blank. 
‘You are not capable,” I said, “and it would be a 
gross injustice to me and a still greater one to you 
if I should give you a recommendation. If you feel 
you must teach to support those who may be depend¬ 
ing upon you, I admire your noble-hearted efforts to 
that end, and would be willing to help you in any way 
which would he for the best; but to give you a recom¬ 
mendation to your friends or the public as a guarantee 
of your capabilities would, I am sure, be unfair to us 
both. H you must teach, then be honorable, be wise. 
Never mind the reference; simply let it be known that 
you desire pupils, and that those who come to you 
will receive the very best attention it is in your power 
to bestow; this will cover a multitude of faults and 
save a world of criticisms. Subscribe, meanwhile, for 
a good music journal, and continue your own practice 
faithfully; in short, work out your own salvation, so 
far as is possible.” 
But, as teachers too often find is the case, my advice 
was thrown away. The young girl returned to her 
native town, advertised herself as a teacher, and, in 
lieu of a reference, loudly proclaimed how highly I 
had spoken of her attainments. But the ultimate out¬ 
come was all I had prophesied: she was at length en¬ 
tirely without pupils, and was obliged to look in some 
other direction for a livelihood. 
RHYTHMICAL PLAYING. 
J. 8. VAN CLEVE. 
The other day a leading piano-teacher of one of our 
large Western cities told the writer, as a good jest, 
the following: 
“I had a pupil yesterday who was playing badly out 
of time. In order to get things right, I had her count 
aloud. Still it went but little better. At last, with a 
petulant tone and manner, she turned upon the stool, 
and said: 
‘“Professor, I will play for you, or count for you, 
"hichcver you wish, but not at the same time.’ ” 
There was, of course, a hearty laugh at this Irish 
bu,l, both from the professor in question and from the 
"riter, for this was, of course, letting the cat out of 
the bag, or, to alter the metaphor, w as pricking the 
alloon. The not being able to count and play was 
Positive evidence that the pupil had not any correct 
1 ea of the time. This reminds one of the remark 
often, made by students apropos of the metronome, 
it puts them out of time. This sense of accurate 
symmetrical rhythm is a large part of musical talent, 
*n any feebleness of it must be most sedulously an- 
agonized and overcome. If you cannot count and 
ciT^ ln ^ rbybbni'cab grooves, you are not a musi- 
WHERE IGNORANCE IS BLISS. 
E. F. MARES. 
LefT-tlle USUa* dinner of a well-known pen 
'pa'g, patronized almost exclusively by mu 
Mr ^America, there was introduced o 
, a new arrival from the West, w 
'gned to the place opposite me. During a 
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the general conversation he remarked to me, loudly 
enough to be heard by all present, that on the vessel 
coming over he had met a friend of mine, who had 
informed him that I was studying the pipe-organ. I 
told him that he had been correctly informed; but 
was utterly astounded the next instant to hear the 
follow-ing interrogative: 
“Did you bring your instrument with you?” 
Everyone was convulsed with laughter, and I gazed 
at him with a smile of incredulity; but, observing his 
earnestness, I wras forced to hide my amusement and 
give him a simple negative reply. 
A DILEMMA AND A DIPLOMATE. 
MARIE L. SHEPHARD. 
Of all professional people, teachers of music prob¬ 
ably have greatest opportunities to study human 
nature, and to behold the humorous, as well as the 
tragic, side of events. Two amusing incidents stand 
out, among others, which it has recently fallen to my 
lot to encounter. A tall, elegantly-dressed woman, 
who introduced herself as Mrs. C-, swept into my 
’ studio, accompanied by her daughter. I was engaged 
in giving a lesson to a child-pupil, but, as Mrs. C-’s 
demands were imperative, I was obliged to accord her 
respectful heed. 
“You have been well recommended to me,” she said, 
patronizingly. “Mary has been studying with a grand 
teacher, who keeps a music-store in N-, where we 
lived formerly, and I have taken the time to come in 
with her. I thought I’d like to be here when you 
heard her play for the first.” 
Without further invitation Miss “Mary” proceeded 
to the piano, music in hand, and, ere she had finished 
the first page, my little pupil, who had been driven 
from the instrument, was seized with hysterical gig¬ 
gling, and was obliged to retire hastily to the porch. 
“Isn’t it grand!” whispered the mother, in the midst 
of the performance; but I was deaf, and, no doubt, 
she thought absorbed in ecstatic listening. I knew 
there was no evading of direct inquiries later, however. 
Often I have wondered what other teachers would do 
in similar circumstances to those in which I have 
many times been placed. Should I now speak the 
truth: “Your child has been taught entirely wrong 
from the first principles onward; she has everything 
to undo, and months of hard toil, and special training, 
will scarcely set her aright,”—and thereby lose a pupil, 
in all probability? Or, hoping by subsequent tact ttnd 
skill to gain such influence as would accomplish all 
that must be done, if she became my pupil, should I 
not rather say, evasively: “She will play better still 
a year from now, if you desire me to undertake her 
training.” 
The last chord was hammered out by the rigid 
fingers. Mother and daughter fixed upon me a self- 
satisfied gaze. A hideous pause ensued. 
“What do you—” began Mrs. C-• 
“With whom did vour daughter study?” I inter¬ 
rupted, rudely, to gain time. Deliverance! Such 
eulogy as that music-store teacher received should be 
committed to posterity by his biographer! 
Mary has begun lessons, and my dilemma is of the 
past. I even trust to ranking in time with the music- 
store proprietor, with both mother and daughter. For 
I have discovered that anything played is “grand with 
them, from a Beethoven sonata to the simplest of 
exercises. ... .. 
Episode No. 2, which greatly perplexed whfle it 
amused me, occurred the following week. A young 
woman applied for lessons who had evidently never 
studied music to any extent, but who a-urod me she 
was a graduate of an Eastern music-school. She pro¬ 
duced some difficult pieces, among them the Polo¬ 
naise-Fantasia,” in A-flat, of Chopin, and wished to 
begin with them at once. , , 
“It is impossible,” I said firmly. “You cannot play 
even the scale of C correctly, and those are composi¬ 
tions which are taken up only by my advanced pupils. 
Now tell me exactly how long you have started? 
She wavered. “Well,” she said, evasively, I bought 
these lately, because a friend of mine plays them, and 
I wanted to tell her I was studying them; so, if ycu 
will only let me learn a few bars at a time, I will take 
anything else you advise.” 
So we compromised, and the “Polonaise” is brought 
regularly to each lesson, together with Grade I of the 
“Graded Course,” and No. 1 of the Bach “Inventions”! 
A “CONFUSION OF TONGUES.” 
HATTIE PRIEST ANDREWS. 
I have, among my small pupils, a tiny girl of eight 
years, who told me the following the other morning; 
she was very indignant about it: 
“Miss C—— was at our house, and she asked me to 
play. When I finished she said: 
“ You don’t play by note; you play by wind’ (air).” 
Still, there is a possible application. More than one 
player has tried to make a reputation playing by 
“wind” instead of getting down to real hard work and 
systematic study. 
“THE REASON WHY” IN FINGERING. 
WILLIAM C. WRIGHT. 
Probably every faithful teacher has frequent 
trouble with pupils who give little or no attention 
to marked fingerings. I have found that, even with 
careless ones, a patient explanation of the reason why 
the marked fingering is preferable to their own hap¬ 
hazard way of hitting the keys is quite successful in 
arresting their attention and inducing a reform. I 
call their consideration to such points as ease, grace, 
certainty, economy of motion, equal distribution of 
labor among the fingering, etc.; then illustrate and 
ask them to try both ways and compare their way 
with that indicated, and thus lead them to new light 
on the importance of the subject and save much tire¬ 
some prompting and correction, which seldom is wholly 
availing. 
The tacit compliment to the pupil’B intelligence and 
the appeal to thought are not lost 
The “reason why,” clearly given, is, on many other 
points, a salutary stimulant to reflection and a help 
to progress. 
WHEN IS SILENCE NOT GOLDEN ? 
EMMA STANTON DYMOND. 
There are teachers who attend so strictly to busi¬ 
ness during lesson hour, even allowing the pupil to 
enter and leave the studio without “Good Morning,” 
or “Good Bye,”—so determined are they to spend the 
whole hour in teaching, that insensibly a dry, taci¬ 
turn manner fastens itself upon them, and presently 
they find themselves less popular with their pupils 
than, they feel, they deserve. “I like Mr.-so much, 
hut I do wish he would talk sometimes. He never 
seems to have anything to say about the music I am 
learning; he only remarks upon how I play it” was 
the complaint of a musically sensitive girl, who was 
working hard with a master of this type, one who was 
doing his best to bring her on, but who apparently 
could find nothing to say beyond the necessary tech¬ 
nical corrections and suggestions. 
AN8WERS TO PUZZLE ON NAMES OF 
MUSICIANS. 
We publish herew th answers to the puzzle on the 
names of musical celebrities which appeared in The 
Etcdk for February: 
John Sebastian Bach, George Frederick Handel, 
Ludwig van Beethoven, Felix Mendclssohn-Bartholdy, 
Wolfgang Anmdeus Mozart, Franz Schubert, Frederic 
Chopin, Charles Gounod, Hector Berlioz, Richard Wag¬ 
ner, Franz Liszt, Gioachino Rossini, Anton Rubinstein, 
Giuseppe Verdi, Retro Mascagni, Johannes Brahms, 
Daniel Francois Esprit Auber, Michael William Balfe, 
Peter Hjitach Tschaikowsky, Jacques Offenbach, 
Arthur Seymour Sullivan, Ignaz Paderewski, Theodore 
Thomas. Johann Strauss, Stephen C. Foster, John 
Philip Sousa, George Frederick Root, Henry Clay 
Work, Cecile Chaminade, Adelina Patti, Emma Calve, 
Emma Eames, Lillian Nordica, Nellie Melba, Mathilde 
Marchesi. 
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GEOROE LEHMANN. 
It give* me pleasure to 
EDITORIAL. note a steadily-increasing in¬ 
terest in the violin depart¬ 
ment, and to see this interest manifested in the form 
tt mMH letters of inquiry. But, I regret to say, 
the majority of such letters as I have received during 
the post twelve months have dealt with trifling mat¬ 
ters rattier than with the broader and more serious 
questions of study and art: questions almost limitless 
in number, and of a wide and varied character. 
The daily experiences of every student—yes, and 
every teacher—reveal some question, great or small, 
worthy of contemplation. To convert such experiences 
into enduring profit should be the ambition of every 
student; and a practical method of utilizing the ques¬ 
tion* that daily arise must inevitably prove a valuable 
process for the broadening and deepening of knowl- 
edge. 
Why, then, do students each day deliberately throw 
away the opportunity of presenting subjects worthy 
of discussion? Why does the student of the violin 
hesitate to do that which the piano-student is doing 
every day? Let him but rouke the experiment of 
putting hi* thoughts into written words, and he will 
quickly find a thousand readers interested in his per¬ 
plexities, n thousand students eager to solve the same 
problematical questions. 
The average student plays too much and studies too 
little. lie loses himself in the pleasures of “making 
music," and leaves to his teacher the solution of all his 
difficulties. The results of such a course are fatal to 
artistie growth, and the pupil remains a pupil all his 
life. 
Again I wish to say that this violin department is 
intended to encourage discussion of all serious and 
interesting subjects appertaining to the violin. It is 
to be hoped that earnest students will avail themselves 
of this oportunity of obtaining a field for the discus¬ 
sion of questions related to their work. 
SLOVENLY to players whose skill, in i 
TECTINIC. that appertains to velocity ai 
dexterity of the Angers, 
summed up in the word admirable, yet whose wht 
technical equipment is, to the critical listener, of i 
unsatisfactory and displeasing character! It is, pi 
hapa, no exaggeration to say that such an experien 
is of almost dally occurrence to many readers of the 
lines, who, after admiring the technic of a player, e 
perienr* a relapse in the form of a vague dissatisfe 
t»on with that which, at first, seemed a most excelle 
performance. I «ny vague, because, in my own « 
perience, I ha vs found that the cause of such dissat 
faction is often felt, but rarely defined and underatoc 
The critical student witl always be able to place 1 
finger, so to speak, on the exact cause which so quick 
gives rise to disappointment in what at first evok 
his unqualified praise. His suspicions once arouse 
and his critical faculty sharpened and alert, he w 
perceive Innumerable instances of a technical vi 
whose moat appropriate name is slovenliness. It is 
rice, strange to any, more common with gifted playe 
than with those possessing ordinary endowments ai 
grim tenacity. It is easily distinguishable in all tec 
nlewl work, and manifest* itself in an endless varie 
of forma. Often It i, of such a serious and rep, 
henmble ehararter that it ce.aea to be mere sloven 
ness, assuming the more dangerous and unbearat 
form of downright dishonest technic. 
The technical results of such dishonest methods a 
THE ETUDE 
not necessarily convincing proof that the player’s 
original intention was to deceive. Sometimes this is, 
indeed, the case; but more often it is purely the out¬ 
come of early negligences which have been permitted 
to develop and accumulate till they have insinuated 
themselves in all the player’s work and can no longer 
be eradicated. 
In scale-work, more than in other forms of technic, 
the pupil is apt to sow the seed of future slovenliness. 
Incredible as it may seem, he deliberately practices 
self-deception, and then foolishly imagines that other 
ears will not detect misdemeanors which seem insig¬ 
nificant to him. From day to day he grows less con¬ 
scious of his deficiencies, and ends with being in¬ 
capable of appreciating that they exist. 
In its earliest manifestations this slovenliness is 
either unheeded because of its close resemblance, in 
character, to the natural stumblings of the novice, or, 
it is fallaciously reasoned: Time and maturity will 
remedy the evil. But time and experience, both, forci¬ 
bly prove that early disregard of conscientious and 
legitimate aims is difficult, if not impossible, wholly 
to eliminate. Oft-repeated negligence means nothing 
less than the certain development of an insidious 
musical vice which everywhere disfigures what might 
otherwise be beautiful. 
My plea for extreme conscientiousness at the very 
beginning of a student’s work must not, however, he 
confounded with the advancement of a theory which 
enforces upon the beginner proficiency equal to that 
of the experienced player. The absurdity of such a 
theory is obvious; for it cannot he exacted, with any 
hope of fulfillment, that the technical results of the 
inexperienced player should equal the efforts of the 
student who has passed the stage of rudimentary diffi¬ 
culties.. The principle of conscientiousness admits al¬ 
ways of application, regardless of the degree of musi¬ 
cal ability and the stage of technical development. 
I had a very amusing ex- 
THE OLD, OLD perience the other day. I 
FALLACY. was examining some hows 
in the shop of a prominent 
fiddle-dealer when a stranger entered with an impor¬ 
tant air and a fiddle “done up” in a newspaper. De¬ 
positing his precious burden on the counter, the 
stranger addressed the unsuspecting dealer in the fol¬ 
lowing aggressive manner: 
“Say! I’ve got a fine old fiddle that just needs a 
little ‘fixing up,’ and I want you to make a good job 
of it and don’t you charge me too much.” 
The dealer smiled rather painfully, and proceeded to 
examine the instrument’s wounds. It was, in truth, 
an old fiddle, made, perhaps, a century ago. Its F- 
holes had lost their original outlines, and might he 
described as two slits of gaping ugliness. They had 
been gouged out (presumably with a jack-knife) and 
suggested the thought that perhaps some village car¬ 
penter with a theory decided that, the greater the 
hole, the greater the possibilities of volume and beauty 
of tone. The belly consisted chiefly of rents and gashes 
and an accumulation of dirt. The scroll was marvel¬ 
ously executed, and as symmetrically beautiful as the 
themes in Richard Strauss’s “Ein Heldenleben.” The 
neck had parted company with the finger-board—the 
fiddle rattled in its hones. 
ment is really in such bad shape that the repairs m 
cost more than the whole fiddle is worth.” 
“What!” thundered the stranger; “what bluff ga 
are you trying on me? That fiddle’s great. It’s ol( 
than you are; older than any fiddle you’ve ever se 
and older than any fiddle you’ve got in your sh, 
Y on just touch it up a bit. I know what it’s wor 
You just tell me what the whole job’ll cost—n 
strings and all.” 
‘‘Well,’’ sighed the dealer, “it will cost you eif 
d°^*hr th'8 fiddl* PUt “ g00d c°ndition.” 
Eight dollars!” shrieked the stranger; “no-yov 
l try U'em game9 on me!” And 
»nd fumed and protested, and finally si 
njr* * lb*1 «»>» 
The upshot of it all was that the stranger left the 
fiddle to be repaired; but before he took his departure 
he uttered, with inimitable gravity, the following 
warning: 
“I’ve got my name cut into that fiddle, and I’d just 
like to see the fellow that’s goin’ to fool me!” 
The “new” teacher is placed 
ICONOCLASM. in a peculiarly delicate posi- 
tion. His pupil has “studied” 
all the standard etudes, and a repertoire of solo pieces 
which doubtless would keep three studious artists 
busy throughout the year. And even more than that. 
This pupil has exhibited his abilities before all his 
relatives and friends, and all have pronounced his 
talent exceptional and his skill phenomenal. All his 
wise and judicious friends have pointedly declared that 
the boy now stood in need of the help of a superior 
artist who could give him “just the finishing touches.” 
The “new” teacher seems, however, to entertain a dif¬ 
ferent opinion. At least, to the sympathizing relatives 
and friends the indignant mother exclaims: “He has 
put John back almost to the very beginning I” 
The mother’s indignant protest naturally remains 
unheeded; and the teacher has either a sullen pupil 
or—perhaps no pupil at all. 
Every capable and conscientious teacher deserves to 
be encouraged in the enforcement of his musical con¬ 
victions. However great the temptation—and often¬ 
times the pecuniary temptation is great—to please the 
pupil rather than to administer to his actual musical 
needs; however embarrassing the position in which 
the teacher may be placed because he insists upon 
healthy progress and honest effort and despises charla¬ 
tanry, he should remain firm in the attitude he takes, 
conceding and relinquishing nothing. 
But the question has another and a very interesting 
side. Is the “new” teacher always wise or just when 
he takes the pupil in hand and starts with him afresh 
according to his peculiar methods of acquiring ability? 
This is the chief point to be considered—in fact, the 
only one which the teacher should have in mind when 
he accepts the responsibility of developing musical 
talent. 
It is chiefly the young and inexperienced teacher 
who finds that all his new' pupils must “begin all over 
again.” But now and then we see men of ripe experi¬ 
ence and years whose educational principle it is to 
regard as worthless all that a pupil may have learned 
under another, and perhaps competent, master. In 
Europe—particularly in Germany—the pedagogue of 
to-day is a stem iconoclast who knows no other virtue 
than his own. To destroy the work of his predecessor, 
to rebuild in accordance with his conception of what is 
beautiful and good—this he firmly believes to be the 
only process of vanquishing the difficulties of art. 
Such iconoclasts are, of course, beyond redemption. 
Their nature and their own training, their vanity and 
their narrow vision, combine to make them intolerant 
of other precepts than their own. Their good is the 
only good, their beautiful the only beautiful. Ten 
thousand Solomons could not convince them of their 
stupidity and their arrogance. 
The young and honest teacher, wishing to do right, 
but often perplexed and still oftener incompetent to 
judge and discriminate, considers only the superficia 
merits and deficiencies of a new pupil’s work. Often 
the merits are few, the deficiencies many; and if the 
teacher considers them separately, and criticizes them 
without making a careful diagnosis of his pupil’s con¬ 
dition as a whole, he is easily misled into extravag#n 
judgment, and adopts a blundering course. 
Any undeserved set-back has its serious conse 
quences. It may arouse antagonism, or dampen en 
thusiasm; it may humiliate and humble, but it may 
also enfeeble a healthy self-confidence and strike * 
the very root of emulation. 
Destruction or condemnation of another’s work v* 
very serious matter. Often, indeed, existing evils m 
a pupil’s work require the harshest disciplinary m^s- 
ures, and entire reconstruction may he found to be 
only remedy. Before undertaking such reconstruct^ 
however, the teacher should gravely consider ev . 
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ect of his pupil’s musical condition. Before discard- 
everything, he should earnestly endeavor to dis¬ 
cover what is elementarily good; and if such good 
exists, in however feeble a degree, it should be utilized 
and developed with the object of making it, ulti¬ 
mately, a valuable possession. 
The little cake of rosin, 
BOSEN. obtainable everywhere and 
at such an insignificant ex¬ 
pense, plays altogether too important a part in a 
fiddler’s career to be passed by in silence or contempt. 
When we stop to consider that a player may possess 
a beautiful Stradivarius, a magnificent Tourte bow, 
unlimited technic, and a most profound knowledge of 
his art, and yet be absolutely helpless if unprovided 
with this little cake of rosin—when we consider all 
this, seriously, the question is nothing less than ap¬ 
palling. 
Nothing serves better to illustrate the prevailing 
ignorance of the importance of good rosin than the 
story of the happy urchin who, upon receiving a fiddle 
as a birthday gift, enthusiastically exclaimed to bis 
comrades: “and I know just where I can get a whole 
barrel of rosin!” 
Perhaps the most popular rosin in the market to-day 
is manufactured by the French firm, Gand & Bemadel. 
But even those who have pinned their faith to the 
French product, and are loath to experiment with 
other rosins, often declare that, while it is perfectly 
satisfactory in cool weather, it ceases to be so during 
the warm summer months. And, in fact, this is a 
complaint frequently made against most rosins now 
in use. Some give excellent satisfaction when the 
weather is crisp and cold, and are worse than useless 
when the thermometer climbs to ninety degrees; 
others, again, seem excellently adapted for use during 
the summer months, but are undesirable when cold 
winter weather prevails. 
While I should hesitate to recommend any particu¬ 
lar make of rosin, I wish, nevertheless, to call atten¬ 
tion to a brand which, in all seasons of the year, has 
given me much satisfaction. It is named after the 
violinist, Lipinski, and is supposed to be manufactured 
in Dresden, Germany. It is easily obtainable, and is 
one of the least expensive rosins now in use. 
The etudes by Fiorillo 
BRIEF and Kreutzer are, we believe, 
INJUNCTIONS. ‘ unperishable contributions to 
violin literature. But they 
are not altogether logical in their progression, and 
some are either useless or undesirable. The teacher 
who insists upon thorough study of all of these etudes 
betrays admirable loyalty to their famous authors, but 
little pedagogical wisdom. 
The concertos by Mendelssohn and Beethoven are 
masterpieces that have stood the test of time, and 
doubtless will contribute to the musical happiness of 
“any generations yet to come. But the student 
would do well to remember that there are many com¬ 
positions extant which would better enable him to 
exhibit his abilities than the concertos by Mendelssohn 
*nd Beethoven. 
When you go to Berlin to study—as you will cer- 
>n y be foolish enough to do—have a kindly thought 
W ^our tocher at home, and remember his sound ad- 
TICe' -^fter studying five years abroad you will 
,°U 3less require, more than before, this teacher’s 
friendship and wisdom. 
tea b DOt tec0me indignant or impatient when your 
c er chides you. Has it ever occurred to you how 
gently he listens to your frantic efforts?—George 
THE ETUDE 
EXPERIENCES AND OBSERVATIONS 
FROM THE CLASS-ROOM. 
BY HEBMAH P. CHELIU8. 
X. 
89. People are not bom wise; wisdom is acquired. 
Of course, some few of us come into this world with a 
talent or a bent for certain things which will admit 
of more rapid development than would be possible did 
not this bent exist; but, having this talent or bent, 
development or wisdom does not come more quickly 
except by a tremendous sacrifice of time, energy, and 
labor. Thus only are apparent gifts developed to their 
utmost, and made to bring forth abundant fruit. 
90. There are a few great minds or men who have 
succeeded in doing two or more things very well in 
their short lives. Students, do not fancy yourselves 
to be one of those highly-endowed beings. If you suc¬ 
ceed in doing one thing well, be entirely satisfied. The 
world does not expect any more from you. So do not 
fret and worry because you cannot do what some other 
person does. One thing well done is worth a thousand 
things only attempted. 
91. The more lamentably-dense students are, the 
more persistently do they attribute their slowness of 
understanding to the teacher, who, they say, docs 
not make things lucid and plain to them; which may 
be true sometimes. But the great majority of teachers 
are intelligent men and women, who devote their lives 
to the study of the art, and they have studied the 
science of presenting things clearly, and of giving 
reasons in the simplest Anglo-Saxon English; so do 
not try to hide your stupidity behind that excuse. 
92. The thumb is to the hand what the dominant 
seventh is to composition; nothing, in either way, is 
possible without a skillful use of both. These are two 
important factors to deal with; consequently they 
must be understood to perfection. Acquaint yourself 
with the correct uses and abuses of the dominant 
seventh, and how to manipulate the thumbs, so that 
correct movement may lead to easy playing in the 
many complex situations. 
93. What people call the tremolo is only a trill on 
one note. The perfection of the tremolo is regularity, 
roundness, and evenness of tone, in quality as well as 
quantity. It becomes merely a noise when rendered 
unevenly. It is to be shunned, generally, as too fre¬ 
quently used by bad performers, producing a racket 
instead of music. Properly used, it enhances certain 
passages wonderfully. 
94. Free yourselves of timidity, indecision, w'avering, 
and vacillating like a pendulum. One is as bad as 
the other. Boldly and conscientiously go to your les¬ 
son or work, and, whatever you do, do openly and 
boldly and fearlessly; boldly ask questions; boldly 
strike the keys; boldly ask for what you wish to 
know, and boldly speak out; but learn to distinguish 
between boldness and forw ardness, as well as between 
bold assurance and impertinence; one is commendable, 
the other detestable. 
95. Few men think, and still fewer listen to, words 
of sound wisdom. Few musical students ever learn to 
interpret. Most prefer that others interpret for them, 
as well as think for them. That is the reason we hear 
so many woodeny, clumsy players, who vaguely thump 
out what they vaguely understand; were it other¬ 
wise, this world would be filled with great minds, in¬ 
stead of, as now, with a few great players, and myriads 
of pigmy followers. 
96. The reason so many fail in their attempt of a 
professional career is because they lack the proper 
brain-culture and brain-development. They did not 
use the opportunities of cultivating their brains at a 
time when they were pliable and in a plastic form; 
it was delayed too long; and finally, mental action be¬ 
came dull, sluggish, and inactive. Gradually laziness 
stepped in and took possession, and failure was all to 
be expected. 
97. Let us thank a kind Providence that there is no 
royal road to Heaven; likewise there is no royal road 
to art, science, or anything else that is worth having. 
All of us must travel the same unyielding and thorny 
path to reach the goal. Of course, there are many 
bright and lovely nooks and spots on the way; still, 
the ascent is rocky and uninviting and discouraging. 
Only those who make the struggle without faltering 
will reach the happy level when and where even then 
the work to remain is still stupendous; hence so few 
great successes. 
98. If you wish to get pupils, or a following, or a 
musical clientele, appear often as executant before 
the public and critics; demonstrate to them your 
methods of touch. Let them hear you freely, if you 
have the ability you think you have. Correct knowl¬ 
edge, rest assured, critics, friends, and the public will 
soon discover, and they will come to you, provided 
that, with it all, you are the possessor of a refined, 
courteous, and gentlemanly bearing; much will de¬ 
pend on this. 
99. If you wish to accomplish great things, you must 
be willing to make great sacrifices. Nothing will come 
from supposing this, suggesting that, or taking up 
with every idle whim or notion. Do hard digging, 
deny yourself many pleasures and comforts, and get 
used to the severe kinds of fault-finding and harsh 
criticism. You will find many thorns and thistles by 
the road, but persevere till you reach the end; suc¬ 
cess surely awaits you. 
100. Intellectual development is a slow growth. 
Look at the oak; is it quick of unfolding and expan¬ 
sion? Look at character; is it built up in a day? 
Whatever is of permanent worth grows slowly, al¬ 
most imperceptibly. Only persistent endeavor, close 
thought, minute scrutiny of each and every act, severe 
criticism, will evolve something of harmonious propor¬ 
tions, beautiful in shape, lovely in design, thorough 
and masculine in all the various parts; so that a com¬ 
plete, W'ell-rounded whole is the outcome, such as we 
behold in Palestrina, Bach, Beethoven, and Wagner. 
MUSICAL SOCIETIES IN SMALLER TOWNS. 
BY E. A. SMITH. 
It is impossible for our smaller towns to secure the 
best musical attractions unless the people are united 
in action, and have a common center from which or¬ 
ganized work may be directed. A musical club or 
organization will do more toward creating a musical 
interest in the community than anything else. Plans 
may there be formulated and talked over and finan¬ 
cially supported that with individual effort alone 
would signally fail. And the influence of such an 
organization is certain to be an elevating one. 
A certain town having a population of twenty-seven 
hundred, located in the State of Minnesota, recently 
formed a musical society for chorus singing and varied 
program-work every two weeks. They not only held 
profitable and enjoyable sessions, but they were the 
means of bringing a fine series of musical attractions 
to the place that could have been secured in no other 
way. A committee was appointed to canvass the town 
for tickets to the entire course, with the result that 
financial success was assured from the first, and a 
nice sum has been set aside as a nucleus for a course 
of entertainments to be given the coming season. 
What has been made possible in this instance is pos¬ 
sible in thousands of othera It is worthy of encour¬ 
agement and patronage. Suppose you give it a trial. 
Music is an art. Art is either the “harmonic ex¬ 
pression of human emotion” or a system of rules and 
traditional methods. Viewed as either, it is a prod¬ 
uct of the human intellect, derived from its efforts to 
create a form of expression. It is not a mere accident 
of the emotions, and should never be treated as such. 
The musical artist is one who studies the nature of 
emotions and the possibilities of their musical com¬ 
munication, and endeavors to produce a work both 
harmonic in design and significant in content. Those 
who seek for art in musical w ork must search for the 
demonstrations of intellectual conception in the em¬ 
bodiment of feeling. There is no design which is not 
intellectual; there is ro art without design.—TF. J. 
Henderson. 
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By W. 5. B. MATHEWS. 
~C u * little ten-year-old girl, resiles*, full of life, 
spt to ily off at the slightest interruption of prae- 
lu ing She learns a piece quickly, hut juat as quickly 
forgets it. She ha* a great deal of temperament, but 
her practice is like herself: ‘up and away to something 
el«e.’ She need* concentration. How shall I develop 
•1). i* a girl of twelve, listless, indifferent, not to be 
Interested in any form or kind of music, so far as I 
can determine. A child who, to use her own cxpris 
sion, hates it all.' She likes nothing, either inside or 
outaide, of the world of music. She will never decide 
that a thing is pretty; declares a seventh as agreeable 
a. a third. What am I to do? Her younger brother, 
with the same instruction, plays nicely—E. B.” 
The two types of hard pupils you describe are 
known to every teacher. The first one must be in¬ 
terested more. To develop concentration I know of 
nothing so good as for her to work through the Mason 
s\«trm of changes on the diminished chord. After 
playing four change* in plain rhythms, either give the 
graded rhythms or els*: give sixes and nines, the latter 
unting three, playing in triplets. These exercises 
run around nine times before completing the rhythm. 
When »he plays each of the changes well in this way, 
go on to rotations of the whole four, changing at each 
trip up and down the keyboard (<.«., change at the 
bottom) and go on around and around until the 
rhythm causa out at beginning of first chord, which 
will 1<« after nine times around, or thirty-six times 
up and down the keyboard. Then go on with the 
next four changes individually and then in rotation; 
after this the remainder. Finally play the first seven 
chords in rotation, then the last eight, and finally the 
whole fifteen. The latter in nines will run through 
the series nine times, and require one hundred and 
thirty-five times up and down the keyboard to finish. 
In place of carry ing the thing to this really terrible 
length, perhaps it will be as well to change to reverse 
motions after one rotation, and to the two-hand posi¬ 
tions before trying the second series of changes. Seven 
chords are enough for a good, trying exercise. When 
you have exhausted the changes on the C position, 
take up those of O, and later those of D. This will 
run through a year or so, a few minutes every day. 
In the end it will give concentration, because in play¬ 
ing these you have always a change of chords to look 
out for, a succession of chords to he followed in a 
certain order, and a rhythm of triplets running con¬ 
tinuously. The combination develops mental technic 
to a marked degree. 
In regard to her forgetting her pieces. Very likely 
yon are giving her easier pieces than she could manage 
just as well. To develop concentration on pieces, one 
way is to give something of Bach, something that 
she could not possibly learn by accident Take, for 
instance, the two-part inventions. I would not under¬ 
take to learn them all. Begin with the first. Learn it 
by heart, and hare her work at it until she can play 
it without stumbling. Then the fourth invention. 
Then the eighth. The latter is the beat of the lot. 
loiter the one in Ft flat. There are many that will pay 
for learning, but, if she learns five or six to play well, 
she will have gotten the substance out of this part of 
her work. 
Now to make the piece stick in her memory after 
she had laid it down. Probably she has learned her 
piece by what I eall “unconscious absorption”: i.e., 
the way in which so many smart girls learn pieces by 
playing them over an endless number of times. This 
kind of memory is of no use. It has to be a voluntary, 
intentional memory, a perception and conception, in 
which the mind precedes fingers. It is easier to get 
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this in a piece which cannot memorize itself, such as 
11 of Bach. Later something of Schumann some- 
thing very thematic, easy or less easy, accord,ng to 
he Lent For instance, the “Novelette m B-mmor 
U such a piece; so are the “Entrance to the Forest, 
the “Wayside Inn,” and the like. . 
Suppose after two or three lessons she plays the first 
Bach invention, without notes and without stumbling. 
It w ould be nice, now, to know in wliat form this piece 
lies in her mind. Is it an eye-memory of the notes 
as they stand on the page; or a finger-memory, m 
which one thing follows another and if you miss one 
note you have to go back to the beginning; or is it 
a key-memory,-the music as such, without any local¬ 
ity? In the latter case the pupil will be as likely to 
begin upon one key as another, and you have to make 
her remember voluntarily the key of the piece as well 
as the music. The keyboard memory, of finger suc¬ 
cession, is the poorest form of all, although in caden¬ 
zas (those of Liszt, for instance) it stands the virtuoso 
in great stead. 
Barth, of Berlin, makes a great point of having the 
pupil learn her piece so that she can begin with any 
line, and any measure, or part of measme, or with 
cither hand, as ordered. For instance, he may call for 
beginning at the third line, second page, second meas¬ 
ure, third beat, and he expects the pupil to run along 
the notes in her mind and begin at this place—of 
course, without the music to look at. This kind of 
memory is very reliable, although not musical. It is 
an eye-memory, and the pupils who have it naturally 
w ill have to be changed off into a musical memory by 
being required to transpose the pieces into several 
other keys. 
Mr. Hahn, of Detroit, requires the pupil to begin the 
study by analyzing the music into its chapters or 
parts; he wants to know how many of these natural 
divisions there are, then they have to be designated 
by letter or number, and the pupil must he ready to 
begin to play with either section as called for. 
When your talented pupil has learned an invention, 
have her play it in at least three other keys, changing 
the fingering wherever necessary to conform to the 
new relations of the keyboard. 
Probably the secret of the fleeting impression the 
girl’s pieces make upon her mind is to be found in 
her not really learning them thoroughly at first; so 
the eye-memory and the recollection of the appear¬ 
ance of the notes will aid her; but I would not 
keep this up too long—not longer than until this 
tendency to leak out has been greatly overcome. Good 
artists have the power of remembering pieces for 
years. 
A very interesting example has lately come under 
my notice. Mr. Leopold Godowsky left Chicago last 
July and spent some months in Paris and then some 
months in Berlin, being without a piano for about five 
months. Then he had his great concert to prepare in 
Berlin, and a later recital, the latter January 16th. 
At the close of the recital he left for America, where 
his first concert was advertised in Phoenix, Arizona, 
and a full month upon the Pacific coast. Meanwhile, 
February 27th, he was due to rehearse the Liszt “Con¬ 
certo in A-major” with the Chicago Orchestra. He 
studied the concerto on the ship, mentally, learning 
not alone the solo part, but also the orchestral, the 
instrumentation, and the fingering of all his passage- 
work. He had supposed that he would be able to 
devote about four hours a day to this work, hut found 
that it made such demands upon his mind that he 
could not stand it above an hour at a time. When 
he arrived at Chicago I heard him try it at the piano. 
He, as well as we who heard it, were surprised at the 
way in which he played it. It sounded as if he had 
always known it, memorizing the fingering and plan¬ 
ning out the hand-work had given it the result of 
much practice, and, of course, his technic being in 
wonderful condition from his epoch-marking prepara¬ 
tions for capturing Berlin, he had all the tools to work 
with when he had an idea. 
often the most difficult we have to deal with; to be 
smart and at the same time retentive and persistent 
is granted to but few. 
As for your second pupil, it is probably a case for a 
doctor. It seems to be a mental apathy probably de¬ 
pending upon physical condition. Girls sometimes get 
into this listless state; try the doctor. The person 
who declines to take an interest is one of the most 
hopeless the teacher has. If you can get her mind 
awakened upon anything, you can build music by find¬ 
ing something which will exercise her mind a good 
deal. She will never get on by soaking her in music 
under the hope that she may unconsciously absorb 
some of it. A tonic most likely is what she needs. 
When her mind is awakened and she takes an interest 
in something, there must be aspects of music which 
will get her to take a little trouble. 
“Is it advisable to give Schmitt’s ‘Five-Finger Exer¬ 
cises’ to a child seven years old? 
“Should the minor scales be taught to small chil¬ 
dren? And, if so, should they be given with the major 
scales? 
“Please give the names of a few fourth-grade pieces 
suitable to a girl who can reach an octave with diffi¬ 
culty.—A. F.” 
I do not recommend the use of any five-finger exer¬ 
cises, believing that other things are better; if they 
are given, better apply rhythm, in Mason’s manner, 
treating them in varieties of accent and in triplets, as 
shown in Mason and Hoadley’s “Instruction-Book.” 
If they are given to children, use very few, and be 
quite sure that the wrist is not stiffened. 
Minor scales should be taught first as keyboard 
“modes” of the major of the same tonic, C-major, C- 
minor, by simply flatting the third and sixth; the 
seventh always major. This is the harmonic scale, and 
it is the one to begin with. The major sixth in ascend¬ 
ing is a license when there is no harmony. The minor 
seventh in descending is a fault; do not use it. Major 
and minor scales upon the same tonic are fingered 
alike. 
“Scherzino,” Handrock; “Musical Clock,” Heins; 
“Album-Leaf,” Weber; “Words of Love,” Ganz: 
“Snowflake Mazurka,” von Wilm. 
“I have a pupil who has gone through Beliak s book 
successfully and I selected a composition which would 
develop the left-hand work and brace him up on other 
weak points. The next day he returned it with the 
remark that his mother did not like it. She wanted 
something lively: a two-step or something. The 
brother, who used to play the banjo, suggested ‘Swanee 
River.’ What would you do under the circumstances? 
“I have another pupil who knows the keyboar 
thoroughly, but cannot read from notes. What sha 
I do with her?—L. A. M.” 
I would explain to the pupil the point intended n> 
the piece, and urge it to be continued. At the sane 
time I would find something lively, or even >« 
“Swanee River” in a good arrangement, and give tha 
also. The point is to have your own way, yet to g>'e 
the impression of being everything that is considers e 
and obliging. 
For the other pupil there is nothing hut to mak 
her read. Give her such things as she can read by 
plication; require them to he learned by heart, u 
always unassisted from notes. Then proof-read t ein. 
Practice will do it. It is eye-experience she nee ^ 
Find out whether the eyes are good; they may 
defective. 
“In the clinging touch (Mason’s) is it enough if ^ 
finger merely falls upon the key? Must it n0 
played with force?” 
It must be played with force, but with finger-motfo 
and finger feeling, even though the arm is hacking 
enterprise. 
Hans von BUlow used to memorize his pieces in this 
way. So have others. I have devoted so much at¬ 
tention to this case because these smart pupils are 
Many pupils are imitative to a high degree. • 
have a certain facility, but have not depth nor 
nality. They fail utterly when away from the teae 
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SOME POINTS OF SUCCESS. 
by WILLIAM ARMSTRONG. 
III. 
The Teacher. 
Enthusiasm of the fitful kind which finds its im¬ 
pulse mainly in moods is a serious drawback. The 
tocher who ardently enters into the spirit of things 
during one lesson and remains impassive for many is 
never likely to make a pronounced impression upon his 
pupils. When the mind of the teacher sinks into 
lassitude the mind of the pupil falls asleep. The man 
of fitful impulse, who takes interest in the affairs of 
life only once or twice a day, is better fitted for con¬ 
tract labor than for musical pursuits. 
To hear a teacher blandly announce that he gives a 
preposterous number of daily lessons scarcely conveys 
the best of recommendations. Some of those lessons 
are given at the fag end of the day, and the weariness 
with which an overworked man begins the morning is 
not gotten loose from until the brain is gradually 
aroused to interest. In teaching, as in everything else, 
mind and body will respond for a given time, varying 
according to the individual, but never infinitely, no 
matter how great his intellectual and physical re¬ 
source. Beyond this limit a mechanical attention 
takes the place of enthusiasm and concentrated in¬ 
terest. Ambition may spur a man to persevering 
effort, but ambition is not an unfailing tonic for men¬ 
tal and physical exhaustion. 
Overwork and its Prevention. 
To be successful as a teacher demands, in addition 
to the wide knowledge necessary, the application of 
attention, watchfulness, interest, and enthusiasm. The 
wearied body and mind give these only in weakened 
degree. To be successful as a teacher, successful in the 
best sense, as illustrated by the mental and technical 
development of the pupil, means to be fresh in mind 
and body. 
We are all well accustomed to the phrase: “So many 
study, and so few amount to anything.” No teacher 
can supply brains and musical talent at so much per 
hour, however gladly he would do so. The teacher 
can, however, help to develop the talent and intelli¬ 
gence possessed. 
To he overworked in teaching by necessity is one 
thing, and to be overworked by choice is another. The 
one is inevitable, the other avoidable, and there is a 
nice little chasm of moral difference between the two. 
Unfortunately, as far as the pupils are concerned, re¬ 
sults are identical. The fact is undeniable that music¬ 
teaching, of all professions, is the most trying upon the 
nerves and exacting in its demands upon those en¬ 
gaged in it. The music teacher as part and parcel of 
bis art is of highly-developed nervous organization. 
There is much confinement, little variety of scene or 
association, and beyond these a combination of circum¬ 
stances that require strong combative influence to 
counteract the grind of inexorable routine. 
If the conditions of overwork must remain, either 
through necessity or choice, there is a course by which 
resnlts may be at least ameliorated. 
The simple and available apparatus at hand to-day 
oi home physical development, soundly selected and 
used after consultation with a reliable expert on phys¬ 
ical development, will go a long way toward refreshing 
aud invigorating the body. No prize-fighter needs 
Physical exercise more than the music-teacher, who, 
0 cner than not, neglects it because the idea is foreign 
t0 his tastes. 
As to mind weariness, the choice of methods in its 
reatment must remain with the individual. In this 
Section, at any rate, a single suggestion may be 
. e’ Many distinguished men, working under con- 
®t mental strain, advise an identical rest-cure for 
6. With those who have not tried it the pre- 
lemL°n aTouse a smile. It is neither more nor 
?o "an the devotion of an hour to the reading of 
me one °I those books of wild adventure and ship- 
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wreck that charmed ns in more youthful days. In 
the reading of such books there is absolutely no de¬ 
mand upon the mind. They do manage to absorb us 
for a little, even though we may not willingly ac¬ 
knowledge the fact, and when we put the volume down 
we go back to the serious things that we have left 
after having completely forgotten them. 
Mind-rest in any particular phase of work means 
complete forgetfulness for a time of that work itself. 
This point is well to bear in mind, however; no matter 
what may he our choice of methods of mind-rest,— 
either conversation, reading of the class of literature 
suggested, or viewing of scenes and objects,—they 
should have absolutely no connection with the pro¬ 
fession pursued. We need something foreign to our 
line of work to take us out of ourselves. Left to our¬ 
selves and to our own thoughts, we turn inevitably to 
the theme we would abandon. Under such conditions 
nervousness is increased by mental and physical weari¬ 
ness, and the strain rendered a tenser one. 
The worker who desists from his task in the middle 
of the day returns refreshed for the remaining labors. 
We all willingly acknowledge this, yet many of us 
return, by established custom, after a luncheon more 
or less hurried, or, still worse, after partaking of the 
chief meal of the day, and dash into our task again. 
The result may not he immediate, hut it will be in¬ 
evitable. 
When a certain stage arrives surprise may he awak¬ 
ened that those younger and less experienced in the 
profession seem to hold an interest for their clientele 
that we may no longer claim. Half the so-called 
“fossils” are brain-tired, hody-tired people who think 
industry supplemented by routine is sufficient to im¬ 
part the knowledge of a valuable and remunerative 
musical equipment. 
Well-Balanced Judgment. 
Overcoming strain, physical and mental, is so im¬ 
portant a factor of success with the musically equipped 
that it demands first mention. In this direction one 
thought to-day is worth two to-morrow. 
To constantly change the point of view weakens the 
respect of those about us. It is much easier to take 
up than to discard, and the man is a wise one who 
has reached that state which demands the testing of 
all things before they are accepted. A quick succession 
of idols in the form of either “methods” or “fads” is 
the shortest cut to a destruction of confidence. Con¬ 
servatism may he considered “slow,” but it has the 
merit of being respected. 
The largest mind is not necessarily the most quickly 
made up. There is an agility about thoughtlessness 
that enables it to jump at conclusions, but conclusions 
that are right by accident and free of debt to premedi¬ 
tation. To reject after acceptance is the right of every 
thinker, there is no advance without it, but the man 
who thinks the hardest is the one least called upon to 
verse his decision. 
A thoroughly-established confidence goes further 
ward sustaining a teacher’s reputation than any 
nount of advertising. To grow with the years and 
, grow with the times is the logic of evolution. To 
> fully up with the times is to be prepared by fore- 
lought to-dav for the advance of to-morrow. 
If there could he a man who would hear everything 
id say nothing, Solomon, as the exemplification of 
isdom, would be at a discount. Such a philosopher 
ould have the advantage of knowing every one s 
union and never expressing his own. “He said. She 
lid,” “It said,” have created more trouble ,n the 
orld than the most virulent epidemics. Silence and 
access have more in common than the fact that the 
tters expressing each begin with S. 
The music-teacher is thrown in daily contact with 
iany In repetition a word grows to sentences and 
.ference to statement. Looked up to as an instructor, 
value is placed upon his words that intensifies their 
leaning. In speaking to one pupil he speaks md.- 
:ctly to that pupil’s circle of acquaintance. It k 
altering situation, not always recognized on the spur 
f the moment, perhaps, and where events as well as 
Steady Poise in Little Things. 
To carry the cares and annoyances of the day into 
the home is to make the innocent suffer for the 
offences of others against us, and as well to distort 
our own views of life by continued brooding. Opti¬ 
mism is the twin of success, and a placid mind at night 
turns aside aggravation in the morning. 
In musical professional life tact, after cleanliness, 
comes nearest to godliness. To say things in a way 
that they may do the most good is not to say them 
with either temper or satire, but with quiet directness. 
Neither is the best method to fasten intelligent atten¬ 
tion by wounding or by arousing anger. The day is 
past when a smashing of feelings and furniture is 
longer regarded as evidence of genius. These condi¬ 
tions departed with hair A la Liszt, and the continuous 
pianoforte performances which Thalberg called fan- 
taisies. 
To appear prosperous is the readiest way to convert 
appearance into reality. It is sad, but true, that, the 
moment one-half the world finds out that it*- patron¬ 
age is a necessity, the combined genius of Sophocles 
and Beethoven would fail to save the recipient from 
undervaluation. 
Quiet, dignified independence is the most valid of 
checks on the bank of respect. Argument is mainly 
indulged in by one man who does not know what he 
is talking about, disputing the opinion of another who 
does. Those who know everything may live long 
enough to discover that they know nothing, although 
the most modern of medical sciences holds out small 
hope of anyone attaining to such extended longevity. 
Self-appreciation is self-preservation, but an exaggera¬ 
tion of the former renders the latter unnecessary. To 
feel aggravated with a colleague for traits that we 
find impossible to countenance is natural, but we are 
unlikely to give him the wisdom that nature has 
denied by telling him our opinion of him. 
RULES FOR YOUNG COMPOSERS. 
A prominent English musician who studied compo¬ 
sition in the late Sir Arthur Sullivan’s classes at the 
Royal Academy of Music, London, has given, in a 
paper of reminiscences, a number of notes taken down 
during the course of the lessor,:. These principles, 
which are of the greatest importance to composers, 
will have much interest to those of our readers who are 
studying composition: 
Chromatic Writing.—Remember, all of you, that, 
the more chromatic you get in your writing, the 
smaller you get. What is it that prevents Spohr from 
being a great writer? Simply this, instead of relying 
on broad effects, he loads his tunes with chromatics. 
If he has three plain triads he can’t resist the tempta¬ 
tion of putting a lot of chromatic notes between. It 
takes the strength out of the music, and the ear tires. 
On a Vocal Quartet.—You have a lot of two- and 
three- part writing, and when I sec it I always ex¬ 
pect imitation; but no, you go off to something new. 
Imitation is not only scholarly, but has a good vocal 
effect Of course, what you have written Bounds well; 
put four voices together with a few pretty chords and 
they always sound well. 
Natural Harmony.—Every phrase of melody carries 
with it a natural harmony to everyone. This is the 
simplest and smoothest. In writing counterpoint or 
harmonizing, first look at the air, and settle its natural 
harmony. Your work wants freedom; you are as if 
walking on stilts, and looking for each step; it does 
not flow. You attempt to do ingenious things. 
Hymn-Tunes.—The finest hymn-tunes are those that 
are the plainest, and full of broad, strong effects. A 
hymn-tune is not for the choir, but for the congrega¬ 
tion, and it should therefore be what everyone can 
sing. Congregations do not sing in parts; therefore 
the melody *s all-important. Chromatic harmonies in 
lower parts are weakening and incongruous. People 
say that to write melodiously and simply is to pander 
to the popular taste. Not so; it is doing what is con¬ 
sistent and right. Rely for effect on good shape of 
melody. 
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HOW I TEACH PIANO. 
BT DU. HENBY O. HANCHETT. 
To TKIX "How I TracU Piano” would be to write 
a record of over twenty years of labor. In my early 
work, I remember, I act a girl of seven or eight, who 
did not know "a” from “andante,” to play Schumann’s 
“Cradle Song” in 0, from notes, for her first lesson. 
That girl is now a distinguished nrtist and seems to 
think highly of me. More recently, I remember a 
young Indy played for me at her examination Liszt’s 
“Sixth Rhapsody,” and in many respects played it 
quite well and so as to show talent and intelligence, 
and I set her to doing finger exercises on a table (I 
never allow such things to assail one’s ears from the 
piano). I tell one pupil that I doubt whether it is 
u orth her while to study, after she has played some 
brilliant trash with dash and abandon (I never did 
that but once); and I tell another that she has every 
reason to devote herself earnestly and professionally 
to piano-practice, after she has spent severnl weeks 
working on the same moderately difflcult etude. I 
let a pupil at one lesson play through several pages 
full of blunders without a word of interruption (but 
with many blue pencil-marks and comments later) ; 
and at another the same pupil may spend thirty min¬ 
utes In going over the same four or eight bars, time 
end time sgnin. 
Still, 1 am not altogether devoid of method. Not 
all of my teaching is strictly piano-teaching; for I 
believe that the piano 1* a part of a mechanism of 
musical expression; that expression through mechan¬ 
ism is hopeless without proper mcchnnicnl relations 
and conditions, and that therefore the first step in 
securing such expression is the adrqnate training of 
ths remaining mechanism, namely: that of fingers, 
hands, snd arms. 
Rut if I seem to have little of method, I try to 
make It up by having principles, standards, and aims. 
The fnndamenttl principle in my piano-teaching is that 
piano-playing is an unworthy aim. Unless the piano 
Is to be considered as a means of musical expression 
I care very little about its study. If one wishes to 
perform aerobatic feats snd make astonishing displays 
of manual and digital dexterity; if one cares whether 
s Moseheles or MacDowell etude is played two grades 
faster or louder, and wants me to show him how to 
do it, he awakens but languid interest in me. I am 
not a teacher of gymnastics, and I give up the com¬ 
petition with the "Angeltis” and "Pianola” right now, 
both for myself and my pupils—the machine is sure 
to win. Rut music demands interpretation; emotion 
demands expression through music that may be heard 
—the piano will enabls heart to speak to heart. Ade¬ 
quate expression requires a mastery of technic. 
Hence, I teach piano by finding out what there is to 
express on the printed page, letting the pupils read, 
discuss, investigate, listen to my attempts (made on a 
second piano), and see wherein their conception or 
technic is Inadequate; then I lead the pupil through 
the steps required to supply the deficiency. My stand 
ard Is absolute perfection of every detail, and I try to 
point out always the worst defect and the one next in 
order for correction, without discouraging the pupil 
by fault-finding with every conceivable deflection from 
absolute perfection at once. My aim is always im¬ 
provement, and I greatly prefer the faithful toiler who 
ran always show some gain from lesson to lesson, to 
the more talented snd advanced pupil who will not 
work. 
! do not accept the dictum, "Art for art’s sake.” 
I Mfevt that art Is subordinate to life snd character. 
I wish my pupils to cultivate observation, accuracy, 
truthfulness In reporting what the composer has set 
down, honesty in interpretation, thoroughness, growth, 
faithfulness, snd both appreciation of and love of the 
beautiful. I try to reach the mind and tlte heart I 
often express approval of poor ) laying that shows 
progress and faithful effort T often lay aside a piece 
that has served ita purpose for the present, reserving 
Ita perfecting until K shall have had time to ripen 
somewhat In obscurity 
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I insist upon the memorizing of all pieces studied, 
and endeavor to have them memorized before they a^ 
practiced, because of the effect thus produced upon 
the powers of observation and the consequent develop¬ 
ment of skill in sight reading. I give very little at¬ 
tention to etudes except such as have musical value 
(Heller, Chopin, Liszt, etc.), and I always endeavor to 
utilize the full present technical ability of my pupil 
in musical work. Where technical points in pieces 
present themselves I use such points as exercises and 
have them practiced on table or clavier. I try to have 
the pupils hear nothing played, either by themselves 
or others, that is not correct in melody, harmony, and 
rhythm. So long as blunders in those fundamentals 
are possible, the practice should be on the clavier 
only. 
In short, I try to study human nature and to make 
my pupil study music, and the piano is but a means 
to the end, but a means that must be commanded to 
perfection.—Music Life. 
AS TO TRADITION IN MUSIC. 
BY LOUIS AKTHUB BUSSELL. 
The true interpreter of a composition is also a cre¬ 
ative spirit The cold pages of music, or the still-less- 
reliable remembrance of a performance of these pages 
by an artist, is in neither case a complete guide for 
the performance of the present moment. 
In the broader items of performance the general 
tempo and the dynamic relations may he laid out al¬ 
most mathematically; but, even were this advisable 
in art, the finer nuances cannot be determined by 
printed word nor usually positively remembered from 
one performance to another; therefore a diminuendo 
or a crescendo, riUirdando, or an accelerando, of a 
former interpretation may not he accurately repro¬ 
duced by the performer of to-day. The indefiniteness 
of tradition at its best makes it a comparatively small 
item in the performance of music; but, were it a 
perfectly re iable thing, its usefulness would he 
doubtful, for what we want of a performance is the 
truth of the composition as shown on the music-page, 
plus the artistic spirit of the player; if we have less 
than this, we have nothing more than the music of the 
automaton. 
If there be a tradition of the performance of the 
Beethoven and Mendelssohn “Violin Concertos,” the 
Schumann "A-minor Concerto,” and many other works 
never performed by their composers, who established 
it, and how-? The whole of the thought of tradition is 
measured up in this: A record through memory, or, as 
far as possible, through the printed page, of the very 
best known performance of a work. Sometimes this is 
established by the composer himself, but oftentimes 
by some acknowledged artist of the composer’s day, 
whose performance is accepted as the best and the one 
revealing most impressively the content of the compo¬ 
sition. 
he no doubt that the piano artist-virtuosi no» nan 
ing the attention of the world find and reveal more 
the true content of a Beethoven piano-concerto thi 
did Carl Czerny, who, in some cases, was the first 
play them in Beethoven’s day. Who to-day wants t 
Czerny tradition? Yet Beethoven himself appears 
have been satisfied with the old player’s performanc, 
It is fair, also, to think that, if the great players 
one hundred years ago were to reappear before ec 
cert audiences, their interpretations of the mast, 
works of their day would be materially changed 
The tinkling tones of the Vienna instruments us 
: Mozart for hifi concertos would find no considei 
turn as of serious importance in art to-dav, and Mok 
himself would see new things in his music if he w< 
to return to ns and play his sonatas upon a Steimv 
grand, or direct the performance of a symphony of 1 
^composing, played by the New York Philharmo, 
of 4rtis^ merits of good mus 
rmnsimf a"°'V8 °f UnHmited motional « Penman without destroying its original contour a 
we may listen to two performances of a great vocal 
or instrumental composition, differing widely in emo. 
tional intensity one from the other, varying in tempos, 
and in dynamic force; yet in each case logical 
throughout, beautiful, and, according to its mood, 
truthful. Who shall say which is correct? Given 
different instruments, different surroundings, and, 
above all, different moods, the composer himself is 
likely to vary the interpretation of his own composi¬ 
tions. Of this fact Beethoven testified many times, 
both in deed and word. 
If the performer be of sufficient culture and ability, 
he will catch not only the detail, but the spirit, 
of this composer; if, as well, he be an artist, his 
spirit will also have its sway, and the two are wedded 
in the performance; otherwise there is no real 
human art. If this performance reveals new beauties 
in the composition, it becomes traditional, and it re¬ 
mains for the progressive artist who follows to dis¬ 
cover still more of beauty. 
There are very few reliable traditions as to the in¬ 
terpretation of classical music, and all of these are 
subject to analysis according to the known laws of 
musical interpretation. To search for tradition is a 
vanity; the student should seek a higher culture in 
music, and, when he is awakened to the truths of his 
art, each composition of worth will display itself com¬ 
pletely to him, regardless of another’s interpretation. 
THE INDUSTRY OF GENIUS. 
BY PEBLEY DUNN ALDRICB. 
Some one recently made me a present of a musician’s 
year-hook, in which I found the following sentence 
by Bach: 
“I am what I am because I was industrious; who¬ 
ever is equally sedulous will be equally successful.” 
It came over me with somewhat of a shock that 
Bach must have been more than modest to give so 
little credit to his remarkable gifts, and so much to 
simple, plain industry. What a splendid lesson this 
is to us who are working in these later days as 
students. If Bach was industrious, how much more 
do we need to work persistently, that we may de¬ 
velop our little talents. But I do not believe much 
in the plodder. He usually plods on without under¬ 
standing and misses the essential thing after all. Our 
industry, while it must be constant, must be con¬ 
tinually guided by intelligence. For example, we 
have a troublesome passage on the piano to learn. We 
certainly must practice it over many times; but never 
once without mental guidance. 
I mean by this that mere mechanical repetition is 
to be avoided and every time the passage is gone over 
it must be done according to a carefully-preconceived 
plan. Aimless industry is about as bad as none at 
all. A comparatively small amount of well-directed 
study is more valuable than a large amount ffl 
directed. This same principle can be applied in many 
'ways, and it remains for each one of us to mak# our 
own application of it. Bach’s industry was not aim¬ 
less, and we certainly cannot afford to indulge in it u 
he could not. 
Does it not stand to reason that both the sons and 
daughters of a family should have an equal chance 
in the matter of preparation for enjoying the finer an 
more beautiful things of life, as well as in its more 
common and grosser features? There is a growing 
feeling that they should have equal share in genera 
education and in the family finances and property 
heritance. Why not, then, in art, in the love an 
appreciation of the beautiful? That one which haS 
the talent should be given the educational facilities or 
it, be it the boy or the girl. And, as the boys do no 
set about discovering their innate possibilities in those 
years when their minds are the most receptive, in l*teZ 
years, when they discover for themselves their musica 
talent, it is generally too late to profit by it as they 
are immersed in other study or business. A boy 
should have his chance before he is fifteen. W. 
Gates. 
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A FALSE ALARM. 
BY CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG. 
The music essayists and critics of England have, in 
the last year, repeatedly expressed the apprehension 
that the sonata might be crowded out of existence by 
what they are calling the “pianoforte snippet.” They 
fear that the short piece, the concert-etude, nocturne, 
prelude, the dances, old and new, will supplant it. 
Mr. Apthorp goes even further than this by declaring 
the sonata already an “ueberwundenen Standpunkt,” 
which is the German equivalent for an “exploded 
theory.” What the former observe, or believe to ob¬ 
serve as a deplorable, though still distant, possibility, 
the latter regards as an accomplished fact, and wel¬ 
comes. 
The whole question seems to concern principally 
three types of musicians: those who compose sonatas, 
those who play them in public, and those who teach 
them to the growing generation; and being engaged 
successively in all of these three pursuits of musical 
life, I feel at liberty to say that—in my humble 
opinion—both the English critics and Mr. Apthorp 
are wrong. The former are too apprehensive, the latter 
—though an eminent connoisseur—is just a little too 
sure. 
Before going into a justification of this opinion, it 
might be well to recall the meaning of the word 
sonata. The diagram of the first movement is not all 
that this term signifies. This diagram has slowly 
evolved from the mere attempt of emancipating music 
from the dominion of the church. As a piece for 
voices was once called a cantata, so was a piece of 
abstract music for instruments alone first called a 
sonata, because svonare in Italian means the sounding 
as well as the playing of an instrument. Thus the 
early sonatas were not even solo pieces, or not all, nor 
necessarily so, as the titles sonata da chiesa, di 
camera, a due,'tre, quatre, may prove. We find also 
sonatas (in the early times) made up of dance-pieces. 
Still, through the whole slow process of formation we 
can observe 
Two Tendencies. 
One purely formal, the other esthetic. The formal 
tendency is manifestly making for symmetry and 
logic; hut it is limited to the first movement. The 
esthetic tendency is making light of the first move- 
niept and its diagram, but strives for an organic unity 
between the various movements; it regards the whole 
sonata-scheme from a higher plane. 
In order not to confound these two tendencies, a few 
words may be said of each separately. The formal 
idea developed not evenly, but in skips. The Germans 
(the younger Bachs, Kuhnau, Wagenseil, Matheson 
Hasse, Rolle, Marpurg, et al.) have undoubtedly done 
"lost toward developing the symmetrical form of the 
first movement; while the Italians (Corelli, Porpora, 
omenico Scarlatti, Durante, Galluppi, Paradisi, Gra- 
210 ’’ ®ac°hini) seem to have directed their efforts 
wore toward a unity of mood or character. They make 
^ contrapuntal developments, and preserve the 
ormal idea merely in the disposition of tonalities, and 
e. repetition of certain portions, though these 
^petitions sometimes do not even include the first 
vVecjj' 8ee that each of the two nations de¬ 
tenu a** 80na*a according to its conception of the 
con ’ « aS WS foUow b° France we find these two 
Bor^ "ra! aPProaching each other in MChul, and still 
es^hist C1'eru^'ni> w^o stands perhaps alone in musi- 
of hi Vf^sll'8 cosmoPPhtism; since he lived most 
am 18 14 'n France, however, he is generally counted 
French musicians. 
f«serv ?r/eC*' ^conciliation of the two conceptions was 
in eTe* or bhe hellenic crystal-minded Mozart. As 
Mozart^- 0,10 °r <dass °* r*1118*0* 80 a^80 in the sonata, 
•bnd -t 18 * dec*ded> definite, and positive landmark! 
eepti,,^66?18 Tei7 much as if the two different con- 
tfter hi ° berm sonata began to separate again 
ment dj” ^bhoven often disregards the first-move- 
of variaf^810 en*'re^’ substitutes a fantasia, a set 
,0n8' or a mixture of slow and quick move- 
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ments for it. Schubert’s first movements do not al¬ 
ways adhere to the diagram. Chopin follows it, but 
disregards the organic unity of the whole sonata. 
Schumann vacillates between the two,-compare the 
G-minor sonata with the one in F-sharp minor, and 
with the one in F-minor; Brahms drops the sonata 
as a type altogether after his two early ones; Tschai- 
kowsky goes into gigantic proportions in his sonata 
in G, which makes it rather an unorchestrated con¬ 
certo or symphony; Liszt goes so far as to connect 
the various movements into a continuity; as he also 
did in his concertos; and with him the past closes as 
far as it concerns the sonata. 
Before we turn to the present we must observe that 
throughout all these vicissitudes the sonata has not 
perished. We have gained a fine, symmetrical art- 
form, developed to a wonderful breadth and elasticity: 
but we have also gained a higher conception of the 
sonata, a conception so superior to a merely formal 
idea that it can dispense with this first-movement 
form when necessary. 
And here is where the present sats in. The two 
Scharwenkas, in their sonatas and chamber-music 
works, as well as in their concertos and symphonies, 
prove the gain of organic unity, and sometimes employ 
the first movement form, though not always. Mac¬ 
Dowell, too, shows no disregard for the diagram, hut 
also shows perfect independence. Of Schytte, there is 
only one sonata in print, which is strictly formal, but 
the form is called for by the character of the themes. 
We can plainly see that our gain is twofold: that 
the first-movement form still contains vast possibil¬ 
ities, and that at the same time we have evolved some¬ 
thing greater than that: an art-work which seeks the 
human heart in its remotest recesses through abstract 
or absolute music, an art-work of organic unity in its 
diversity of detail, conveying a consistent, complete, 
logical, and coherent emotional program, whose form 
has long ago passed the stage of obviousness. 
And why should form be obvious? Orchestration is 
not; variation is not, at least not at any given point: 
nor is imitation always obvious; all these forms of 
art-skill need not be obvious any more than we need 
to display our bones and muscles d la Sandow in order 
to convey an impression of their strength. As we 
admire a fine figure in man and woman, though it be 
draped with and enveloped in a wealth of clothes; as 
we divine the build and proportions of a person by 
height, gait, carriage, motions, etc., so does the con¬ 
noisseur de cceur and the cultured music-lover feel the 
form of a sonata—or, for that matter, any form— 
despite all its enrichments, enlargements, and occa- 
onal deviations. 
Form must be felt! Woe to the art-work of any 
ascription whose form obtrusively dominates over its 
ntiment! Woe, also, to the composer who still has 
, follow the lines of form in full consciousness, instead 
1 “having” it as a matter of second nature, instinct, 
itomatic cerebration, subconsciousness, or—to re¬ 
am colloquial—instead of feeling it; he needs a post- 
•aduate course! 
Now, if the English critics apprehend the decline of 
le sonata, it is only proper to ask whether it is the 
agram view of it whose end they foresee, or the 
ithetic? The latter is too much in evidence at pres 
it, though it may perhaps be absent from the pro- 
ams of London recitals; and the former, the oh 
ous, unoptional, compulsory diagram? Why, it need 
it go * it has gone! Gone, as a command or tyran- 
ical regulation, gone as a sine qua non of the sonata, 
it not gone as one of the most beautiful forms to 
5 used whenever the nature or character of the 
.ought-substance admits, requires, or craves it, as the 
8 _ re oiTrinlv taken its place among 
kacter-botlding, growth of consciousness is 
ly means by which one can arrive at the real 
the qualities of a superior pianist. 
by W. 8. B. MATHEWS. 
The qualities of a superior pianist are both natural 
and acquired, the latter resting upon the foundation 
of superiority in the natural qualities. 
First of all, a determination to be a pianist. You 
can teach a hen to swim, if you don’t mind time. It 
is a long job, repugnant to the hen, and when all is 
done she prefers dry land. So anybody can be made 
to play, up to a certain point But to be a superior 
pianist involves so much work that nobody will suc¬ 
ceed without a strong determination to do so. 
Second, an instinct for the piano, a natural readiness 
of using the hands in pianistie ways. 
Third, a fine muscular system, responsive to nervous 
stimulation, capable of great application without be¬ 
coming inflamed; muscle of a fine and sensitive 
quality. Some people have fine responsiveness of 
muscle, but, as soon as they are forced to do hard 
work, the muscles get inflamed and swell up. A 
pianist has to werk very hard, indeed. 
Fourth, a fine instinct for music and a love for it 
above everything else. Unless your budding pianist 
loves music and feels music whenever he plays, he will 
never get beyond the mechanical stage. This musical 
aptitude will include perceptions of rhythm, harmony, 
melody, intensity, the blending and contrast of tones, 
and so on. In other words, your young ship will not 
sail truly without a captain to navigate her; the 
musical sense is the real officer of the deck upon a 
modern pianistie ship. 
Upon the substratum of these natural qualities the 
trainer will place the following: 
Fifth, keyboard mastery of every kind—that which 
is commonly called “technic,” meaning the ability to 
place your finger or fingers where you like and take 
them up when you are ready. This means a really 
diabolical drudgery upon each separate element of 
piano-playing. It means carrying at least a part of 
the elements farther than others have carried them, 
to the end that the Individual may have some ground 
for personal distinction. 
Sixth, practical acquaintance with the whole pianis- 
tic repertory. One must know thoroughly at least 
twenty sonatas by Beethoven, a dozen or twenty 
fugues by Bach, practically the whole of Schumann 
and Chopin, twenty to forty numbers of Liszt, a good 
deal of Brahms, and so on. One.studies these things 
early and reviews them later and often until they 
become household words. The hands and fingers have 
to he so habituated to playing that they become the 
spontaneous ministers of the musical thought in its 
slightest shade and nuance. 
General good sense and taste. This is where one has 
arrived at the moment when such teachers as Lesche- 
tizky and Godowsky inform one that there is nothing 
more which they can teach you. 
Seventh, the habit of playing in public without 
fright and without getting rattled. Perhaps this ougnt 
to have been brought in sooner along with natural 
qualities; still, experience shows that there hre many 
who play before others well when they arc quite sure 
of what they are going to do. It can be cultivated. 
How long will it take to become a superior pianist? 
If one has all the natural endowment, one should be¬ 
gin early; by the age of twelve most concert, pieces 
ought to be easy and attractive; by the age of sixteen 
nearly everything in the standard repertory ought to 
he within reach. Before twenty as many as possible 
extra frills ought to be put upon the technic. One 
begins to play in public by the age of seventeen. One 
“arrives” somewhere about thirty, if one has studied 
hard, and occasionally or habitually employed the 
gray matter of the brain. 
If you like examples, take such young players as 
Dohnanyi and Gabrilowitach. At the age of 21 or 
22 they are masters; then consider Godowsky, who 
at the age of thirty has just taken Berlin by storm 
with his incredible transcriptions of Chopin studies 
irvolving a technic never seen before. At 22 he 
had about the same as these others have. He ha* 
worked incredibly ever since. 
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Remuneration. 
humoreske. 
At a museum: 
Small CMld: “Why, grandma, what are you cry- 
'"oraldml (a member of the opera chorus): “Don’t 
mind me, dear; I have just recognized in that Egyp¬ 
tian mummy an old and very dear schoolmate of 
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in duet, nor do they swoon in cadenza; and there is 
something grotesque and positively lu» m the 
union of things so incongruous. Hence Sch ge , 
great German philosopher, calls the opera a fany 
world, not peopled by real men, but by a singular kind 
of singing creatures.” 
listen to my daughter sing?” said a lady 
Always have an understanding when payments are 
to be made, and, whenever possible, faithfully live up 
to the agreement. The fact that the teacher can de¬ 
pend on these payments will frequently be of con¬ 
venience to him. 
Attention to Suggestions. 
"Will you 
to Rossini. 
“With pleasure, Madame 1” 
Hamlet asks 
Mobile Kemble was playing Hamlet in the provinces, 
the gentleman who acted the part of Guildenstern 
imagined himself a capital musician.^ 
him: “Will you play upon this pipe?” 
“My lord, I cannot.” 
“1 pray you.” 
“Believe me, I cannot.” 
“I do beseech you.” 
The girl sang. . , 
“What r6le would you advise her to learn for her 
dibut in opera, maestro V’ 
“That of the goat in ‘Dinorah.’ ” 
Crescentini was a very celebrated Italian sopranist. 
A story is told of him that on one occasion, fancying 
that the dress of the first tenor (in the opera) was 
more magnificent than his own, he insisted on its being 
i go _ given up to him. The manager remonstrated in vain; 
“Wen if your^ hardship insists, I shall do as well and throughout the evening the tenor as Curatius, six 
ss l can"- and to the confusion of Hamlet and the fpet high, was seen wearing a little Roman costume, 
great amusement of the audience he played “God which looked as if itjvould[ burst at moment. 
Rave the King.” 
Both Gluck and Mozart used the fandango, a Spanish 
dance, in their o^ras. In the seventeenth century 
this dnnee was about to be prohibited as a “godless 
dance,” but one of the judges of the Consistory (of 
How many pupils keep a diary of their lessons? 
Those who do not fail to retain all the instruction re¬ 
ceived. This suggestion I know to be a good one. 
I invariably made the entries the evening after the 
lesson, putting down whatever I deemed worth 
noting. Now in after-years I turn to the book and 
do not read long before discovering a forgotten point. 
I also made out a weekly schedule of practice, dividing 
up my time so that each subject would receive the 
attention its importance demanded. If the teacher 
said: “You are lame in that movement; take this 
exercise ten minutes a day.” That evening the 
schedule would read: “3d and 4th finger, tr. 10 min.” 
What a world of advice was in one remark of the 
professors as he tapped me on the forehead: “When 
you play you must use your brains.” A correct style 
assumed by an effort for the moment is not the pur¬ 
pose of technical exercise. Correct habits unaccom¬ 
panied by volition are the fruits of the hours of ar¬ 
duous study. 
_ _ Don’t be too inquisitive. Information asked for in 
with the suspicion that some of Kelly’s compositions advance 0f y0Ur grade, and foreign to the subject in 
were derived from foreign sources, led Sheridan to jjan(lj js knowledge to which you are not entitled, 
propose this inscription over his shop: It hag bcen stated often that only those of rugged 
“Michael Kelly, Composer of Wines and Importer of constitution need hope for an artistic career. I believe 
it is based more on the nerve-energy of the individual. 
There are persons whose bodies are frail, but who 
possess such tremendous nerve-force, such determina¬ 
tion, that they outstrip their physically stronger neigh¬ 
bors in the race of life. 
while the diminutive Crescentini was dragging a long 
Alban tunic trailing on the ground. 
Michael Kelly, an actor and composer, was also en- 
’ 'n the wine trade. This circumstance, combined 
Music.” 
Next to Purcell, Shield was perhaps the most origi¬ 
nal English composer. He had some ideas of his own. 
He issued ivory passes to the opera. 
Dr. Wolcott’s application for such a pass reads thus: 
“Shield, while the supplicating poor 
Ask thee for meat with piteous moans; 
More humble I approach thy door 
And beg for nothing but thy bones.” 
SELF-CONTROL. 
BT AIMEE M. WOOD. 
MAKING THE MOST OF IT. 
The Fandanoo. 
monks) said is was not- fair to condemn it unheard. 
So two dancers were introduced, and they danced 
with such effect that “every one joined in, and the 
consistorium was turned into a dancing saloon” and 
no more was heard of the condemnation of the fan¬ 
dango. 
Lord Chesterfield, the accomplished wit and man 
of fashion, in speaking of the opera said: “When I 
go to an opera, I leave my sense and reason at the 
door with my half-guinea, and deliver myself up to my 
eyes and ears.” 
A country manager saw that the horns of his or¬ 
chestra were not taking part in an overture which the 
other musicians were performing. He rushed upon 
and inveighed against their idleness. 
“But,” said one of the men, “we have fifteen bars’ 
rest.” 
“Rest?—I don’t pay you ten shillings a night for 
resting; blow away!” 
At the production of an opera, “The Haunted 
Tower,” by Cobb, a genial friend said to the author: 
“What a misnomer to call your opera "The Haunted 
Tower’! Why. there was no spirit in it from be¬ 
ginning to end.” 
Among the objections urged agninst the opera by its 
enemies, one of the most frequent is that it is un¬ 
natural—that all property is outraged by this con¬ 
junction of music with action in the drama. People 
do not fight and murder each other, it has been said, 
though possibly they may make love to each other! 
BY HERBERT . PATTON. 
A great many readers of The Etude 
dents of some teacher, and to these I would address 
a few words. 
Are you making the most of your opportunities; 
or are you permitting valuable words of instruction 
to fall unheeded, or slip from the feeble grasp of the 
memory? In the first place, you should he in the 
good graces of your instructor, or you will miss many 
a favor that otherwise would he bestowed. Punctual¬ 
ity, respectfulness at all times, prompt remuneration, 
and last, but not least, careful attention to suggestions, 
and hard, earnest, effort to follow them are the chief 
requisites of gaining the good-will of a master and of 
a solid success. 
Punctuality. 
This is the easiest. Prepare to make your trip to 
the studio so that you can go leisurely. If you must 
hurry, you become overheated or nervous, and in 
poor condition to play under a critical eye. 
Respectfulness, 
Many pupils are not thoroughly respectful. If the 
teacher happens to make an occasional blunder, they 
have a grin ready to show their amusement. I remem¬ 
ber I took several lessons of a certain artist, before 
I discovered a peculiar arrangement of his mirrors, 
enabling him to see my face, while his gaze was ap¬ 
parently directed elsewhere. How glad I was that my 
respect was genuine, and ray attention riveted at ail 
times. Teachers are often greatly fatigued; for a 
number of lessons given successively will tire a giant 
Make up your mind to bear a certain amount of abuse 
and these storm-clouds will the sooner vanish. 
The writer of an editorial in a daily newspaper 
says: “Power of any kind is always amenable to 
culture; if it be small, it can be enlarged; if it be 
weak, it can be strengthened. Each one knows the 
weight of his own burdens, hut all do not know the 
blessed relief of bearing them bravely, unselfishly, 
the stu- cheerfully. In this method of conquering self we shall 
have won a victory of good over evil, and proved our¬ 
selves, not the slaves, but the masters, of our emo¬ 
tions. “Unless above himself he can erect himself, how 
poor a thing is man!”’ 
Pupils of a sensitive temperament are unconscious y 
affected during the lesson-hour by the prevailing men 
tal attitude of the teacher; if the latter has encoun¬ 
tered some mishap or unpleasant circumstance previ¬ 
ous, and allows his thoughts to dwell upon it, or even 
constantly to revert to it, he will find, in the majori y 
of cases, an unsatisfactory lesson; on the other ban , 
if he appears in a bright and cheerful mood, the pup> 
catches at once the same spirit, and wonders at er 
own performance, which is satisfactory to the degree 
that she herself is passive to the outer influence. 
Children, especially, are sensitive plants, hut there are 
those of maturer years who are even equally sus 
ceptihle to this invisible force which a teacher cames 
with him,—which forms his “atmosphere,” this, i° 
turn, being the direct result of this thoughts.. 
Observing and considering, as he may continua y> 
in his experience, this fact, he finds the importance o 
acquiring thought-control of greater value than ^ 
can estimate, since to the influence over the pupi 
may add the reflex benefits to himself, and indircc . 
even to his affairs. Persistently to maintain a chec^ 
and animated manner when struggling under aav 
circumstances is difficult of itself, but to call the 
to the task of successfully banishing, during a ^ 
of teaching, each intruding unpleasant or an*10 
thought involves an achievement which will he o 
to yield its own reward. 
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A FABLE FOR GRADUATES. 
. rame to pass that once upon a time two music 
ip a town and signified-as the cus- 
!CaC was-their desire to receive and train up the 
children of the town in the knowledge of musical in- 
eh . —for a consideration. One bore with her 
^parchment roll on which was a special seal of honor- 
*£ mention, given at the great school m the city 
not far distent. The other had no parchment roll 
! was she so skilled as her sister, but she studied 
diligently as opportunity had been given her. 
Now when these two had sojourned in the town and 
days and months had passed, it was made manifest 
that the ways of one teacher were not the ways of 
the other teacher, and that there was a wide differ¬ 
ence in their ordering. For, behold, one of them de¬ 
veloped many gifts and graces. She smiled upon all 
passing acquaintances; she briefly sojourned or left 
her card at the houses of her friends; she delicately 
made known every lovely thing that she heard to the 
one whom it most concerned, and her garments were 
ever seemly and beautiful. She knocked at the doors 
of concert-hall and musical club and gained an abun¬ 
dant entrance; and at the bazaars and other religious 
festivities she gave her services; and because she 
knew how to choose wisely, she charmed the people 
with a concord of sweet sounds well suited to their 
minds. 
And it came to pass that pupils placed themselves 
under her guidance to be taught by her. And she 
perceived that the fathers and mothers in the com¬ 
munity could not understand the severe works of the 
masters (nor could she yet teach them, neither the 
works nor the fathers and mothers), but that they de¬ 
sired music somewhat better than coon songs for their 
sons and daughters. And straightway she chose for 
her pupils what was both good and pleasing; and she 
made musical entertainments for them and urged 
them to play before their friends; and she cheered the 
timid and stirred up the laggards. Moreover, because 
the had quickness of wit, she avoided the fogs of un- 
cleamess and the pitfalls of illustration that illus- 
trateth not, and she spoke often in parables, that even 
dull minds might comprehend, and she provided her¬ 
self with a musical magazine and consulted frequently 
the volumes of the library of the town that she might 
increase in wisdom. 
And when she had made the way plain to her pupils, 
as far as Bhe herself had traveled therein, she said 
to herself: “Behold, if I seek to go further with them, 
it will be but the blind leading the blind.” So she 
took a portion of the substance that she had gained by 
her teaching, and when she had journeyed to the great 
city, she sat at the feet of a learned doctor of music, 
and in the school of the doctors she acquired the 
knowledge that she lacked. 
But the other teacher hung up her diploma in a 
high place and waited to be called. And when she 
had waited a great while and but few pupils had 
sought admission to her studio, she lifted up her voice 
and complained bitterly of neglect, for she knew that 
her training was superior to that of her flourishing 
neighbor. And she disdained musical entertainments, 
and she set hard tasks for her pupils, and when they 
could not perform them she upbraided them, and they 
wept. And she was continually at variance with the 
fathers and mothers of the community because their 
children could not play the bitter music that she gave 
and because she steadfastly refused to give them 
that which was sweet and melodious. 
And when she was bidden to the bazaars or the re¬ 
ligious festivals, she declined to go; for she said that 
people would not listen. But when once she did go 
(to become known) her selection was so severe that 
aB the people spoke with their tongues when they 
mould have listened with their ears. And she was 
wroth and cried: “Go to, now! Ye cannot under- 
8tand fine music.” And she resolved that she would 
n°t P^y for them again. And it was so, for lo 1 she 
was not bidden a second time. And she cared naught 
'or the concert-hall and the musical club, because they 
met not the high standards of the city in which she 
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had been taught. Nor would she seek to help them to 
approach these standards, but she despised them in 
her heart, and this was known. 
Nevertheless, it came to pass that she set a price 
upon her public playing, which is lawful, but not al¬ 
ways easy to gain. And she said: “Am I not better 
than my neighbor? Have I not a diploma with a 
special seal? Shall not the people of this perverse 
town acknowledge my worth?” And she became a 
harder taskmistress than ever, and her countenance 
darkened daily. But one by one her pupils left her 
for her neighbor who had no diploma, but who hoped 
to win one. And, when certain of her Mends who 
grieved at her mistake tried to show her that the 
fault lay in herself and that her neighbor was wiser 
than she was, she hid her face and refused to be 
advised or comforted. So they left her to her own 
destruction, and it came to pass that the place of her 
failure knew her no more. 
Moral: A diploma is an excellent and a necessary 
thing. Therefore, seek it. But when you have won 
it, remember that it cannot do everything and that a 
teacher who has a diploma may possibly learn wisdom 
from one who has not.—New England Conservatory 
Magazine. 
EAR-TRAINING. 
BY LOUVILLE EUGENE EMERSON. 
Lescuetizky’s most constant ejaculation is said 
to be: “Can you not hear?” And, with a few excep¬ 
tions, we may be sure that the silence which follows 
such a question is not, in this case, an affirmative 
answer. 
Is it not remarkable that, in the teaching of an 
art which appeals to the ear alone, the training of the 
ear itself has received so little attention? The ab¬ 
surdity of such neglect is immediately evident when 
we compare music with painting. What would we 
think of the painter who neglected to train his eye 
for color? More absurd still: what would we think 
of the mental equipment of the man who, in order to 
read Shakespeare, had to sit down before some speak¬ 
ing-machine and play, with his fingers, the Merchant 
of Venice? 
And yet an art in which hearing alone is primarily 
concerned has been taught in such a backhanded way 
that hearing has not received even secondary consider¬ 
ation. In fact, almost no thought at all has been 
given to the ear. 
All this tends to show that, in work in which any¬ 
thing like thoroughness is thought of, ear-training 
must receive very careful attention. If one is to be 
anything more than a mere mechanic in music he must 
be taught how to listen. In order to get the most 
benefit from the recitals of great players, the grea 
orchestral concerts, the great operas, one must be able 
to listen discriminatingly. This only comes with train- 
in5he player must hear his own playing, otherwise 
faults entirely unsuspected will mar. It is told o a 
certain well-known pianist that when his playing was 
reproduced in a phonograph certain common faults 
were instantly noticed. He listened then The great 
compositions are only to be comprehended thro^h toe 
ear and if the ear has lost its cunning (if it can lose 
whit often it has never had), what chance is there 
i.rri, ofho. « 
if he cannot think music? and how can he think if he 
cannot hear? . « » 
,t when the need of ear-training is felt there next 
:S the question “How?” and right here is the 
ce for a mistake which we must avoid. This mis- 
is in considering tones apart from their relation 
"Music is tones in relation, never otherwise; so 
xmst listen to tone sequence properly combined 
l the fundamental relationship is thoroughly app¬ 
ended, and until we are able to wnte what 
hear, thus showing that we have learned to think in 
Scale relation is this fundamental idea, and the ma¬ 
terial that should be used at first in dictation is the 
scale (in all the keys) and short melodies without 
skip; then we should go on to skips, rhythmical vari¬ 
ations, simple chromatic alterations, etc.; next, inter¬ 
vals and two-part writing, and chords of three and 
more tones, and chord progression should receive our 
attention. One thirg cannot be too strongly insisted 
upon, and that is the importance of a thorough appre¬ 
hension of scale relation; on the success with which 
the scale as a whole is grasped depends the success of 
all future work. 
One of the immediate results of ear-training is, for 
the student, the illumination of the whole world of 
music; and with it goes the complete changing and 
raising of his point of view. He no longer looks at 
music from the barrel-organ stand-point, but from the 
much higher plane of conscious mental effort. For it 
is a well-demonstrated fact that we can appreciate 
only what we attend to; in other words, when we 
listen discriminatingly we think, and in thinking lies 
our hope of growth. As soon as one begins to listen 
he plays better; he is better able to criticise intelli¬ 
gently the playing of others; and best of all he be¬ 
gins to think in tone. When the student can think 
in tone he has made an immense progress, and his 
future is then limited only by his personal capacity 
for growth. Even if he never gets where he can write 
great music he is constantly traveling toward that 
very desirable place, and the heritage which the world 
receives from him, whether recognized or not, is of the 
sort which is worth while, and which counts. 
HOW NOT TO ANSWER EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS. 
We have all read amusing answers to questions 
asked of school-children, and those of us who have 
had experience with class-work know how music- 
students, also, sometimes get their facts mixed, or 
learn the words of definitions without grasping the 
sense. When, later, the memory fails and an attempt 
is made to supply an original definition, things some¬ 
times appear badly twisted. Here are Borne illustra¬ 
tions taken from an English contemporary: 
Harmony is the taking of a melody and fitting notes 
to it which are in harmony with the melody, but 
which do not interfere with it. 
Counterpoint is fitting one melody to another and 
making the notes come in as much harmony as pos¬ 
sible. 
Fugue is an elaboration of this form, having a first 
theme or subject, answer, second subject, then these 
varied; namely, one part beginning rather before its 
time. The whole being finally brought to a climax 
with chords. 
Fugue is more complicated than counterpoint, it 
being two or three subjects following successively each 
other, when the second subject or melody is begun by 
one voice, the first subject accompanies it by a second 
voice, and so on, all parts fitting harmoniously to¬ 
gether. 
The meistersingers were chiefly men of the poorer 
classes who composed themselves into guilds and com¬ 
petitions among themselves as to whom could compose 
the best songs. 
Discant is mixing up two voices in a light way; 
counterpoint is when the other voice is more pointed 
in style; fugue is when they are not so clear, but 
run on to the end in a current way until the last 
chord. 
Polyphony is when several voices only imitate each 
other instead of doing something more original. 
In counterpoint the monks used to have two desks 
opposite to each other and thus sang together; hence 
the term [descant]. The Cantus Firmus was the one 
with the strongest organ, though the other had more 
technical agility, and often sang as many as six or 
eight notes at once. 
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HOW TO MANAGE A TEACHER. 
BY U. C. MACDOOOALL. 
A POl'lL i* often concerned, and rightly ao, about 
bU teacher', punctuality, hi. teacher’, interest in the 
lessons; a pupil who doe. not get an hour's Icon (if 
the teacher states that he give, hour lessons) or forty- 
live minute, (if the lcssou ought to be of that length) 
ha. some cau.c for complaint. A teacher who listens 
to the pupil’, efforts with a scarcely-concealed air of 
boredom, or who is ill natured, or who plainly has 
given little or no thought to the lesson of the day or 
planned for Icons in the future-such a teacher can 
give little satisfaction to his pupilB, and his faults are 
beyond their correction. 
There are way. in which a pupil may get a good 
deal out of a teacher, and I wish to point out some 
of thoee way. in a simple, practical fashion. The first 
rule for the pupil’s guidance is this: When you finish 
playing or singing your piece, say nothing. If your 
teacher ha. anything to say in correction or praise or 
reproof, give him a chance to say it. As a general 
thing, pupils, the moment they finish their piece, are 
voluble with excuses or descriptions of previous per¬ 
formances of the same thing at home or other auto¬ 
biographical details of no earthly interest or impor¬ 
tance. If your teacher has nothing to say, your silence 
after performing will compel him to say something. 
The few still moment, after the voice or instrument 
has ceased arc wonderfully potent in stimulating keen 
mental review, of the minutes of performance. In my 
own experience a» a teacher there is scarcely anything 
so annoying as the habit of pupils to which allusion 
hat been made. 
EL 
The second bit of advice to pupil, i. antithetical, in 
Mime re.poets, to the first I cautioned pupils about 
talking to the teacher immediately after the perform¬ 
ance of a piece. I now say: .11 the proper moment 
ask intelligent Questions. The common Bense of the 
pupil must be responsible tor the determination of the 
•proper moment," but, in general, it may be said that 
a "proper moment” is immediately after your teacher 
nas made a correction or explanation, or any time 
when there seem, to be a point of rest in the lesson. 
Intelligent question, are those referring to the author 
of the piece, his life, place in musical history, etc., 
the harmony of the piece, the fingering, the form, and 
other constructive details, questions regarding the 
technic and answered in the text, and so on. It is 
not a bad way to write the questions on a slip of 
paper or on the edge of your music. 
The third bit of advice to the pupil is this: Do not 
ask too many Questions of the teacher nor argue with 
him. It is as true as anything can be that a real 
teacher likea to be of use to his pupils; his experience 
is at their service much as a well is at the service of 
him who lets down the bucket into its satisfying 
depths. But a pupil should be careful about taking 
the lesson into his own hands; a teacher of any gump¬ 
tion will not only not allow a pupil to do this, but 
will have some ill-will toward him for attempting it. 
Of course, a pupil asking intelligent questions wishes 
only to learn, bat he should be careful not to ask too 
many or to ask them inopportunely. As to arguing 
with your teacher, he will dislike you if you attempt 
it, or he will be a person of unusual breadth if he does 
not; furthermore you can have no respect for a 
teacher with whom you can successfully debate musi¬ 
cal topics. To keep your respect for him, refrain from 
argument; ask hit opinion and meditate on it in 
silence, bearing in mind his greater experience and 
eminence in music. 
IV. 
My fourth hit of advice is: Try a little judicious 
praise of your teacher occasionally. Of course, you 
know that your teacher is a human being, but you 
practically forget it most of the time. I must ow n to 
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a liking for praise of myself; at the same time it must 
be judicious praise. If my back, unfortunately 
humped, I do not care to have some one comphment 
my figure; if I am ugly, I do not like to be told that 
I am handsome. But, if I have taken pains with a 
pupil, I know it, and am delighted when I am told 
of it- if I have been patient with a trying pupil, I 
know it, and think it no more than my due to have 
the pupil acknowledge it. At such times I feel very 
much encouraged; I do better work in my next lesson 
and remember the pupil who has praised me most 
kindly, saying to myself: ‘‘What I do for that girl is 
appreciated.” Your teacher may be the gruffest or 
most dignified or most self-contained of mortals; rest 
assured that spoken appreciation of his efforts in your 
behalf touch his heart. Mind, you are to use judicious 
Another may to manage a teacher—that is, to com¬ 
mand for your own use his best—is to loyally support 
him in his undertakings. If he plans a concert-course, 
sell tickets for him; if he gives a pupils’ recital 
accept cheerfully the piece and place he assigns you; 
if he plays, go and hear him, applaud him (generously, 
if your conscience allow), and say a friendly word to 
him after the concert is over; do not take lessons one 
season only, but season after season, until you identify 
yourself with him so completely as to absorb all his 
musical wisdom. When you leave him for some one 
else, do so only for good reasons, and tell him frankly 
all about it; he will respect you, and you may retain 
his friendship. All this sounds queer, you may say; 
yet a teacher is a man, and will be touched by your 
loyalty, and will reward it by increased devotion on 
his part; if he does not, he is made of poor stuff. I 
assume, in all this matter, that your teacher is a man 
you can respect personally and musically. 
After all, the best way to manage a teacher is to 
have good lessons l And here, where truth is most 
obvious, is it least practiced. Poor lessons may be 
brought occasionally, and excite wonder only on the 
teacher's part; but a whole series turns wonder into 
worry, worry into abortive endeavor, and abortive en¬ 
deavor into disgust. After that the teacher tolerates 
the pupil, spends the amount of time that he considers 
just, and dismisses him with inexpressible relief. No 
wonder the pupil finds the teacher dull, uninterested, 
impatient, fretful, disagreeable. It is not an easy 
thing for a teacher to tell a pupil not to come back 
again; it is not always a right thing, nor ever a tact¬ 
ful thing to do. Sometimes a teacher, goaded to des¬ 
peration, will give a pupil his congi, but in after- 
moments he wonders whether it was the best thing to 
do. I firmly believe that the financial side of the 
matter has little to do with the retention by teachers 
of so many indifferent pupils; while a pupil shows 
any interest the teacher perseveres—he hopes for better 
tilings. A pupil who does what he is told to do, prac¬ 
tices faithfully and achieves good results, has very 
little difficulty in getting out of bis teacher all that he 
has to give. 
THE SEVEN AGES OF THE MUSICIAN. 
BY MABEL WAGNALL8. 
VI. 
“You may play in public, lecture, compose, write 
about music, or direct; what you will,—but at last 
yon must come to teaching!”—says an authority in 
a recent magazine. Our musician finds it hard at first 
to accept his Pegasus without any wings at all, and 
deliberately to harness him down to a common little 
"bread and butter cart” But after soaring and sink¬ 
ing through five ages of the musician’s career, he learns 
that more practical results are to be gained in this 
way than by “hitching his wagon to a star.” 
So he provides a large studio with two grand pianos, 
and decorates the walls with autograph pictures of all 
the great singers and players. These are easy enough 
to procure, but they, more than anything else, im¬ 
press “mamma” with the teacher’s standing, as she 
waits during her daughter’s lesson. He also makes 
it a point to be giving a lesson to his sister or cousin, 
when his first pupil enters, and as she departs he 
commences to teach his mother or grandmother, it 
matters not whom, so long as he avoids all appear¬ 
ance of leisure. 
Teachers would do well to seek elderly pupils, as 
well as young, for they are sometimes most interest¬ 
ing. The present writer knows of one wealthy New 
York bachelor, now over sixty years old, who may be 
found at his piano every evening. It is remarkable 
how admirably he plays when one considers that he 
began when he was fifty. The hours of his life he 
regrets the least are the tardy ones thus spent in 
the study of music. 
It is remarkable what different methods of teach¬ 
ing may lead to the same result. The city of Vienna 
is musically divided by two opposed theories of piano- 
instruction. There is, on the one side, the Leschetizky 
loose-wristed, drop-finger method. The new-comer to 
this cult must be initiated by an underteacher. One 
hand alone, one tone at a time, each finger to drop 
of its own weight. At first it has no weight at all! 
and you despair of ever playing loud enough to be 
heard. Each wrist must be constantly tested by the 
other hand and kept so independent of the fingers that 
when they are “falling” no moving muscle can be 
felt in the wrist. After a month or more of this work 
a short piece is permitted; so simple as to be mem¬ 
orized in an hour. But the touch, the pedal, the 
poises, the ritardandos, the liquid legatos, the pulsing 
rhythm, the artistic rubatos!—these you fail to mas¬ 
ter in a month. It is musical miniature work under 
a microscope. 
In contrast to this is what might be called the Im¬ 
pressionist school, best represented by Julius Epstein, 
of the Conservatoire. This master’s first move with 
a new pupil is to make out a list of the pieces you 
“don’t know”; and a formidable array it is! Then 
he checks off four or five for the next lesson. He has 
a loud voice and sharp eyes, which make it seem ad¬ 
visable not to ask questions. So you obediently buy 
the pieces he has marked: one “Invention” of Bachs, 
one Chopin Etude, one sonata of Mendelssohn’s, and 
one nocturne. Of course, you think there is some 
mistake; no mortal could be expected to learn that 
in one week. 
But, just to astonish Professor Epstein, you deter¬ 
mine to learn those four pieces if it takes ten hours 
practice a day. The sun shall not set before you have 
memorized one of them! You divide the work off, 
and find that you must memorize at the rate of one 
page an hour. You vow by the stars you will do it, 
sun’s down; candle’s out; stars shine; moon rises, 
still you work on illumined by the glow of determina¬ 
tion. At the end of seven days you present your=e , 
eager-eyed and very nervous, but confident of as 
tounding the great master by your achievement, on 
are not required to do all from memory though, o 
discount your nervousness it was necessary to p*y 
them at home with your eyes shut. 
The lesson is over, but never a word of surprise 
do you hear from Julius Epstein. Instead, he pe™**® 
that “little list” and designates four more new pie 
His loud voice and sharp eyes again admonish J<> 
not to protest, so you crawl home, have a goo . • 
and wish you were dead. But you are aroused by 
consciousness that no time dare be lost 
“Each hour a page; 
Each page a prayer!” 
By the end of one season the Epstein PUP' 
formed the acquaintance of seventy-five or a hun ^ 
new pieces, while the Leschetizky worker has ma ^ 
life-friend, so to speak, of one or two. The ^ 
has learned to grasp musical ideas and acqui 
breadth of mind and facility in memorizing that q 
eclipses his rival, but the latter has gained a tone 
repose that are worth some other deficiencies. ^ 
But in spite of these diverse methods, the pup1 ^ 
both masters may be heard each year in various 
certs at the “Musik Verein.” Equal applause 
praise apparently the result of both methods. 
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■var WAY TO MAKE THE AMERICAN 
people MUSICAL. 
BY JOHN TOWEBS. 
It is no less strange than discouraging, and even 
humiliating, to have to admit, at this, the dawn of 
L twentieth century, that the American people are 
Zt musical- And yet so it is. A certain proportion 
of them it is true, can sing fairly well, whistle excel¬ 
lently and play creditably enough upon various minor 
BU8icil instruments-not forgetting the banjo! There, 
however speaking broadly, their musical skill and at¬ 
tainments end. Of the higher forms of musical art,— 
the oratorio, the symphony, and the opera, for in¬ 
stance-they are still wofully in the background. 
This is strange, because our people are largely leavened 
with an admixture of foreigners bailing from lands 
where music forms an important part of general edu¬ 
cation and of daily intellectual food, life, and thought 
It is discouraging and humiliating, because strenuous 
efforts have long been, and are still being, made in 
many directions, by means of good choral and instru¬ 
mental societies, of skilled operatic and concert com¬ 
panies, and of large, and ever-increasing numbers of 
institutions devoted exclusively to the technic of music 
and the propagation of musical ideas. The net result, 
however, is that the music which, at the time of 
writing, most commends itself to the popular taste 
is painfully namby-pamby, meaningless, crude, and— 
in far too many cases—downright coarse and vulgar. 
It seems, therefore, that the means hitherto employed 
to make the nation musical have signally failed, and 
that a new start should be made without further 
delay. 
This start, from my point of view, should be made 
at the very bottom of the ladder; that, in fact, the 
kindergarten should be the place where this much- 
needed musical reform should be started. There, any¬ 
how—thank God!—no guile, coarseness, or vulgarity 
is to be found. Now, nothing, it may safely be said, 
could possibly be more helpful toward keeping the 
infantile mind in this blessed and, alas, too short-lived, 
state of innocence, than early indulgence in the singing 
of simple, pretty, and catchy airs, wedded to touching, 
tender, bright, and eneerful words. As the child moves 
forward into the primary department, the teaching of 
vocal music should be continued, as heretofore, with 
the addition of sugar-coated training in note-learning, 
sight-reading, time-beating, and, to some extent, ex¬ 
pression and feeling. Marching onward, and upward, 
through the higher grade schools, the regular and sys¬ 
tematic teaching of vocal music should go steadily on, 
and, as progress is made, the music chosen should be¬ 
come more and more ambitious and elaborate. Part- 
songs for two, three, and even more voices ought to 
be pretty easy of accomplishment. 
About this time occurs the inevitable change in the 
voices of the boys, which renders their retirement from 
the singing class — if (oftentimes) splendid natural 
vocal organs are to be saved from hopeless ruin—not 
only desirable, but absolutely imperative. 
Leaving the boys, for a moment, it may be in¬ 
structive to remark of the girls, at this juncture, 
that, although their voices are also somewhat affected 
by the sudden blossoming into ripe womanhood, they 
rosy, under judicious guidance, without any very seri¬ 
ous risk, go uninterruptedly forward with their vocal 
studies, which should now begin to assume quite a 
classical aspect Besides solfdges for two or more 
voices, cantatas, etc., a beginning might be made with 
the finishing master, who knows his business—and 
there are such—in the real art of bel canto, which 
embraces soul, as well as body,—a momentous fact 
often overlooked. In any case, make but the nursing 
mothers of a nation truly and thoroughly musical, 
and ultimate national musical growth, development 
and pre-eminence are foregone and inevitable con¬ 
clusions. 
Wholly apart, however, from this vital considera¬ 
tion, it may fearlessly be said thrt the physical, in¬ 
tellectual, and moral advantages of music, and espe¬ 
cially of good vocal music, are so great, that every 
encouragement should be given, especially to girls, to 
cultivate it assiduously, not only during school-life, 
but right up to that important and happy period 
when they have their own little choristers to watch 
over, guide, train, and educate, at which time, if never 
before, they will hardly fail to realize and appreciate 
the great privileges which, as school-children, they 
themselves enjoyed. 
To return, however, to the boys, who were left just 
at that point at which active participation in singing 
ought altogether to cease, and at which the study of 
instrumental music might, most advantageously, com¬ 
mence. There would, for instance, be no insuperable 
difficulty, in forming, in nearly every public school in 
the land, brass-bands, and, up to a certain point, com¬ 
pact little orchestras. The one thing needed to com¬ 
pass this desirable end is the good-will and encourage¬ 
ment of those in authority. Unfortunately many of 
these are utterly wanting in musical taste, knowledge, 
and appreciation, and, consequently, they throw every 
possible obstacle in the way of musical progress. 
The stock objection is want of time. The modern 
school- boy and girl, so it is urged, have so much to 
do, so many “ologies” to master, that there is really 
no time left for music. It may, nevertheleess, be 
safely asserted that better, happier, brighter, and more 
robust boys and girls, and eventual fathers, mothers, 
and citizens, may be expected from those who, during 
their school-days were put through a thorough, sys¬ 
tematic, and exhaustive training in vocal music than 
from those who, without it, were crammed, so to say, 
from head to foot with purely book-learning. 
Be this as it may, the following certain advantages 
would accrue from the establishment, and systematic 
training, of the aforesaid brass-bands and miniature 
orchestras, in our public schools and colleges: The 
services of these embryo musicians might often be 
pressed into the sacred cause of charity, no small gain 
in these days of wholesale mammon worship; patriot¬ 
ism and love of country and home might be largely 
evoked and fostered by the martial strains produced; 
the ranks of the professional musician might be con¬ 
siderably and ably augmented by the pick of these 
youthful executants; permanent orchestras might 
arise in most centres of art activity to supersede the 
present oftentimes wretchedly inadequate theatrical 
and concert ones, and, last, but far from least, our 
church and chapel choirs, everywhere, might, indeed, 
sing and give praise with the best member that they 
have, which is now the very rare exception. 
Much more in the same strain might easily be added, 
did space permit, but it must suffice to say that the 
line of national music-training here fugitively indi¬ 
cated, in due time, if properly carried out to its logical 
issue,’would materially contribute toward making the 
American nation thoroughly musical, and toward giv¬ 
ing her that pre-eminence in the divine art which in 
almost every other direction of human thought and 
action she is, most assuredly, attaining. 
THE SUCCESSFUL TEACHER. 
BY MADAME A. PUPIN. 
Thebe are many persons who measure the sucsess 
others by the figures that represent their bank 
counts. Money is their only standard of measure 
The teacher with many pupils is not always the 
iccessful teacher. He may be the fashion, or he may 
tract pupils because he is “such a handsome man, 
' because he is related to Gov. Q, or to the Countess 
, B -“an aristocratic family, you know, or he may 
. a ’regular old fossil, who has taught for so many 
;ara in the same place, that people have got used to 
m and his antiquated methods. . . 
The first requisite of a successful teacher ,s that he 
10uld be alive. Life means growth. When the Id e 
acher hears of new methods he investigates them, 
he reads of a new school of teachers which gives 
mmarativelv few exercises and does not teach sea 
, beginners^ he resolves to inquire into the logic 
t thJe new ideas and adopt what is reasonable 
But Old Fossil exclaims: “Scales! my pup.ls don t 
have anything but scales the first six --months, 'and 
none of them have a piece until they have taken les¬ 
sons a whole year.” It is observed that Sid Fossil!* 
pupils never play scales well, because they have al« 
ways practiced them with both hands together and— 
they hate them so. No wonder! 
The live teacher is interested in all new and progress¬ 
ive ideas in science, art, literature, and even in psy¬ 
chology, and he culls from them the elements of real 
success. 
The successful teacher must be an optimist. He 
must be able to sec and draw out the best in his 
pupils. Most of us have abilities far greater than we 
imagine. Our timid first efforts need to be praised and 
our aspirations encouraged, instead of being laughed 
to scorn, as they often are in the family circle. Judi¬ 
cious praise given to a beginner often brings to light 
unsuspected talent, and scorn as effectually blights it. 
How much harm is sometimes done by the foolish 
chaffing of the members of one’s family, and how much 
good may the teacher do by urging the pupils to de¬ 
velop the best that is in them! 
The optimistic teacher is always cheerful; it is im¬ 
possible for him to get angry. If a pupil is surly, or 
out of sorts, he simply does not see it, but fulfills the 
Bible injunction, to overcome evil with good—good 
temper; he infects his pupils with his own cheerful¬ 
ness and good humor, also with hope, courage, and 
enthusiasm. He teaches them to think and incites 
them to raise their ideals He inculcates order and 
punctuality by being orderly and punctual himself. 
He does not say: “Ho as I say and not as I do,” but 
lie is himself the model which the pupils consciously 
or unconsciously imitate. 
Above all, the successful teacher loves to teach, and 
his pupils feci it They make efforts to please him; 
they even overcome natural tendencies of character, 
in their great efforts to do what they think will satisfy 
and please him. Think what it is to be sueh a teacher; 
a subtle influence for good radiates from such a person, 
and its effects may reach far into the future. 
How happy the one who can say he owes this or 
that good trait to the faithful teacher of his youth; 
and how unhappy he who looks back with regret that 
he did not appreciate the advantages his teacher was 
offering him, but foolishly and ignorantly regarded 
him as an enemy. 
The successful teacher U one who truly educates, 
who draws out from his pupils their hidden talents, 
and sets them marching along a path that leads ever 
upward and onward, and in doing this wins their love, 
confidence, and esteem. 
PURPOSEFUL DOING. 
BY LOUV1LLE EUGENE F.MUUSON. 
A pupil brought to his teachi-, one of his first at¬ 
tempts at composition. The first question asked was: 
“Why did you write it?” 
This was something of a poser; so the teacher went 
on: “Of course, no advanced players would care to 
play it, and the intervals are too wide for a child to 
play, so the whole piece is ruled out.” 
This observation is as full of meaning as a nut is 
full of meat. The first question one should ask him¬ 
self is: For what purpose? Then he should adhere 
to the rules of the game. Nothing is less valuable than 
purposeless action. 
It is this characteristic, purpose, that distinguishes 
humanity. And the greatest man is the man with the 
greatest purpose. Life is a mathematical equation; 
so much on this side, so much on the other side to 
balance. You get out of life just what you put in it. 
Put into it great purpose and you get back great 
gains. Do you desire to be rich? Pay the price; and 
the price is yourself. Do you wish for fame? Pay; 
and again the price is yourself. 
Hence, when you sell yourself, sell high. Analyze 
your purpose. You may be surprised at the low price 
you have set on your divinity. And if you have no 
purpose you are valueless. 
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LUDWIG 80HYTTE. 
[Mu. Schttte ban very kindly given us a sketch 
of hit early life and musical education. It should 
carry with it encouragement to those who are working 
hard to gain recognition for their efforts. In the music 
supplement to this issue will be found one of Mr. 
Schyttc’s latest compositions.—Editor.] 
I was born April 28, 1848, in Aarhus, Jutland, Den¬ 
mark, the youngest of thirteen children. My father, 
who was a minister, played with considerable skill a 
number of instruments—violin, viola, ’cello, guitar, 
tlute, and piano; my mother had on excellent voice, 
and all of my brothers and sisters were musical; so 
that in my childhood I heard a great deal of music. 
But what interested me most was chamber-music, 
Beethoven's sonatas, and Chopin’s “tone-poems,” sev¬ 
eral of which one of my sisters played very well. 
My father composed very diligently, and not with¬ 
out talent; I can recall to-day some of his piano- 
compositions which could be heard with pleasure. 
Nevertheless, I did not study music; my father was 
much too nervous to instruct me, and none of my 
brothers or sisters had time to give to me. Still, I 
studied counterpoint in an unconscious, as well as 
practical, way. When my mother and I were alone 
always sang, and it gave me great satisfaction t 
make up another part to accompany her. 
My parents were poor, and when I was about sir 
teen years old, and had passed my school examins 
trona with great success, I entered the employ of a 
apothecary as a student At this time my love fo 
music grew so strongly, and since a local musics 
authority expressed in the warmest words his astonist 
ment that I, without knowing the notes, and withou 
any instruction, only “by ear,” could play correct! 
in* Whole I minor Scherzo (opus 31) of Chopin, 
concluded to say adieu to pill* and salves, and wenl 
with the sum of 1260, which I had wived from m 
salary, to Copenhagen to study music. 
J W" *l ‘h*t time “ IitUe OTer twenty-two year 
dd amd everyone said of me that I was too old am 
would accomplish nothing. Oade found me withou 
talent and would not take me in the conservatory a 
a pupil. (. ome yean later he offered me a position a 
J* e^uservstory, where, on accoun 
ck of talent, f could not find acceptance.) 
It went very hard with me for some time. Finally 
T WB* th* I called ai 
* * , 01 °* d.»t'»ff»i»hed Edmund Neupert am 
flnt th P'"7 f0r him- 1 P'*y*d th, 
romUsi'tl^ J*r ^ m7 ",y ow, 
(UP t0 th*1 tin,, 
wil nTh, r T . po88ibi,ity th,u »7 <>'« 
^ TllU“ in *he other..) As J 
Hopped playing Neupert asked me-.. it «*raed m< 
very earnestly; ‘‘What was that you played?” For 
a moment I felt anxious for fear I had been bold in 
playing my own composition; nevertheless I had to 
"out with it.” Neupert looked at me wonderingly, 
and then, in a most friendly way, clapped me on the 
shoulder and said: “Truly you have talent; what 
else we want we can seek for.” I was overjoyed 1 
From that time on things went better with me. 
Sophie Menter, with whom I became acquainted 
shortly after, played my compositions; Neupert in¬ 
structed me, and secured pupils and a publisher for 
me; in Bhort, was like a kind Providence to me! 
Gade gave me instruction until, in 1883, I went to 
Weimar to Liszt, from whom I had a most gracious 
reception. Liszt arranged that my concerto, opus 28, 
should be played for the first time at a music festival 
in Carlsruhe, and showed himself an interested patron 
up to the time of his death. 
In 1886 I accepted a position in Vienna as Professor, 
which I resigned several years later to go to Berlin. 
I now give only private instruction, and a large num¬ 
ber of celebrated pianists have studied with me. My 
compositions include a great number of large and small 
piano-works and songs. Many of my teaching-pieces 
have received great recognition. A comic opera is now 
awaiting performance, and my dramatic scena, “Hero,” 
which was brought out with great success in the Royal 
Theater at Copenhagen, by the famous Marguerethe 
Petersen, has also had enthusiastic reception in the 
Hof-Theater in Darmstadt, in Vienna, Basle, Budapest, 
in Hamburg, and here in Berlin. 
TECHNICAL PRACTICE. 
BY PRESTON WARE OBEM. 
It is to be constantly borne in mind that, after all, 
the acquirement of technic is hut the means to an 
end. The ultimate objects of all technical practice 
should be the acquirement of a correct touch, and its 
concomitant, a beautiful and artistic tone-production, 
and a fluency and exactitude of execution. 
But it must be remembered that the purely physical 
and mechanical side of pianoforte practice should not 
be confounded with, nor exalted above, its musical 
and interpretative aspects. It is an indisputable fact 
that the greater majority of musical listeners, both 
amateur and professional, would infinitely prefer to 
hear a comparatively simple composition of any one 
of the masters artistically performed with a due at¬ 
tention to beauty of tone and with true poetic feeling 
rather than (as has been the case) be compelled to 
listen to a grotesquely distorted derangement of a 
Chopin valse or etude played with a hard, dry tone at 
a rate of velocity many times greater than was ever 
dreamed of by the composer. 
It may be safely stated that no “method” or “sys¬ 
tem” has a monopoly of all technical knowledge. The 
Playing of the great artists now before the public 
demonstrates this point. However, there are certain 
ir Z,irSeVgCneral teChni6al PrinciPles which are, 
or should be, known and observed by all. The pity of 
»t a that many really great players seem utterly un- 
ble to impart them skill and knowledge to others. 
iZT1 teaChCr Wluire9 a keen Perception 
and analytical powers of a high order. P 
°nce”is a g°°d mott°to foiiw 
m pianoforte practice; mental concentration is a 
^ THe "°rk to be accomplished must be 
-iSSS.’KTrteM - - 
strument, the tone cannot be altered in quality, color 
or volume after it has once been caused to sound- 
consequently the main concentration of effort should 
center upon the method of attack. Eelative power 
and quality of tone are affected by many conditions, all 
of which must be studied and taken into consideration 
—the distance of the hand or fingers from the key¬ 
board, the comparative swiftness of the stroke, the 
use of weight, of pressure, or of a blow either from the 
finger-joint, the wrist, or the arm, the comparative de¬ 
gree of contraction or relaxation. An accurate release 
must also be cultivated, since by this the duration of 
tone is largely regulated and also the necessary prepa¬ 
ration is made for the succeeding stroke. 
As no two hands or arms are alike in size, length, 
or shape, no hard-and-fast rules for position may be 
prescribed, but, generally speaking, the arm should 
hang easily from the shoulder, the wrist should be held 
loose and pliable, and the hand should be slightly 
tilted toward the thumb. The first finger-joint should 
be neither too depressed nor too elevated and the 
remaining joints should preserve an easy, natural 
curve of the fingers, avoiding undue contraction. All 
waste motion and unnecessary mannerism in playing 
should be avoided, and grace and economy of physical 
effort should be studiously cultivated. 
It should be hardly necessary to mention that all 
technical practice should be rhythmic in character, but 
this cannot be too strenuously insisted upon. 
Exercises for the lateral extension of the hand are 
invaluable, and should be carefully and industriously 
cultivated, and too much attention cannot be given 
to the flexibility and independence of the thumb. 
The number of hours to be employed in technical 
practice depends largely upon the work to be accom¬ 
plished and upon the strength and physical condition 
of the player, hut no practice should ever be carried 
to a point anywhere nearly approaching exhaustion, 
since such is worse than useless. 
PSEUDONYMS OF MUSICIANS. 
COMPILED BY MYBTA L. MASON. 
Stephen Adams is the pseudonym of Michael May- 
brick; A. L., Mrs. A. Lehmann, mother of Liza Leh¬ 
mann; Albani, Emma Lajeunesse. 
Julius Becht, Charles Kinkel; Helen Blackwood, 
Lady Dufferin; Blind Tom, Thomas Wiggins; John 
Braham, John Abraham. 
Calve, Emma Roquer; Caradog, Griffith R. Jones; 
Claribel, Mrs. Charlotte A. Barnard; Czapek, J. L. 
Hatton. 
Gustav Damm, Theodor Steingraber; Dolores, Ellen 
Dickson; Clara Doria, Clara Kathleen Rogers; Ed¬ 
ward Dorn, J. L. Roeckel. 
Wenzel Ecker, Wilhelm Gericke. 
Jules Favre, Michael Watson; Signor Foli, A. J. 
Foley. 
Tobio Gorria, Arrigo Boito. 
Guy d’Hardelot, Mrs. Rhodes; Alice Hawthorne, 
Sep. Winner; Richard Hoffman, Richard Hoffman 
Andrews. 
Jakobowski, Edward Bellville. 
Tom Karl, Tom Carroll; Keler-Bela, Albert von 
Kelar. 
Malibran, Maria Felicita Garcia; George Maywood, 
George Schleiffarth; Melba, Nellie Mitchell; Carl 
Meyer, C. Everest 
Emma Nevada, Emma Wlxom; Nordica, Lillian 
Norton, Mme. Nordica-Doehme. 
August Packer, Charles Kinkel; Signor Perugini, 
John Chatterton. 
Hugibert Ries, Hugo Riemann. 
Senkrah, Anna Harkness; Anton Strelezki, F. Bur- 
nand. 
Pierre La Tour, Charles Kinkel. 
Arthur Vilton, F. J. Crowest. 
S. Lebert, Siegmund Levy; Ernest Leslie, 0. B. 
Brown; Liibenau, S. Jadassohn. 
G. Friederich Wurzel, G. F. Root. 
Hermann Zenta, Augusta Holm&s. 
N“ ”” THE COLLEGIANS. 
MARCH. 
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1 ’ houM be played with the hass,the principal note following immediately, with a firm,sound tone. 
x,-,:m5 Little Dimple Chin Mazurka. 
L .V. HOLCOMBE, Op. 6, No. 3. 
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Swedish Fantasie. Schwedische Fantasie. 
LUDWIG SCHYTTE ,0p. 121,No.4. 
* * * 
(Swedish Folksong.) 
(Schwedinches Volkslied.) 
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BURIAL OF A HERO. 
SECONDO. 
Lento. Maestoso e sostennto. 
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ERWIN SCHNEIDER 
Copyright. 1901 .by Theo.Prosser « 
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BURIAL OF A HERO. 
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Edited and fingered by 
Maurits Leefson. 
To Spring. 
An den Friihling. 
Edvard Grieg,Op. 43, No.6. 
Copyright, 18*8,by Theo.Presser. 4 
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Conrad Fliersbach, Op. 61. 
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ONCE MORE. 
Adapted from 
H.L. D’ARCY jaxone. AUG. VINCENT. 
Copyright |90i by Theo Presser. * 
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OVER THE OCEAN BLUE. 
BARITONE or CONTRALTO. 
A.J. LAMB. H.w. PETRIE. 
Cantabile. 
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plain talks on matters musical. 
by EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
III. 
How Can Ode Pupils Hear Good Music? 
This is a question that is being continually asked 
by the intelligent, conscientious teachers in our smaller 
towns, who realize more or less fully the woful lack 
of such opportunities in the communities where they 
are working, and who feel the importance of the in¬ 
disputable fact that, to hear good music well rendered, 
is not only a privilege and a pleasure, but an abso- 
lutely-indispensable necessity for music-students. It 
is just as impossible for one to play really well with¬ 
out hearing much good playing, as to speak French 
well without hearing it spoken. No amount of indi¬ 
vidual study and book-learning will take the place of 
ear-training and unconscious imitation. One of the 
chief advantages of European study consists in the 
manifold opportunities it affords for hearing good 
music and developing the taste and artistic instincts 
of the student by the process of absorption. The high¬ 
est results are utterly impossible without some such 
advantages. 
TJiE ETUDE 
They should go, not to see the greatest living pianist, 
as they would the fastest horse, but to hear a good 
program well given, and enjoy it precisely as they 
would a good book well read, even if the reader was 
not brought from the ends of the earth. The elements 
of curiosity and wonder must be eliminated before true 
art-culture begins at all. 
Secure men of personal as well as professional merit, 
men of culture and breadth, who come quietly without 
fuss or flourish, and impress the audience with the 
dignity and seriousness of their profession, and do 
their work honestly and ably, regardless of applause 
and sensational effect. For audience-room secure a 
small hall or church, where possible. The opera-house, 
so-called, is always objectionable, for many reasons. 
Often the most successful recitals are given in large 
private parlors. Keep expenses low, and price of 
tickets high. You will not get the crowds at any 
price, though the circus and the dog-show may. 
Your patrons will be of the better class, accustomed 
to pay a good price for a good thing, and they will be 
limited to the intelligent, educated minority to be 
found in every town, who read the best books, attend 
instructive lectures, and show some appreciation of a 
phase of life higher than that of the physical senses. 
The Price to be Paid for Artists. 
As to the price to be paid for an artist’s services, a 
word may not be amiss, though this is a rather deli¬ 
cate question, especially for me, as I am still in the 
concert-field, and have many friends in the profession 
who are also my competitors. However, it is only 
common honesty to say that the prevalent idea con¬ 
cerning the amount which public performers actually 
receive is very erroneous, and often ludicrously exag¬ 
gerated; yet its prevalence places the pianist in a 
most difficult position. If he asks a large price, the 
reply comes back, in nine cases out of ten: “We want 
you, but this is a particularly unmusical town; our 
public is small; we cannot raise half that sum.” If, 
on the other hand, the price stated is small, he is 
judged by it on the scale of the prices which others 
are supposed to get, is regarded as a cheap man, and 
no one wants a cheap artist at any figure. 
What is he to do? What most of them actually do 
is to stay at home and teach most of the time, though 
they would rather play, and the public needs them in 
the concert-field. Why not face the facts, and admit 
frankly that a thing is worth commercially what it 
will bring, irrespective of its intrinsic value. A man 
who cannot draw two hundred dollars to the hall—and 
few, indeed, are the pianists who can—is not worth 
five hundred, no matter how good an artist he may be. 
The price of a thing depends not only on its quality, 
but on the demand for it. It is true that a man who 
is earning thirty to forty dollars a day teaching, ean- 
not afford to lose several days and travel hundreds of 
miles to fill a single engagement for a small sum. 
Such men can afford to insist on a high figure, and 
wait until they get it, playing only a few times a year, 
when they find some one rich enough to pay for it, 
or green enough to take the chances and lose money. 
It is easy enough to ask a thousand dollars per night 
and stay at home; but it is not easy for anyone to 
actually play a hundred dates a season for a series of 
years for a tenth of that sum. If one prefers to live 
by playing exclusively, he must fix his price at a 
figure somewhere nearly commensurate, not with his 
artistic merit, but with the demand for his line of 
work. But even at that he can earn, if successful, a 
better income than by teaching. 
Great Works more Important than Great 
Artists. 
What the musical development of our country needs 
is more concerts better attended, not freaks and fads 
and prodigies on exhibition before a public that comes 
to gape and wonder; but honest, earnest, modest art- 
workers who forget themselves in their profession as 
priests.and interpreters of art, and a public that comes 
to learn and to enjoy, asking not what great virtuoso 
is to perform, but what great works are to be pre¬ 
sented As the demand for that sort of work, by that 
kind of a public, increases, there will be no lack of 
good pianists at possible prices ready and eager to 
supply it 
Meanwhile it rests with the teachers and music- 
students in every community to further the cause and 
benefit themselves by taking the first steps in the right 
direction, and helping to create at once the demand 
and the supply. It can be done and is being done in 
hundreds of towns every season. All that is needed 
is the will to do it, and some enterprise and dis¬ 
cretion in the doing of it. 
GENUINE ENTHUSIASM IN TEACHING. 
BY F. B. HAWKINS. 
The first proposition I would make is that there is 
a great difference between an enthusiastic music-lover 
and an enthusiastic music-teacher, and that, also, all 
musicians are not necessarily teachers. The art of im¬ 
parting knowledge of any kind is possessed by very 
few. I would, therefore, impress upon everyone who 
wishes to follow music-teaching to ascertain whether 
he or she is adapted for such work, for it is one thing 
to enjoy listening to music and quite another to take 
real pleasure in giving instruction in the art. 
This article is not intended to show teachers how 
to become enthusiastic, but rather to put to thinking 
those who imagine they are cut out by nature to 
follow a teacher’s career when, in reality, they are 
better fitted for something else. 
Let us imagine, for instance, that you are an ex¬ 
pert pianist and a great admirer of all the classical 
compositions. This does not signify that you are com¬ 
petent to teach; perhaps you think otherwise. To 
make a test-case, I would advise those who disagree 
with this statement to ponder over the following ques¬ 
tions. If, after faithful study, you can give an affirma¬ 
tive answer to each, then I will grant you are thor¬ 
oughly adapted to fulfill your chosen mission and that 
you possess genuine enthusiasm for teaching: 1. Do 
you like to listen to music? 2. Do you desire to know 
what music is based upon, and are you anxious to 
study the science of technic and expression? 3. Does 
music seem to you an illimitable field and that there is 
something for you to learn daily ? 4. Do you like to 
work, and are you blessed with a great fund of pa¬ 
tience? 5. Arc you willing to devote your life to the 
study of music? 0. Are you anxious that others should 
enjoy the privilege of studying music, and does teach- 
ing give you real pleasure? 7. Are you willing to 
battle with discouragement and failure? 8. Are you 
willing to make sacrifices for the sake of the art? 9. 
Are you willing to grow slowly? 10. Do you believe 
in the theory that through teaching one learns more of 
the divine art, and that from even the dullest pupils 
the teacher unconsciously gains musical knowledge of 
some kind? 
In summing up, it may be said that if you have 
pupils, say, from ten to fifteen years of age, they will 
soon learn whether you are really interested in your 
work, and that your attitude toward the art will be 
reflected in their work; that is to say, if you are in¬ 
different they will become careless and thoughtless. 
On the other band, if you are really adapted for teach¬ 
ing, it will be seen that those pupils w hom nature has 
blessed with musical genius will be very much in¬ 
terested in their work and will manifest the same en¬ 
thusiasm that is shown by the teacher. As has just 
been said, children are impressionable, sensitive, and 
quick to catch ideas. It is our duty, therefore, to put 
them under the best of teachers, if W'e would have 
them make true progress. Many people in their youth 
acquire serious faults in playing from incompetent in¬ 
structors, and when they reach adulthood it is almost 
impossible to overcome them to any extent. 
Presumably matters will adjust themselves, and by 
the time the new century shall have made a good 
advance we shall see music-teachers who are genuinely 
enthusiastic, instead of men and women who follow the 
calling simply for monetary considerations or because 
they have been led astray by the advice of well-mean¬ 
ing, but misguided, friends. 
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• Student Life and Work. 
One feature of the study 
SOME ELEMENTS of any particular subject 
IN A MUSICAL consists iu keeping clearly 
EDUCATION. in the mind the state of the 
discussion or the chain of 
reasoning as far us developed. This applies particu¬ 
larly in reading a book or a series of articles. Hence 
the necessity for 
Review. 
Students who have heavy school-work well appre¬ 
ciate the necessity for frequent and careful reviews. 
For the same reason we urge our readers to take up 
The Etude for February, and turn to pages 50 and 
61, and fix in the mind the salient points in the 
articles. 
A very good way to secure the best results from the 
suggestions in this department will be to make mar¬ 
ginal notes and comments, and, above all, to sum¬ 
marize the various articles. Taking what appeared in 
the previous issue, and what has already been said in 
this, we naturally approach the query: What consti¬ 
tutes a musical education? The aim of this article 
is to present some essential principles bearing upon 
this. 
Wo will assume that our student-readers have ac¬ 
quired a love for their work, and a hearty interest in 
labor; that they have formed correct methods of work 
and study; that they are seeking to fill their lives 
with the purest and best in music, not only as a study, 
but as an art; that they feel an undeniable talent 
for music, and that they are willing to pay the price 
demanded for success. Here are Borne points to keep 
in nund: 
Specialization. 
The music-student may not expect to cover the 
whole ground of the subject. He will be obliged to 
specialise. He may elect to devote the major part 
of his time to the piano; to the violin; to singing; 
to theoretical work, but, if he would make reasonably 
sure of success, he must specialize at least to the ex¬ 
tent mentioned. In choosing the specialty he should 
be guided by those who have had greater experience, 
and by his most manifest talent It must also be 
borne in mind that with experience and opportunity, 
one’s ideas change. Mr. Harold Bauer, the noted pian¬ 
ist now concertizing in the United States, first gave 
his attention to the violin. Mr. William Shakespeare, 
the famous London singing teacher, was first trained 
as a pianist. Then this matter of specialization can 
be carried still further. No pianist, for example, can 
expect to excel in all styles of work. So in the stu¬ 
dent-days it may not be wrong for the young musician 
to observe the lines of work in which he seems most 
hsppy. These are only particular cases of special¬ 
ization. It must still be borne in mind that music- 
study itself is a specialization as compared to 
General Education. 
It is not necessary to establish a course of reasoning 
to prove that a good general education is necessary to 
the musician. All progressive teachers agree on this 
point If a musician s work is specialization, then his 
general education should be sufficient to balance it, 
snd yet to help it He must not grow narrow in re¬ 
spect of general know ledge, else he cannot reasonably 
expect to attain full stature as a musician. His work 
in the public schools or in college should give him an 
Educational Experience, 
a knowledge of educational methods that will help 
him in hi* special work. In fact, he should value all 
his other work as a means to help him in his special 
work. Should he learn some new fact, or increase 
his powers in any way, there should be in his mind 
the idea: How can I help my work in music by means 
of this? What application can it have to my music- 
study? If music be worth the attention of a strong 
mind, it is worth the major part of all his attention 
and his thoughts and plans. 
Educators in music recognize that music has had 
an important place in the world’s history; hence music 
has an equal right to careful study along with the 
pursuit of 
Literary, Art, and Scientific Knowledge. 
A most useful way is to correlate music-study with 
the events of the world at large. The musician needs 
an intimate acquaintance with the great movements of 
history,—general, political, social, or art,—since the 
present condition of a subject can often be understood 
only by a study of the past. Does the student wish to 
be able in after-life to value the work that is going on 
around him, to appreciate the significance of events? 
Then he must have an education that will develop and 
broaden his faculties and his knowledge. 
Can a musician be trained to his best possibilities 
if he does not 
Hear Much Good Music? 
Can a scholar be made out of a man who will not 
master the great works of literature? Can a master- 
painter be made of a draughtsman who never saw the 
works of the old painters? Can a musician be made of 
one who does not hear and hear again and again the 
best and mightiest that music has to offer? Music can 
be read by the eye, but the mass of students must be 
reached through the medium of the ear. The appeal to 
the judgment is by means of the ear; the miud is 
reached, the taste formed, through the ear. Hence the 
absolute necessity of hearing so much music, and with 
so much intelligence that it is assimilated into one’s in¬ 
tellectual and art nature, until it becomes as a new 
language and one is perfectly at home in its idiom. 
—W. J. BaltzeU. 
HABIT IN ITS Etude the statement w 
RELATION TO made that it is no sms 
STUDENT LIFE. opportunity to be able 
begin the study of mus 
under the conditions maintaining to-day. Imperfect 
they may seem, they nevertheless mark a great a 
vanee upon the methods practiced when the men ai 
women of to-day were just beginning their studer 
days. 
And we think that to American teachers belongs 
fair share of the credit for this progress. The deman 
of the American temperament have been met by t 
introduction of methods suited to it. Hence the fv 
ther statement that, if it is a good thing to be a st 
dent, it is still better to be an American stude 
under the influences of modern, progressive, and we 
grounded methods of instruction by American teache 
who have studied carefully the conditions of “stude 
life and work,” who want to do whatever is possit 
to make the first steps easier for those who are n< 
climbing the steeps toward Parnassus. Just by 
much as the early work is made easier by just so mu 
shall the students of to-day in their turn surpass t 
teachers of to-day. 
Has it ever occurred to those of the student-ba 
who may read this that there is such a thing as taki 
things too much for granted? A boy or girl beei 
the work of a music-student But the mere electi 
does not bring with it the qualities that lead to suc. 
cess. Because one is in a certain line of work, it does 
not follow that he is able to do that work without 
other and special training. Because we are students 
by virtue of the work that occupies us, it does not fol¬ 
low that we are cast in the mold of the ideal student 
And yet we should be daily shaping ourselves into the 
form and outline of the ideal student, just as the sculp, 
tor: little by little, now a bold stroke, now a delicate 
chisel-cut, and then the careful polishing shapes the 
statue of ideal beauty. 
It is not the work of a few months or even a few 
years, but of many months, many years; not of a few 
unguided, unthought efforts, but of many, carefully- 
conceived, well-directed, specifically-intended acta, 
which by dint of the constant repetition become that 
great force in character, in personality, in all develop¬ 
ment,—habit. 
A writer has well said that we are a bundle of 
habits, and, carrying out the thought, the student is 
the product of the habits that direct his work. He is, 
therefore, a creature of habit, and his work, in its 
best form, is a matter of habit. The quality and char¬ 
acter of those habits is the prime question to the stu¬ 
dent who wishes for success. 
The student will not gain these desirable habits by 
the mere wishing for them. Philosophers on the sub 
ject of life and living tell us that nothing worth hav¬ 
ing will come without effort. Some one must labor 
for it; if not you, then some one before you. That 
is what your teachers are now doing: laboring for 
you. You can make thur burden lighter by sharing it, 
by doing manfully the duties asked of you, relying 
on this great truth that a well-conceived scheme of 
education carries with it tasks to be accomplished, 
exercises to be done, that embody mental discipline, 
which promotes the formation of student>habit—W. J. 
Baltzell. 
What do we win by labor? 
OLD Is it greater knowledge of the 
INDUSTRIES. I. subject itself? It is that, but 
not that alone. What we win 
by labor is the consciousness of our higher self. And 
“higher self’ is not merely a pleasant-sounding phrase; 
it is the plain, truthful name of an actuality. By 
labor done without hesitation and with that generous 
giving of one’s self which is the true spirit of labor 
we do come into inheritances of Power and of Outlook 
that are the rarest payment one may have for ones 
work. 
I have elsewhere spoken of the stinginess of some 
workers. It must be plain to us that the more we 
hold ourselves back, that the more unwilling we are 
to give ourselves to our " ork, the more closed up we 
are to our own possibiuties. Labor, then, is our op¬ 
portunity for getting out of ourselves. Viewed thus, 
there is no Drudgery. 
There is to be had in some book-shops an o 
fashioned French grammar. It is old fashioned in 
this respect: it suggests that the French language may 
be learned only by the labor of the learner. H aug 
gests ways for mastering the irregular verbs an 
learning the gender of the nouns; but they are no 
on the fourteen days’ or even on the three man 
system. We all are agog, in the book-stores, eager ^ 
catch the clerk’s eye and have him sell us the vo 
that promises the subject without labor, or in 
weeks with so little study that we do not n0 ieeff( 
We are hood-winked until we are tired, and tb® . 
give it up, having become not learned, but imp® 
and at odds with the clerk. r 
William Cobbett, who wrote the French ?ran^ 
referred to, wrote it for his son, Richard, in a aen^ 
letters. The first letters introduce the nnbjeetj^ 
the author and Richard settle down to u 
Preparatory to the lessons, Cobbett the elder ex ^ 
how he himself learned French “in the wood3 o ^ 
America in 1791. How,” he asks, “did it taPPeD^ng|e 
I, who had never a master to assist me but one ^ 
month in 1792, should, in 1793, write and Pu ^ „ 
the French language, a grammar for the 
French people English; which grammar, 
103 
,. hed at Philadelphia, found its way to France, and 
has long been, for the purpose for which it was in¬ 
tended, in general use throughout all the countries of 
Europe? ., . T 
"True, I was very assiduous, very persevering (as I 
trust you will be), and I had also good natural 
capacity; but my firm belief is that, in these respects, 
I did not exceed any one of thousands upon thousands, 
who, after years of expense to their parents and of 
torment to themselves, give up the pursuit in disgust, 
from perceiving that they have really learnt nothing 
that is worthy of being called French.” Then with a 
word or two on the inutility of French grammars in 
general and on the manner in which he made his own, 
he adds, for Richard’s personal consideration: “A 
foreign language is a thing not to be learned without 
labor, and a great deal of labor, too. It is a valuable 
acquisition; and there must be value given for it. 
It is a thing to be purchased only with labor, and the 
greater part of that labor must be performed by the 
scholar.” 
Of course, a man with this highly-developed percep¬ 
tion would not fail to state distinctly just how the 
labor is to be performed. The lessons make a volume 
of three hundred and sixty-eight pages, four hundred 
and fifty words to the page. To acquire these lessons 
the directions are as follows: 
“Your manner of proceeding ought to be this: read 
Letter IH ten times over, and then write it twice over. 
Go on thus to the end of Letter XIII. By the time 
you have advanced thus far, which will be in about a 
month from the time that you begin, you will find 
that you have learned a great deal. You will begin 
to see your way through that which, at the outset, 
appeared to be utterly impenetrable. You will, there¬ 
fore, have courage to proceed with the remaining 
Letters in the same way, reading ten times and writ¬ 
ing down twice. . . . Thus you will proceed to the 
end.” 
This book does not state whether Richard became a 
French scholar or whether he was early gathered to 
his fathers. But the volume states its purpose, and it 
states the truth; and it is, at the present time, out 
of print.—Thomas Tapper. 
(To be continued.) 
And it is the first law: 
A LAW OF “Possess thy soul in pa- 
STUDENT LIFE. tience.” There is no hurry 
in growth. Impatience, nat- 
iiral enough to us in the beginning, we learn, depletes 
our strength, and, if it gives us anything for our enter¬ 
taining it, gives but shadows. It is not more particu¬ 
larly true of art than of other callings that the de¬ 
mands of the study are not less than the building up, 
f e broad development of the character. And we come 
0 ®ay, currently, that a man becomes as great in his 
calling as he is great in his character. Really, from 
e very beginning, character is the atmosphere of the 
® udent s work; it forms him even while he forms it. 
o student ever takes a lesson to the teacher without 
paying in it, in what he has actually done (but 
®We in his mental attitude toward what he lias 
0J*e)’ n" the character he possesses. This is not true 
®n 7 of children. Adults, and those who have been 
escribed as “very adult,” show themselves no less 
,,,8nd comPletely. “If I don’t do better next 
e 11 give it up I” “I can’t see that this lesson is 
Vc'n® me any good!” When we are out of our teens, ■7 safely out, and still cry aloud in these words, 
q6 ls yet m us the impatient child, 
teach” °Ver again> is forced upon the observing 
dent h^ t°a^’ 11111 talent or with little, the stu- 
we f tW° P°"ers to cultivate; that these powers 
kl . . amental to his success, that without them his 
enee 'a V timea a menace to him. They are Obedi- 
vrm 8n U(tgment. And Judgment is the fruit that 
^ upon the tree of Obedience. 
talen”6 C°me *6W puPils t° us who are as deficient in 
"Wt th8 ' ^ arC 'n the capacity for doing exactly 
tion vnf arC t0ld’ doin£ *t with all power and atten- 
there * • and the desire to know the good 
1S m doing it. We are apt to say that talent 
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and genius are rare. Perhaps they are; but they are 
common in comparison with that simple fundamental 
of the truest success: doing what one is told to do 
with faith and no foolish questions asked. 
And it is not merely in schools, colleges, and con¬ 
servatories that there is a dearth of this pupil. Busi¬ 
nessmen are anxiously looking for him. Money is no 
object in securing such a youth. It is simply required 
that he be bright enough to listen to directions, under¬ 
stand them, carry them out, and gain out of doing so 
a bit of Good Judgment for future action. 
What keeps young men from this simple standard of 
being? I am tempted to say it is not within most of 
them. But, whether it is there or not, we soon learn 
by observing them what the matter is: Indolence, Self- 
love, Lack of Single-mindedness, the Determination to 
do as little as the Incompetents about him (think of 
the ruination in that decision!), Pride, Unwilling¬ 
ness to humble one’s self. Being Stingy with one’s 
Willingness. These are not all, but they are enough 
to make a common man or a common woman out of 
the best human material that God fashions. And what 
is the lesson beneath it all? We are common if we 
give in to the common elements of our environment. 
And this brings up another point for consideration. 
Is every environment inspiring to some extent? An 
artist once said to me in speaking about finding in¬ 
teresting subjects in nature to paint that he never 
found himself where the inspiration of what he saw 
was not great. “I can never,” he said, “paint the sky 
as I see it, and as I always see it there is an inspiring 
subject for me to try to paint.” Now, I am certain 
there is no school, no teacher, no business office so 
completely lacking in elements of interest that one 
may not find some outlet for one’s higher sell But, 
of course, the higher self must be there striving to 
come out.—Thomas Tapper. 
Read the article under 
FIRST STUDIES IN this caption in The Etude 
MUSIC BIOGRAPHY. for February. The first sen- 
Johann tence in paragraphs num- 
Sebastlan bered 1, 2, and 3 should be 
Bach. memorized ; so, too, the 
six facts at the end. The 
merchant finds it wholesome to his business, now and 
again to lock his front door and place this sign on it: 
“Taking Stock. 
Open To-morrow.” 
Very few of us with any music experience what- 
rer have failed to hear or to read something about 
ohann Sebastian Bach. It may be much or it 
lay be little; but in either case it is our posses- 
on. In short, it is our stock, accumulated we 
ardly know how, yet exposed on our counters 
,r the inspection of others. In taking up the 
;udy of Bach—under these conditions—we become 
spansionists. We mean to increase our possessions. 
- will be to our purpose, then, to lock the front door 
nd put the above sign on it. We will spend a while 
iking account of stock, and this for two purposes: 
I. To acquaint ourselves with just what we have. 
II. To examine each item of what we have and to 
scertain if it be genuine matter. 
Begin your Bach study, then, with writing down 
hat you know of him, make it chronological if you 
in If any part of your knowledge of his life is 
rong, you will soon discover it and relieve yourself of 
„ To the biographical facts which you possess add 
ext a list of the Bach music you play; then a list of 
ie works of Bach which you have heard. Review 
our familiarity with them and proceed to your new 
mdy. If you use Mr. Tapper’s “First Studies m 
lusic Biography,” you will find the pages devoted to 
ach under forty in number. These pages are sub- 
ivided into nine short chapters, concluding with 
Iffhtv or more questions. 
The simplest process to follow is this: Read the text 
mipletely at one sitting, if possible. Put the book 
side and, later, review mentally what you have re- 
rined. The memory will always retain something. 
lake that the center around which to gather more. 
Then write out carefully the answers to the first set of 
questions, consulting the text, if necessary. This (per¬ 
haps it should be done more than once) will make you 
fairly familiar with the text. The second set of ques¬ 
tions require some research work. If the pupil has the 
means of research at hand, they should be taken up 
next and written out carefully. H the pupil has no 
means of consulting other books, these questions may 
be omitted. Some of them. Nos. 73, 74, 78, and 79, for 
example, require no other text, but a little labor with 
the text of the book. 
Then make a careful list of every Form mentioned, 
in the Bach pages, of every musician, of every instru¬ 
ment, of every person other than a musician, and of 
every place. If you have any means at command, look 
up the Form, persons, and instruments. If you cannot 
find some of them, write to the editor and he will 
assist you. You will find it inspiring to have a map 
of Germany at hand and to mark on it Bach’s travel- 
routes, remembering that over most of them he walked. 
To summarize: 
L Take account of stock on hand. 
II. Read the text through at one sitting. 
HI. Mentally review this reading. 
IV. Write out answers to the first set of questions 
V. To the second. 
VI. Make a list of Forms, persons, instruments, 
and places. 
VU. Make a study of each item in VL 
VHL You are then ready for a larger work on Bach. 
But before taking up the larger work—in fact, while 
you are at work—you may profitably read in a general 
history enough to familiarize yourself, to a degree, 
at least, with people and conditions in America, Eng¬ 
land, and Europe generally in the years of Bach’s life 
(1685-1750). 
As the suggestions made in this lesson will pertain 
to the study of any composer, we will take up Handel, 
in April, from a different point of view. 
Americans are a great 
FAULTS OF people, a very great people, 
AMERICAN but they have many faults. 
STUDENTS. Everything in the world has 
two sides to it- Winter is 
good in its way, summer is good in its way. So it 
happens that some of the very things which make us 
so powerful as a force in the commerce and politics 
of the world tend the other way in literature and art. 
As music-students, we Americans are, first of all, 
too eager for results. 
Second, Americans are not very highly gifted in one 
of the most precious powers of the mind, viz.: the 
power of attention. In this we are more like the 
French than like the English or the Germans. These 
last owe no small amount of their tremendous fame in 
music and art and science to their perfectly tireless 
patience. In the third place, Americans, very often, 
though not always, set up low standards of taste. 
The astonishing vogue of rag-time is a proof of this. 
This vast consumption of low-grade music, however, 
does not mean that we have not music in us, but that 
our way of telling good from bad is not very ac¬ 
curate, and our taste is rather crude as yet. 
There is another fault of the American mind which 
affects very fatally the success of an ambitious young 
American in achieving something in music; that is 
the overweening disposition to apply the money stand¬ 
ard of success to all things at all times. Money is a 
real gauge of worth, and if fittingly applied is good, 
just, noble, and helpful, but it is not to be substituted 
for every other method of measuring values. Some 
things which do not pay are still precious. 
There is yet a fifth fault of the typical American 
mind, which needs repression, though it has also a 
good side and a value, being mischievous only when 
excessive and unguarded; that is, the disposition to 
have opinions upon all things, and to Utter them at 
all times and in all places. The proper attitude of a 
student’s mind is one of reverence. Revere the art, 
and treat it* representatives with deference; but form 
your own opinion, not too fast, but as solidly as you 
please.—J. 8. Xan Cleve. 
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Churrb «l «l. ttulpka, wbkh *■* 4«cnb«d, with lllus- 
LrabuiM, U> THU RVffM * short line eince. 
Ill* perfor manes of several organ number* w«* tbu* 
rieserltod by Prufsaoor Elwarts 
“The able Uoologne organist, Uuilmant, played in 
Uumediata sureessmn a Toccst*’ and ‘Fugue’ ol 
Herb, r*.tui*t*t ol Kullak, awl *e»eral pieces of hi* 
...» composition, among them a ‘Communion,’ 
wkkk «ai pr* eminently diatinguiahed by deep feeling, 
finally, the young artist, a pupil of hi* father and of 
lb* celebrated Umm*, played a ‘Grand March,' on 
a theme by Handel. Thi* L'nvailM-Coll organ ia to 
complicated in tti combination* that uaually about one 
month la necemary to become acquainted with It 
tboeougbly. A. Guilinant took but two hour* to pre¬ 
pare bin well. All admired the (pirit and intellect of 
the organkt of Ik. Nichola*, and after the concert be 
ramtted the heartkat coagralulation* of thoae artists 
• bum be bad invited to attend. It in, indeed, a 
autable thing for a youthful artiat to have left hi* pre¬ 
dilection* a ad bk allotted work resolutely behind him 
•ad gone talk to *e*k the baptkm of a Parisian ver- 
diet npon bk ruling lame." 
la land Uuilmant inaugurated an organ in the Car¬ 
melite Cbnreh, K«naington, Condon, which waa built 
by t avail)* Cull. In thk concert be waa aaeiated by 
H bkif. at that Ume of Lyon*, hut now of l*aria. Soon 
alter tbk be inaugurated the great organ in Notre 
lk»*. Pan*. *t wbkb Ume he gav* the initial per- 
h»*»nn«» of that mantelpiece, which was specially 
rem|*omi far thk occasion, namely: ‘ Marche Funfrbre 
•t Cheat s*rapbb|ue.“ Tbk composition opened the 
eye* at the bteach organists to the resource* of a 
»«4era oegaa fur producing varied effecU and tone- 
eufcoa, and created a aenaaUon. Guilinant thus 
aebkted a complete triumph in l*nri* before establish 
•ag b ume if in (bat city, and in Ml, when he waa 
called to taka the poet of organist at I* Trinit*, at 
th« death of Chau vet, be bad an envkbk reputation. 
Thk reputation rapidly spread in foreign countries, 
partieukrly in Eagknd, whither be journeyed fre¬ 
quently fee varkem concert engagemenU. lie went to 
Home sad opened the new organ built by Merklin in 
th* thureb of M. Louk dee Francois, giving daily con- 
eevta fee two weeks, duriag which Ume many of the 
'wgMwmk* of Barb aad llaadel were beard for the 
la Italy. Itaring Uk visit Pope Leo XIII 
b.as a Commander of the Order of 8t. 
Gregmy the Great lie went to Kiga. kumk, ,nd 
gnre a mrko .4 "***«. <m Wsktor. great orgw, 
“ **** “**• ■•**> »*• rwwdrurtbm of the Sydney 
**»■* lb* krgmt <egan tn the .arid. 
the Park Ik pom t too of 1173 Uuilmant in- 
352* bam -nre of eeg.a rec.tak ia th* 
tb* Treeaddrts In shirk many of the organ- 
pw<ora::^ JITJ ^ *Mne ymre afterward be m- 
cwoperaum eg Goto.a.', orchestra. giring 
**" ** ***** •*•* with orchestral sc- 
r<* t9ntr re more bo made 
mol. 
. , 7 ,-‘-e-ngland 
* toW, to - * Cb*p*l, 
MBjflMftflBrtl « impmvw^ In 
’ a of a Chmtmlitr dr 1* 
lie k still organist of Ca Trinit*, having retain** th, 
|»ost for thirty year*. 
Guilinant boa been one of the moat prolific m 
poser* of organ-music since tlie time of Bacb, bk awv, 
being not only numerous, but of widely-varying dar- 
actcr. Ilk lirst “Sonata in D-minor,” stand* 
eminent among his compositions. Thk work, 
first appearing for organ alone, waa conceive* he 
organ and orchestra, but the opportunities for its j*t 
formal!cc as such being rare at that Ume, he akdy 
published the work first us a sonata for organ skat 
and some years afterward as a symphony for orgsa 
and orchestra, lie has since publkbed five other 
sonatas, but none of the later ones compare with tk 
first one in originality, breadth of conception anf 
unity of construction. Lack of space forbids, si th* 
present moment, extended notice of all the orgsa com¬ 
positions of Guilmant, but a glance at hk “Air sal 
Variations,” “Marche Funtbre et Chant Mrapbiqw* 
“Marche Keligieuse,’’ “Fugue in D,” “First Medita¬ 
tion,” “Lamentation,” and “Scherzo Syupboaii|ur* 
will prove the versatility of the composer. 
Guilmant’s unique skill in improvising on ens «r 
more given themes brought forth storms of spplams 
at all hk concerts in this country, and has always 
been one of his special charactcrUUcs. For yren 
Guilmant gave most of his organ lessons on the mmO 
one-manual organ in hia studio in Kue de Clkhy, bat 
he has recently erected a fine three-manual orgsa at 
hk home in Meuden, near Paris. Organkts who ktre 
studied, or intend to study, with him, will sppreckls 
this fact, as, in Paris, the organa of the churebm are 
not available for teaching, and the advantages of • 
three-manual organ for lessons cannot be overesti¬ 
mated. 
When I first called on Mons. Guilmant to snugs 
for organ-lessons he was not at his studio, sad my •*- 
thusiasm was greatly dampened at the sight of tbs 
miniature organ in the studio. I could not bs sstnfik 
with such an instrument for lessons, and, in dasyslr, 
I called on Mons. Cavaill*-Coll, the venerable regsa 
builder. He very generously came to my rescue by 
offering me the use of a fine two manual exhibitk* 
organ, having about twenty five stops, which at Ibsl 
time was standing in the “setting up room" si th* 
organ-factory. This organ I could use for lessees m 
practice for an hour and a half each m>ou, and k«s» 
than doubled the value of my lessons with Ms** 
Guilmant. 
As an instructor Guilmant is quits unlike mil kk* 
organ-teachers, in tlie extromely cluse attention »MA 
he gives to minute details, and especially to phrska*. 
accentuation, rests, dotted notes, etc., and it k tks 
same attention to details Uiat characterizes bk f»bBi 
performances. I remember playing over a eerlak 
phrase of ten measures containing a figure of *•**•* 
eighths and sixteenths at least twenty time* bk* b* 
would let it pass as “just right.” Many orgss*4* 
may consider such treatment unneceresry nakm tb* 
pupil is singularly stupid, but one finds the ream «*»* 
fulness in Guilmsnt's solo work, and certainly lb* * 
suit justifies the means. 
All hk pupils love and revere him. and bk ire** 
modesty and unassuming manner at all time* k** 
won the respect and admiration of all clssm* *f 
eians.—ErtrtU B. Tnette. 
UaPBEJUDicTP ' 
CLERGYMAN r*. of the kck of I 
ORGANIST. adjustment that re **■ 
prevails between ek«f7** 
and organist or choir director have long felt that are* 
move should be made to bring about h*PP*rf |jl* 
The matter is often discussed in musical 
and church papers. The musical magaria* resaRf 
shts that the clergyman is at fault; that be * 
musical taste; that he thinks the people sbrek » 
what they want whether it is good for there re » 
I • *4*4*4 irn <kt «m b* reaebbkg 
rewfa* Um *s ftrit re sbfab sky k 
*h*». re Af*lt 14. to mM4 it 
-- km |ao ... what they want usually k not ff** ** **"", 
W*«re. ptoybki to sR the svtoetoal nu* i Tbst he k conservative and old fashioned, •** 
U* greakre rererea 6* *• that he k often meddkre-. *** 
•t Ue W*|ft Tv, rtA^ 
wiUing to yield 
t* take tbs musical direction into bk owa 
b* should properly keep to hk speck! «* 
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. —worst of all—that he is jealous lest 
" Dortlon of the service become more at- 
0. the other hand, when the church paper wrestles 
,*h thk subject, it is the organist or choirmaster 
)to wit- in for special condemnation. It is charged 
he does not provide pleasing music; that he con- 
himself and the choir the chief part of the serv- 
to shell they sre really only secondary; that he is 
mm »filing to concede a point; and, finally, that he 
a net k sympathy with the service and that he 
(hams his anthems and solos regardless of the 
pUibn-'i theme. If his organist would only consult 
•Kh lira or even listen to suggestions,—but he seems 
6km)jjKd to do this. When, therefore, the case arises 
k shirk three different numbers—for anthem, quartet, 
u* »lo, respectively—propound in one Sunday the 
mokret query, “Who are these?” the clergyman feels 
ttot to deserves credit for keeping his temper, even 
flinch to does it “very obviously.” And no one can 
Uuae the congregation if it smiles very broadly and 
retmfy lores the spirit of worship. 
Bat the clergyman hag further grievances—and so, 
M aright to added, has the organist. If he belongs to 
res sf tto more evangelistic denominations, he not in- 
fwqwnlly wishes to have a gospel hymn sung at 
•bm* portion of the service. But a gospel hymn is 
IA* s re* flag to the cultivated organist, who believes 
that here its advent into worship dates the degeneracy 
4 nreth that passes for church-music to-day. There¬ 
to*. to either flatly refuses to have it brought into 
tto srevire, or, mindful of his salary, he yields, but 
»4h nth tod grace that the effect desired by the 
rbvgymaa b lost. Incidentally, the organist’s temper 
rel tto clergyman's serenity are lost, too, and discord 
regre where harmony should prevail. If the clergy- 
*» tie men of real cultivation, while the organist 
to. jw* enough to make him not quite sure of himself, 
reri therefore assertive, the same undesirable condition 
ftohnlriy th* conditions outlined above are never 
k*»* in a given place at a given time. Such an 
resreerstJon suggest* exaggeration and overcoloring; 
•revvttolrre, ft is a fair summary of the complaints 
•tot sppsar when advocates of one side or the other 
Mato themselves to that outlet for injured or wrslh- 
•4 Mings.- the printed psge. Recrimination, how- 
hraefits neither the organkt nor the clergyman. 
peoMem b larger than both and Involves both, 
♦rtkv can solve R alone; nor can it be solved when 
*-h kreawonsly urges hk own claims and disregards 
*Mr ef Mo associate. 
" "ot whcthfr «>e clergyman shall 
, •«* «y or the organist his, hut whether the 
**n *ny itself with high ideals in mu«lc and 
^ h" -rewhip that which is nohle and in- 
Mjtor rether than that which is trivial and debasing. 
Ms r -°rthy of a place in the Temple. To 
**'• There should he co-operation and concession 
** TMh organist and clergyman. It is a 
^ i* vhieh they are concerned,—that of 
^ <t^* kzndard of music in the church,—*nd 
w 4 the best efforts of both. It should 
,“?*»1 moment to both, and the friction that so 
ll-->ly preraik i« greatly to he deplored, for it k 
***h —Med force that retards the desired 
It is by no means unusual for a clergy man to make 
a somewhat special study of elocution for the sake «* 
gaining a good platform presence, ease in gesture, 
skill in interpreting thought through the medium «»f 
the spoken word, and such voice control is will insure 
that precious organ against premature wearing out 
through abuse. Such specific training far his prole* 
sion is of great value and highly commendable. But 
it seldom occurs to this same clergyman that s Speck] 
study of church-music would be equally ralnslile to 
him, and that R would go far toward healing the 
breach that has so long existed between the clergyman 
and organist. 
The most obvious reasons for thk seem to be taw 
in number: One is the off hand, but positive, know) 
edge of music already alluded to. Given the church 
hymnal and the ability to sing, and what nwev i* 
necessary? Nothing but a tractahk organkt. of 
course. The answ er Is eary enough! The other reason 
is; that until comparatively recently there has not 
been much in the way of musics! training available 
for those preparing to enter the ministry With the 
exception of one denomination, the theo}<«i<al schools 
have not given the matter the attention that Its im 
portance has deserved, and the srbonte of musk have 
devoted their efforts to the training of organists and 
choirmasters. To-day, however, certain school*, kith 
theological and musical, are dealing with the quest .on 
in a manner that k significant and encouraging If 
the seminaries follow the lines of progress that are he 
ing laid down by such schools as the esse tn Hartford 
the theological student of the future will have »« es 
ruse for ignorance of worthy and noble music for th# 
church. But, if the seminaries do not fio thk, it aril! 
Until the millennium dawns, three will probably 
he a few ms Iters concerning which men «fl disagree 
But It Is a familiar fact that, when two men tore 
certain ideals ia common, they find it km dWeult U> 
reach a point of agreement Whenever v* fin* a 
clergyman who has a high ideal of church musk, 
coupled with sufficient knowledge of It to command 
the respect of hk wall trained organist. It Is not only 
probable that the old feud between ckrgymsn end 
organist has reaand to exist, hut thsl the two are 
working earnestly together to msktsis a high stand 
ard of devotional music (a th* church that they serve 
—.Vesr F.tflanA Ctmtmmtarw Ifogertne 
Tn« organkt who topeo 
TOO VITTT vises shout every pretod. 
IMFROVIFING. and poattode of tto rear k 
• bore, end brings dmrejmte 
oa tto profemirwi. Tto monotonous and aimless sets 
dering through tto different keys of tto average im 
prorkbig has mused many people to asy that they 
find “all organ music dull-" 
Tto match lews et Mbit ions of skinful Improvising 
which Mons. Guilmant fere ns to Ms concert* 
throughout this country evened our eyre to lb* ert 
of improvising, hut to does m* Improvise s third of 
hk preludes and poetludre. 
Think how tawdry tto wreldy performsmre sre of 
A. B. or C, under tto muse of prrtudret Is M • won 
der that people com* to eretodrr tto organ as ts to 
strument used ts* cover up tto ruethsg c* people «*A«r 
ing chart*’ Every organist eaa secure fifty oomp.-» 
tkr. of legitimate orgsa made wfthta bk todkhhwl 
technical eufmeity which wBI srrre us pnrtudre snd 
podludos. Reprtit*<ms of theue eompodtto*. w.11 to 
mush km noticeable than tto weekly reprtiticeu of the 
"TJ^e^eTr!^ of p«0* toqgoristog k • treat 
snd every orguuh* k required ts> buprovto* here snd 
there during tto senrire. tort to k s wire otguuM obc 
reulires -tow to ho* dkpkjvd *H hk gmsk u*d Ms 
sernrdi—gfy. 
Momrt observes la u Mtor el tto yarn IT-n *1* 
^ tfm* k t-4c far .11 rert* of p-ofto. 
excrptsrg those with bmg *ere" 
THK ETUDEV 
1‘lilZK UIIRABY 
CONTENT FOR 
ORGANINTK 
Wait twelve books. V* 
rtoeire of dMiasmrtos. *ury 
(topedws, sod prime* music, 
would hem the tot work 
ing library far an oegwnuns' 
Krcwt fur KovemW. 1B00; win to given to tto «sw*rv 
of tto best Ust Thk offer win to opsw Ul| May tot. 
C ft asks lor works on 
gUBBTlONB AND pedaling and tto correct 
ANSWERS. manipuklMU of tto pedak. 
4 as — Dunham's ~Kavr 
rise* in Dedal PUyteg”; “Dedal Pbrasing,* by Dud 
ky Buck, and "Tto Organ “ by Nninrr. will prove 
valuable . 
An eegsn rerttsl was givmr 
MIXTURES. at tto Dread Institute Dhftu- 
ddphta, January tdtb. by 
Mr Frederic Maaonu. 
Mr. G. W Mareton, urganM and oom|Kisor of 
church music, who wan, for • Mug Us». a resident of 
IVuikad, Ms, died at bk borne m toad.id.. Mam , 
Kehraary td 
From a merely musical stand point, s hideous offset 
k produced by basses and torHoae* strnggl.ng to sing 
tto mdody «4 hymn tunes, especially tt.oo <4 tto 
modern type, with tbdr sudden jumps sad frequent 
chorale*. -Mb tbdr fio-iaff melody and restricted 
compass, that will not admit of unison aingtog —Mb 
out serious Injury to tto rffert.. sit hough aauolsat 
•ringing *•> unison mud prove injurious to m*k vetoes. 
Until tto great Ms* of worefclpetw see tto neoessH y, 
and take the troubk, of *cqutring suAcirut musi. si 
skill to sing alto, tenor, or I was, ms «nsil<4 tmtmove 
meat to kymn duffing cm to looked M fto Utost* 
man. 
Ttwsnns Tto four daughter ptsy tto organ^ 
Bourns* fwearily 11 “I don’t h»ow utodtoe dm can 
or not, hat she dare,” 
At Mr. Frederic Archers'* tMI free organrecH#| 
st Gsrwgk 11*11, Dlttsdmrgh, to |4ayod a »** annaU 
to mssnacrifd by Ralph 1,. told«in snd a “Nmg wHb 
•ait Words" ly K. II te-mare, —hhh —to still** lor 
Ar.here's 4MMh rorital. Inrt only arrived to time far 
thk one - Fiat ITagtand r*a*rr»i#*»rg »•#**«* 
Mr Will. C Msdsrlsn* gav* a aeries of organ- 
recMsU In ft TVonss's < but eh, Mow T«rh, <* tto 
Taesdsy sftoSMM #f Fshrusry 
Tto Made fVawmissbw of tto OMy of N«u* bare 
bre giving a series <4 <ognn ewo*U *1 tto Vine 
Wraet funding o« slbwnato Tburedsy oveuiugs Tto 
tmiMiag -as ones km-wn a* tto Vine Mrevd Uhuwh, 
and *«nne H has tom tto proforly *4 tto erity ha* tom 
used to vsrious gsttorirgs snd poRttral rewttogs 
Tto Roosrvdt organ wbbk rises* a o—rise *4 vests 
to tto “Meetouk's UoiMingwo* kmgt.t by tto <«ty 
Mul • vetted Ml tto Vine turret ftoildtng. sad Cere 
mysstwMsIi hare tom gtvm tmdrt tto tsqrim «f 
tto Mode Ctnnmiedan Among «to raffwuM* -ho 
tore thus 1st lawn breed *»» the *s-»o «4 Mr. 
George V. Wi-ttrey, Mr John A OWVre, and Mr 
Ifeury M tbmtwm 
Tto rerHals are well nltondnd aad tto sudieure* sre 
in variably nrttosdadk. 
|g the riudent will stowdm tto tin that to k an 
•reomptktod tuwririsa with llttk to bwr* snd •« 
lay hhavif out to reeeire. to win am* twaftre tto 
truth of tto ns ring that “Art k tag tan Wb k stout," 
ant -tan to rrrnbm that pttol three k mum tag* 
that to msr. in tto nsm* *4 Ums. tamr • g—4 
mudeisu stvording to tto tori riandand 
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“The arts differ from the 
TUB MODERN sciences in that their power 
PIANOFORTE. ia founded not merely on 
facta to be communicated, 
but on diapoaitiona which require to be created. Art 
ia the Inatinctive and neccaaary result of powers which 
can only be developed through the mind of successive 
generations, and which finally burst into bloom under 
conditions as alow of growth as the functions which 
they regulate. Whole areas of mighty history are 
summed up and the passions of dead millions are con¬ 
centrated in the existence of a noble art.” 
So far Ruskin; and thus, with civilization itself 
for its genesis, has the evolution of the pianoforte been 
Modern Art Piano. 
the work of the nineteenth century. This evolution 
has all the characteristics which mark the artistic 
spirit of the century. It has exploited to the utmost 
the possibilities of tone-color, combined, on the one 
hand, with power, and, on the other, with sensitiveness 
and delicacy; in harmony, too, with the spirit of the 
century, the mechanical side of this evolution has been 
characterized by a rigid application of scientific prin 
riples, and consequently a constantly increasing aim 
pllcity of the apparatus of tone production united to a 
phenomenal perfection of the details of this appnratus. 
All that the century has added to the scope and flavor 
of human emotion has found means of expression in its 
one great musical instrument; all those expedients 
of musical construction that the skill of past ages had 
transmitted have, during the last hundred years, been 
gathered up, reviewed, and reapplied in the construe 
tion of the piano of 1901. Of no one thing can Rus- 
kin’a wonderful summing up of art be more truly said 
than of the pianoforte, and in especial of the American 
pianoforte. 
Those who desire to prepare original papers for clubs 
on the evolution of the piano will do well to keep in 
mind the following points: The invention of the 
piano consisted in arranging the construction of the 
instrument so that there should be firmness enough to 
resist the Mow of the hammer on the string, and in 
adapting. In the grand piano, an action derived from 
that of the harpsichord, in the square, one derived 
from the clavichord—principles radically different. 
This wM accomplish* successfully in the former case 
by Cristofori, in 1711-or earlier; by the Frederic! and 
Zump* manufactories in the latter. 
The next twenty-flve years were occupied with prob¬ 
lems of stringing, inventing actions, bracing the wrest- 
plank (which holds the tuning-pins) and the sound¬ 
board which, by receiving the vibrations of the strings 
through the bridge, propagates them in the air; in¬ 
venting pedals; gradually increasing the size of the 
sound-board and the length of the keyboard, and 
slowly, but surely, evolving an instrument which in a 
very tiny form contains the peculiar artistic properties 
which distinguish the modern piano. Such as it was, 
men had already devoted the best years of their lives 
to it when John Broadwood, by summoning the 
scientist Carvalho to calculate the tension of the 
strings of his piano, so as to be able to calculate the 
necessary strength of his bracing to counteract this 
tension, gave the key to the work of the nineteenth 
century. 
In 1799 Joseph Smith, of Philadelphia, put an iron 
brace in a piano which he desired to make attractive 
with a chime of bells and other attachments. This 
was the initial step toward our modem iron frame. 
Meantime the question of space had suggested the up¬ 
right piano, and Southwell, Warnum, and others were 
adapting the action to the different relations to gravi¬ 
tation involved. To get room for long strings, which 
give a better tone than short ones, Thomas Loud, in 
London, patented a cross-string upright as early as 
1802; after this cross-stringing became a favorite 
idea. Babcock (Boston), Theobald Boehm (Paris), 
and others built pianos where one string-web crossed 
the other as early as 1835, or even before. All these 
long string-webs increased the tension upon the frame 
of the piano, and to meet it the Broadwoods put iron 
tension bars into their pianos as early as 1808. 
Alpheus Babcock, of Boston, finally cast an iron frame 
for a square piano all in one piece, the whole iron 
frame, and solved the problem of “resistance” once for 
all. This was in 1825. In the meantime Sebastian 
Erard had overcome the difficulty in the clean repeti¬ 
tion of notes by his system of compound levers, and 
the Erard action became the model for grand pianos. 
Pape introduced felt ns a covering for piano-hammers 
about the middle of the nineteenth eentury. This 
gradually solved the problem of quality of tone. Thus, 
by 1850 everything was ready for the modem piano.’ 
Then came the final development of the iron frame, 
which afforded the necessary strength to hold the 
immense string-web and the huge sounding-board in 
equilibrium. The circular scale of the Chickerings, 
followed by the fan scale of the Steinways, was the 
resulting improvement. After this the discoveries of 
Theodore Steinway led and finally drew the whole art 
of piano-making after him. He lived long enough to 
hear his discoveries tested under the hands of Rubin¬ 
stein, and then left his cycle of inventions to posterity. 
Two great scientific discoveries made by Theodore 
Stemway lie at the foundation of his construction: 
That the vibration of stretched strings is lengthwise 
not transverse, and that the vibration of wood-fibres 
conforms to the laws of other vibrating strings. To 
these may be added his masterly treatment of the 
vibrations of metal; and of the vibrations of air in 
hollow chambers, which culminated in the cupola iron 
frame; and h,s beautiful use of sympathetic vibration 
wV K , ’ the Pre,iminar7 experiments for 
which latter occupied three years. 
Jith:rrtter8 the pian° °f 1901 •»t,ie ^<*1 
result of the union with science inaugurated by 
Broadwood just before the dawn of 1800. The century 
o'art ^ S aPPHcation experimental acoustic 
aeoristl .W,'eatSt°ne and Helmholtz and their fellow- 
acousticians are the real brain behind the modem 
piano; they it was who, summing up the chance dis¬ 
coveries of sympathetic vibration and the like which 
came out in the crowd of instruments played before 
the eighteenth century, gave the firm basis of scientific 
law on which to work. In a sense, too, the modern 
piano is the expression of the increase of comfort and 
prosperity among the middle classes consequent upon 
the colonization of America and Australia. Diffusion 
of wealth is the basis upon which its factories are 
built. Its evolution sums up in itself those tendencies 
and activities of which the past century has most 
reason to be proud. 
Books on the subject of piano-making, historical and 
mechanical: 
Blilthner and Gretschel, “Lehrbuch des Pianoforte 
Baues”; S. Hausing, “Das Piano”; Rimbault, “His¬ 
tory of the Pianoforte”; A. J. Hipkins, E. Brinsmead, 
each a book on the evolution of the piano; Carl Engel, 
“History of Musical Instruments”; Spillane, “History 
of the American Pianoforte”; Fanny Morris Smith, 
“A Noble Art”; Spire Blondel, “Histoire Anecdotique 
du Piano”; and Grove’s “Musical Dictionary.” 
The fingering of the piano 
THE was, in the first instance, a 
INTERRELATION OF heritage from that used on 
PIANO- the harpsichord and clavi- 
DEVELOPMENT AND chord. From the former 
PI AN O-TECHNIC. Cristofori developed his 
grand piano, from the second 
Zumpe worked out the English square, and the litera¬ 
ture of these earlier instruments, now considerable, 
passed naturally over into the possession of the new 
invention. 
The original method of fingering keyed instruments 
excluded the use of the thumb, which is very difficult 
to manage in clavichord playing. This instrument is 
manipulated by a very tender, but firm, pressure, and 
the escapement of the finger is inward, toward the 
palm of the hand. On the harpsichord, on the con¬ 
trary, nothing interposed between a brilliant style and 
the development of the necessary technic. Accord¬ 
ingly, the exclusive use of the first three fingers of the 
hand was gradually modified by harpsichord writers. 
Purcell, in his choice collection of “Lessons for the 
Harpsichord” (1700), and Couperin, in his work L’Art 
de toucher le Clavecin (Paris, 1717), each advocated 
the use of the thumb, not as we use it to-day,—freely, 
like any other finger,—but as an expedient to facili¬ 
tate the playing of broken chords or the rapid execu- 
Harpsichord. 
tion of the scale. In fact, as harpsichord music bro * 
away from the vocal idea and took on an instrumen a 
character, the thumb became necessary. 
It is a suggestion of the writer’s that this ins rU| 
mental quality arose from the development of Prae 1 
dance-music played on the clavecin (instead of b®'' 
by the voice), in which case the effort to repr u 
by the same medium, both the melody (usually sung 
and the flute obligato that twined about it . 
developed the characteristics of the early harps'0 ® ^ 
music. The directions for adding the flute part ® 
theme given by old dancing-masters bear ou 
So far, then, technic was at least abreast of meek* 
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. , device. Bach’s system of tempered tuning, which 
Til further developed the use of the hand, including 
' thumb, was also an innovation from the side of 
the composer, though the clavichord for which he 
vrote the “Forty-eight Preludes and Fugues” had 
been developed from a purely one-voiced capability 
within his day. To Bach, however, we certainly owe 
the first scheme of fingering at all approaching modern 
^The piano which Cristofori invented in 1711 did not 
come into use much before the middle of the century, 
dementi published the first music written for the 
piano, in 1773. The twenty-five years during which 
the piano had been gradually working into notice were 
Cristofori Piano in the Crosby-Brown 
Collection, New Tore. 
bridged over in point of technic by the treatise of 
Emanuel Bach, in which he formulated a practical 
fingering for modem keyed instruments which has 
been the basis of all modem execution. How slow has 
been the progress of the art, however, may be deduced 
from the system taught Rossini at the Lyceum of 
Bologna by Prinetti, which limited technic to the use 
of the thumb and forefinger. This was altogether 
opposite to the original scheme of no thumbs at aU. 
Technic as an art was based, in Germany, on Bach’s 
"orks. Moschele8 played Bach and almost nothing 
e se in his student-days. But Moscheles was neverthe¬ 
less a bravura player of the first rank. On the other 
»nd, Mozart enumerates the things which he kept in 
Vien 'n **is own teaching, and chief among them 
"ere clearness, equality of touch, and expression. 
ith Mozart began the close relations of composer 
~ piano-maker. He was the friend of Stein, the 
jenna maker; Clementi, on the other hand, was a 
uu actnrer himself. Stein’s daughter Nanette, a 
6 Planist> and Beethoven’s friend, was a manufact- 
rer on her own account. Ignaz Pleyel, who founded 
present piano-factory of Pleyel, Wolff & Kampf, 
freth R °* ^ay^n,8> an^ his son Camille, who, to- 
vTth Kalkbrenner, elaborated the Pleyel piano, 
£ Mpdame his wife, were also concert pian- 
piano-h a*>Cl "^° introduced the use of felt in 
Pianos an'mer8’ and Hertz, well known for his upright 
brJZ W6re also concert artists. The name of Kalk- 
methfJ *» a880c*a^e<l> as to technic, with the present 
immort l <Kdave‘Playing from the wrist. Cramer, the 
partner fC°mp08er of the well-known etudes, was a 
Chappell ° «, aPpeH * C°-> English manufacturers, 
family ’ * Dlusical archaeologist, belongs to this 
modem J* S0^ved tbe Pr°hlem on which depended 
* "'Usieian'1 F*11 &8 W6 unders*and it, however, was not 
linked with nT inventor>—Erard, whose name is 
fVfr. the ° repeHtion action. With Erard, how- 
From the °* Pba^ber8 >8 inseparably linked, 
eared tech .°ment when a perfect repetition was se- 
hack itg dr,had Passe<l the barrier which had held 
*t t bom,/6 !Pment- an<* virtuosity sprang forward 
•»r, gg .. .r*iay be called the artist-maker’s 
hihnted ln^u'sbe<f from the virtuoso’s, had con- 
Ir’hl> Field thremarkaWe art form even before this. 
,i,pratnre ’ 6 , ^ piano-salesman to set his mark on 
p°m»ntie Bern*8 “Nocturne” in a series of 
8 w ieh gained their popularity from the 
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timbres he knew how to coax from the little upright 
pianos he played in St. Petersburg. Chopin, who fol¬ 
lowed him in perfecting the “Nocturne,” had the same 
fancy for the kaleidoscopic tone-qualities he drew from 
the Pleyel uprights he chose when Liszt and Thalberg 
did heroics on the grands in the same salon. 
The development of the orchestra and the orchestral 
piano-piece under Liszt in turn stimulated the genius 
of Theodore Steinway to the evolution of the orches¬ 
tral grand piano which bears the name of his family. 
This house has been identified in public mind with the 
playing of Rubinstein, and later with that of Pa¬ 
derewski, both of whom achieved the height of popu¬ 
lar esteem with this piano. Here the connection of 
the artist with the piano is less evident, especially as 
Theodore Steinway was himself a fine pianist. Never¬ 
theless, it is true that the development of this piano 
has proceeded, first, in the direction of the majestic 
genius of the Russian pianist, and latterly toward the 
more spiritual qualities demanded by the Polish 
master. 
It may be added that the piano, as the complete 
work of art it has now become, never dawned a brill¬ 
iant ideal upon the fancy of its early inventors. In 
the two hundred years which have elapsed since the 
hammer clavier was first imagined its gradual progress 
has been made by small changes and easily-thought-of 
improvements. Cristofori, who covered the first ham¬ 
mer, never conceived of what the use of felt would 
make it; nor did the unknown mechanic who dis¬ 
placed the thin brass wire of the harpsichord with a 
corkscrew string dream of the tons of resistance his 
little change would ultimately impose upon the piano- 
frame and thus involve the iron plate that makes the 
American piano what it is. Nobody thought, when 
Gieb invented the grasshopper action, that the prin¬ 
ciple of escapement then introduced would bring forth 
a Rosenthal, with Ms lightning speed of repetition, in 
less than two centuries. When Joseph Smith put an 
iron brace into a piano-frame so that he could intro¬ 
duce a beR “attachment” he did not dream of the iron 
frame he thereby initiated. All these people did the 
next thing to be done, and the hand of the Omnipotent 
was with them. 
Undoubtedly the original technical point in which 
technic and mechanism went forward together was the 
prolongation of the tone combined with a perfect sys¬ 
tem of damping. Mozart attached much importance 
to damping. The development of tone long preceded 
those forms Of technic dependent on repetition. At 
this point the knuckles were sunk below the wrist and 
phalangeal joints. Plaidy came forward with the 
curved finger and raised knuckle-joint,—a condition 
necessitated by the clumsy actions of his day. Then 
followed the French system of wrist-octaves made pos¬ 
sible by the clean, light touch of the French piano. 
Kullak, with his great singing tone, made the next 
innovation. It is notorious that he developed this tone 
under stress of necessity, since the peculiar mechanism 
of the piano he was allied with precluded any other; 
but the school of octaves which, by strengthening the 
entire palm of the hand, prepares it for the widely- 
dispersed harmonies of the modern orchestral school, 
is certainly a blessed outcome of the obscure instru¬ 
ment which was the great teacher's own school of 
necessity. The evolution of the great tone of the 
modern piano is summed up in the gradual discovery 
of the laws of vibration of wood and metal. The order 
of technical development may then be summed up as: 
Independence of finger in close positions; a singing 
tone in close positions; execution in close positions 
carried to an astonishing point of virtuosity. Second, 
the gradual schooling of the hand to independence to 
broken chords, and similar sketches in the quiet posi¬ 
tion of the hand inaugurated by the two Bachs. Then 
followed the development of chromatic passages, in¬ 
volving a wrist schooled to supple lateral motions, 
and, combined therewith brilliant feats of repetition 
which also depend on a supple wrist The era of 
chromatics waited for a certain purity of tone, which 
resulted from better knowledge of the art of spreading 
the string web, and the tension thereof in relation to 
tuning. It is doubtful if the old pianos were ever m 
tune more than a day or two at a time. Americans 
accustomed to the firm tuning of our pianos are in 
amazement at the shifting intonation of the cheap, 
slightly-built instruments of foreign lands; but these 
must be far and away better than were the pianos of 
Mozart, or even of Clementi. 
After the Erard piano made its appearance the study 
of dispersed harmonies in broken chords commenced its 
fascinating course. This has led gradually to the music 
of Brahms, in which the thumb plays black keys and 
white, like any other finger, and which, from its har¬ 
monic construction, is the despair of the amateur and 
the Waterloo of the eoncertist. In this music a won¬ 
derful sonority—combined with lightness of action, 
purity of intonation, and equality of scale—are the 
mechanical conditions which furnish the opportunity 
of a prismatic play of tone-color dependent on double 
sixths; double thirds; open chords a twelfth in span, 
in long, swift progressions, and often legato; songful 
melodies embroidered simultaneously in lace-work of 
many shades of musical timbre; in short, all that 
scientific precision of construction and equality of scale 
make possible. Granted the iron frame, these aU de¬ 
pend less on any one specific invention than on ex¬ 
quisite refinement and accuracy of manufacture—on 
those details which belong to art rather than to 
patentable mechanical expedients. 
The development of the 
THE RELATIONS construction of the piano 
OF MUSICAL and that of piano-composi- 
LITERATURE TO tion has advanced simultane- 
THE DEVELOPMENT ously, inspired by the same 
OF THE PIANO. faculty of imagination, the 
same desire for emotional ex¬ 
pression. The desire for expression is the secret of all 
musical growth. Mencius said: “The master beat the 
musical stone in Wei, and a laborer passed by and 
said, ‘His heart must be full who so beats the musical 
stone.’ ” What Confucius could do with a rude stone 
dulcimer musicians have done with the piano all along 
the line. It was a means of expression when its 
mechanism lay a secret hidden between the clavichord 
and the dulcimer. It was a means of expression when 
it was slowly gathering its present principles of con¬ 
struction in the hands of Clementi, Broadwood, and 
Steinway. It is a means of expression to-day in its 
superb perfection as America’s gift to music during the 
nineteenth century. 
When Bach went to Dresden to compete with Mar- 
chand, the French clavichord-player, he held the audi¬ 
ence spellbound for hours by his art on this insignifi¬ 
cant little box of strings. Beethoven, as a young 
virtuoso in the salons of the aristocracy in Vienna, 
carried his hearere away in transports playing a piano 
of six octaves and a tone like a mandolin. John 
Field introduced his “Nocturnes” (a musical form 
that he created) playing a little upright Clementi 
piano that would seem fit for fire-wood to-day. In all 
these eases the music that so bewitched its hearers 
remains a heritage to the public. We play it on our 
grand pianos; and they are none too fine for the per¬ 
fect expression of its meaning. At least during the 
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ftrtt hundred years of it* evolution the piano gave 
little impetu* to literature. 
I have often played on Beethoven’s piano which 
stood in 1 jut's house. It was a small, six-octave in¬ 
strument, with a thin, slight tone, and two damper- 
pedals, one controlling the bass, the other the treble. 
I could not imagine how Beethoven could have com¬ 
peted hi* sonatas on it. But critics got the same class 
of musical impressions from the instruments of that 
day that they do in ours. Pleycl heard Beethoven play 
w hen he was an old man and said his tone was hard. 
To us no distinction of tone seems possible on such an 
instrument. 
On the other hand, Thalberg told me that when he 
got his Erard piano, the tone of which was an aston¬ 
ishing improvement upon all previous efforts of the art 
of piano-making, there was something so beautiful 
about the quality that, if he sat down to play, it in¬ 
spired him with new musical ideas. When I im¬ 
provise on a good piano the quality inspires me also 
with musical ideas; the lovely effects lead me on. 
Rubinstein complains of the decay of talent, in this 
connection. “Formerly,” he said, “the composer gave 
challenges to and set problems for the piano-maker. 
When Bach wrote a note to be sustained for several 
measures it was a challenge to the makers to provide 
a means whereby it might be sustained. Now, on the 
contrary, it is the piano-maker who provides by his 
mechanism the stimulus to the composer.” I quote 
the substance of hie arraignment, not the words. Thal¬ 
berg belonged to the era of virtuosity as an expression 
of ideas of power,—a modern phase of music and musi¬ 
cal literature. He used to play a theme with his 
thumlm in the middle of the piano in a singing tone 
which the resource* of the Erard for the first time per¬ 
mitted In any great perfection. About this theme, 
Biunermann Piano. Known to J. 8. Bach. 
broadly and nobly played, he wove a lace-work of ar¬ 
peggio* so delicate, fluent, and graceful that he gave 
the impression of a performance at two pianos instead 
of a solo. This was a virtuoso’s modification of litera¬ 
ture,—something that came in for technical rather 
than emotional objects; and since the day of Thalberg 
the development of piano literature along these lines 
has lieen swift and enormous. Nevertheless that 
quality of music which makes it music lies not in the 
direction of veloeity. 
1 recollect sn occasion in point Several years ago I 
was giving a course of lectures In Philadelphia. The 
hall where I met my students was large, dingy, and 
gloomy,—* very depressing place; but three or four 
hundred pupils often came to listen to my instruction. 
One day. when the weather outside was particularly 
somber, as I closed my leeture on the meaning of music 
I had a sudden idea. So I mid: "Ladies, I am about 
to try an experiment which will require your close at- 
tention. I shall play with one finger a short piece of 
music about eight measures long. I will play It several 
times, and when I have concluded what I wish to do 
I will hold up my hand After I had finished playing 
the mile elude for the pedal (now familiar to my 
pupils) very softly, slowly and tenderly several times, 
I stopped and looked around the audience to see what 
effect I had produced. Two ladies were in tears; the 
others were in attitudes of fixed attention. You could 
have heard a pin drop.—all produced by a simple 
theme played with my forefinger. I asked one of the 
ladie* what was the occasion of their emotion. After 
some hesitation she answered that, after listening a 
few moments, her thought* went hack to the grave of 
her mother and she lived again the emotion which she 
experienced at her lorn; then a sense of holiness came 
T fi E etude 
over her, and she was caught up in feeling into a 
higher mood. The others said substantially the same 
thing. I found then that by this simplest of all means 
I had fulfilled the object of all music, and touched 
their hearts. 
I will add that musical quality of tone is not de¬ 
pendent on the triumphs of piano-making. My own 
tone was as hard as could be until I heard an artist 
named Meyer, who concerted in America when I was 
a young man. I was so transported by his tone that 
I tried to acquire it myself by imitating the move¬ 
ments of his hands and arms when playing. My ear 
was so keen that, when in this process of imitation I 
reproduced the quality which so charmed me, I recog¬ 
nized it, and then I analyzed the condition of my 
muscles in the act of production, and so found the 
secret of a devitalization which is yet vitalized. 
Afterward, when I played in Europe, Dreyschock said 
to me: “Where did you get that tone? We have 
nothing at all resembling it in beauty here.” And so 
the system of “Touch and Technic” which I have 
taught is a phase of artistic expression arising inde¬ 
pendent of the quality of the instrument on which I 
have played with pleasure the greater number of the 
years of my professional life. Music in literature, ah 
in playing, is from within, out. It may be tempted 
to expand in this or that direction by the artistic or 
mechanical resources of the piano; but the piano itself 
is the result of musical inspiration arising from the 
desire for more perfect expression.—By Dr. William 
Mason, with the Co-operation of the Editor. 
Program I—Pier Doroen- 
PROGRAMS. ico Paradies (1712-1795): 
“Sonata,” A-major, No. 6. 
Johann Philipp Kirnberger (1721-1783): “Gavotte,” 
in D-minor. 
Joseph Haydn (1732-1809): “Andante, with Varia¬ 
tions,” F-minor. 
James Hook (1740-1827): “Three Sonatas on Irish 
Airs,” opus 92. 
Johann Wilhelm Haessler (1747-1822): “Gigue,” in 
D-minor. 
Program II.—Muzio Clementi (1752-1832): “Three 
Sonatas,” opus 2.1 
W. A. Mozart (1756-1791): “Sonata, with Varia¬ 
tions,” in A. 
AbW Joseph Gellinek (1757-1825): “Variations,” 
Nos. 21, 29, 33, and 36. 
Luigi Cherubini (1760-1842): “Dors, Noble Enfant”; 
transcribed by G. Bizet (published by Heugel & Co., 
Paris). 
J. Dussek (1761-1812): “Consolation.” 
Daniel Steibelt (1764-1823): “Le Berger et son 
Troupeau.” 
Samuel Wesley (1766-1837): four-hand “Sonatas.” 
Program TO.—L. van Beethoven (1770-1827): 
“Sonata,” opus 27. 
J- N. Hummel (1778-1837): “Rondo.” 
A. Diahclli (1781-1858): Duets. 
John Field (1782-1837): “Nocturne,” in D-flat. 
Ferdinand Ries (1784-1838): “Sonata,” in E-flat. 
Carl Maria von Weber (1786-1826): “Polonaise.” 
Program IV.—F. Kalkbrenner (1788-1849): “Sonata 
for the Left Hand.” 
F’ nUntcn 07»3 1878): “Trois Airs Italians," opus 
(for two pianos). 
Heinrich Marschncr (1795-1861): “Duo,” opus 62. 
1. Schubert (1797-1828): “Impromptus.” 
<•' "Spin”'"8 
\iovv-iow): (a) •• 
turne"; (ft) “Valso”; (C) “Etude.” 
R. Schumann (1810-1856): (a) “Warum?” 
Anfsehwung”; (c) “Vogel als Prophet ” 
Felicien David (1810-1876): “Les Brises d’Ori, 
’ The«’ sonatas were the first real 
published. pianoforte-music 
Franz Liszt (1811-1886): “Liebestraum.” 
S. Thalberg (1812-1871): “Tarentelle, opus 65. 
A. Henselt (1814-1889): “Si j’fitais un Oiseau.” 
Program VI. — Woldemar Bargiel (1828-1899); 
“Marcia Fantastica.” 
Louis Moreau Gottschalk (1829-1869): “Pasqui¬ 
nade.” 
Anton Rubinstein (1829-1894): “Kammenoi 0s- 
trow.” 
J. Brahms (1833-1897): “Rhapsodie,” opus 5. 
C. Saint-Saens (1835-): “Danse Macabre” (two 
pianos). 
P. I. Tschaikowsky (1840-1893): (a) “Romance”; 
(6) “June”; (c) “Chanson Triste.” 
Program VII.—'Tausig (1841-1871): “Paraphrase 
on a Strauss Waltz.” 
Heinrich Hofmann (1842-): “Italian Love-Tales.” 
opus 19 (piano duet). 
Edvard Grieg (1843 ): “Aus dem CarnavaL” 
Moritz Moszkowski (1854-): “From Foreign Coun¬ 
tries” (four hands). 
E. A. MacDowell (1861-): “Woodland Sketches.” 
Henry Holden Huss (1862-): (a) “Prelude Appas¬ 
sionato”; (6) “The Rivulet.” 
PRIZE-ESSAY COMPETITION. 
First Contest. 
According to our custom, we announce, at the be¬ 
ginning of this new volume, our annual “Essay Com¬ 
petition,” which is open to all. No restriction as to 
length of essay is made, yet the most useful size is 
from 1500 to 2000 words. Competitors will select their 
own subjects. 
As a partial guide to those intending to take part 
in this contest, we would say: Seek a topic that will 
admit of careful study and close thought, something 
that has a practical bearing upon the problems of 
music-teaching and study, that will give help and in¬ 
spiration to others. Connected with the life and work 
of the teacher and student of music are numerous 
practical topics worthy of the most careful treat¬ 
ment. General subjects of an historic, biographic, 
esthetic, or scientific nature are not advisable; “Hints 
to Teachers,” “Suggestions for Practice,” the “Beau¬ 
ties of Music,” the “Power of Music,” “Psychology of 
Music,” set treatises, and musical stories are not suited 
to this contest. 
The prizes offered are as follows: 
First prize .S2500 
Second prize. 20 00 
Third prize. 1®-®® 
Second Contest. 
We also offer an opportunity to our readers to tajc* 
part in another form of competition, particularly de¬ 
signed for those who may not have the time to pre¬ 
pare a more extensive article. In this class the lengt 
of the essay must not be over one column of 
Etude, about 750 words. _ . 
We are anxious to encourage the consideration o 
topics which are specific—not so broad as to dema 
a lengthy consideration, hut still of most vital * 
practical interest to all who are engaged in musw* 
work. These articles should be as clear and eonc>s« 
as possible, and full of helpful, inspiring sugg*8 
We will not make a distinction of grade in this 
but for each of the best ten articles submitted we 
pay $7.50. 
These contests will close April 1, 1901. AH es*a-' 
should be marked First or Second Prize-Essay Con < 
and addressed to The Etude, 1708 Chestnut 
Philadelphia, Pa. Competitors may write for ^ 
contests and enter as many manuscripts as they ^ 
desire. The name and address in full must be on e^ 
manuscript. Failure to observe this direction ** 
a great deal of trouble. The names of success u 
testants will be published in the May EtudK- 
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Thomas Tapper. 
Did you have any trouble 
THE ANGEL AND in finding the dates of the 
THE LUTE. artist? He was known as 
I! Rosso, and he lived from 
1494 to 1541. No doubt, he painted the Lute which 
was pictured in the February Children’s Page from a 
model. And thus he shows us exactly what the in¬ 
strument of that time was like. Its shape, its strings, 
its ornamentation he shows as faithfully as his art 
permits him. 
Did you ever wonder, as you read of former times, 
just how boys and girls appeared then? Did they look 
unlike children of to-day ? Did they dress differently ? 
wear the hair differently? If we could come upon a 
company of them, would they seem strange to us? 
Another Italian artist, Bernardo Pinturiccio, who 
lived from 1454 to 1513,—hence he was living in the 
life-time of the painter of the “Angel and the Lute,”— 
has left us a fine picture of an Italian boy of the time, 
from which we can, to an extent, answer our wonder¬ 
ing* Here he is: 
Ws are obliged to defer 
until April the awarding of 
prizes to the three sets of 
Tt.» ’'n ®*Hd-Teaching judged to be the best. 
Contest closed February 15th. 
BRIEF RULES. 
Brief Ruies o 
A march 
composer. 
There seems to be sc 
doubt as to whether 
really was born in Mai 
He himself said that he i 
MichaJ1 ■ 6 ^lrst' °C April; and that his brot 
u to m81at*d that March thirty-first was right 
*o, brother bCing an Apnl-fool’s-day gift. 
Bis broth ^ae "as kind of heart and loving 
was Jos/l’ elder brother it happened to be. 
day. ,° might have been born on All-fo 
(do vou in tBe cll°ir of a great church in Viei 
“wined th °" tbe name of the church?) and he 
his plaee 'Cy Un*^ his voice changed and Michael t< 
* bov’c ^ he was growing older, passing fr 
He hatask t° a man’s task. 
Set atKj ,, ea caHed the Father of the String Qu 
Mozart waBeethoven was his pu 
b»rt; and ** *r'Cn<*" Probably he never saw Sc] 
Verdi and o Pn<lelssohn, Schumann, Chopin, Wagr 
’ ’ n« Brahms were born after his death. 
Now, about this man Joseph (his last name was 
Haydn, of course); here is a brief lesson, or, rather, 
a test, just to let us see how well we remember what 
we have learned about him at one time and another. 
1. In what eountry was he born? 
2. What did he learn in SL Stephen’s Church? 
3. In the service of what family did he spend many 
years? 
4. Wliat journey did he make late in life? 
5. For what instruments is a string quartette 
written? 
6. A symphony? 
7. Name two other composers who have written 
symphonies. 
8. Name an Oratorio by Haydn. 
The idea that tone is an 
FIRST LESSONS. interesting phenomenon to 
observe, to listen to, and to 
think about is ho longer a novelty. It is one of the 
many facts which impress us with another fact— 
namely, that improved methods of child-teaching in 
music are not entirely due to the acumen of the ad¬ 
vanced Music Theorist alone; the obscure teacher is 
learning better and better to share the child’s lesson. 
She does not take the child’s burden upon her shoul¬ 
ders, setting him free; but she adjusts it upon his 
shoulders so that he feels it there securely. Then she 
tells him how to move without capsizing it. A few 
teachers have learned how to enter the child's world of 
thought and perception. They have caught a glimpse 
of things as they are. They have returned to their 
own world with a new light in the eyes. 
Mainly what the teacher realizes after her counte¬ 
nance has thus been lighted up a number of times is 
this: Every child is not at once equally responsive to 
music. Merely to sit the boy on the piano stool w ith 
a book before him, and that tremendous expanse of 
white and black keys to the right and to the left of 
him (most of which he does not use) is not a fair test 
of his natural endowment. Set him up so, and pity 
his angularity, of fingers, and hands, and elbows, and 
feet! Do you call it a Well-Tempered Clavichord? 
He knows better; it is an Ill-Tempered Clavichord, if 
it is anything. 
There must be a better way to begin than this. 
There is. And the first thing that one becomes aware 
of is this: We must not aim merely to please him. 
1 am afraid that many methods are at present under¬ 
going a test which the future will condemn in this: 
that they will not produce the student of regular hard- 
work habits, with faith in plenty of personal applica¬ 
tion. It seems to me that we must be careful in the 
very important particular of establishing in early 
years the habit of study, of investigation, of love for 
performing the task, of doing the task for itself 
whether the process he a pleasant one or not. 
Life is constantly impressing us with the fact that 
qualities come from activity; they are wrought and 
fashioned by it; the doer is the gainer; relegate the 
doing to another or leave it undone, and the qualities 
are another’s or there are none. 
This truth is impressing the teacher of children. 
She who has worked with them long enough to know 
what seriously teaching them means has discovered 
that there are ways of approaching the boy which will 
not only repress his angularity, hut which will eradi¬ 
cate it from his system. Angularity of mind and body 
will disappear if both arc set to work harmoniously. 
When the boy is perched high on the piano-stool and 
does not know what to do, he is out of tune. 
There are many other avenues of activity. The raw 
material of music presents many possible tasks, and 
they all are valuable. He must learn to hear, and he 
must learn to sing. He can never hear rightly (that 
is, forcibly), what he cannot sing. The first fruit of 
the teacher’s investigation will be about this sing¬ 
ing—what he knows with the voice, he knows well; 
what he does not know with the voice, lie does not 
know at all. 
One of the happiest incidents in recent music publi¬ 
cations is the appearance for the first grades, in piano- 
teaching, of pieces that are vocally possible; that is, 
they are in such tone-range that a child may sing 
them over. Let him do that first, and his playing is 
infinitely improved at once. The voice gets at the 
spirit of things musical. Does the finger always do so? 
There is life in the tone we sing, and there is often 
death in the tone we play. We must have more of 
the life and none of the death. 
By this constant reference of symbol to voice the 
teacher will give the child a power worthy to be had. 
He will begin always to refer printed meaning to his 
mind by way of his voice, feeling closely what the 
meaning is. Then there is established -a relation be¬ 
tween the composer and the player.—Thomas Tapper. 
A writer (J. F. R.) in the 
THE ELEMENTARY London Saturday Review says 
TEACHER. some very pertinent words, 
plain and straight to the 
point. He is quite right in saying that bad teaching 
results from limited equipment. And yet a limited 
equipment is not so fatal in its operations as that 
sample of human nature is who takes no pains to in¬ 
crease the equipment. About this person the writer 
says: 
“It is not the few teachers who do not know the 
A, B, C, of music who do harm; it is the thousands 
who do know the A, B, C, and nothing else besides, 
who do the harm. ... If music-teachers are at 
present looked down upon, it is their own fault; and 
no amount of examinations and registration will im¬ 
prove their social status so long as they drop their hs 
(as too many of them do) and know nothing of what 
is going on, or has gone on during the past ten cent¬ 
uries, in the worlds of painting, architecture, litera¬ 
ture, sculpture, and drama.” 
For good, rollicking fun 
GAME OF nothing can exceed the game 
ORCHESTRA. known as the orehestra- 
players, which includes any 
number of guests, both men and women. When the 
company are assembled, they form themselves into a 
large circle. The player* then chooBe from among 
their number one person whom they deem fit to be an 
able conductor, who, when chosen, assigns to each one 
gome imaginary instrument which it is his duty to 
imitate as closely as possible, the sound with the 
voice, the movement with his hands. When all are 
equipped they are ordered to tune up, and the fun 
commences. At the outset the leader begins to hum 
a lively air, the whole band joining in, each with his 
instrument 
At regular intervals the conductor assumes the work 
of one of the players, while the player to whom the 
instrument, belongs takes up the imaginary baton and 
conducts until the leader again abandons the position. 
By this manner the conductor and musicians exchange 
plnces. Should any player fail to fill the conductor’s 
place he must pay a forfeit. Of course, to make this 
game a-success the conductor should be quick 
witted and change as rapidly as possible from leader¬ 
ship to musician. The more noise, the greater the fun. 
The brighter the leader, the more confusion and com¬ 
plication. After the game is ended the forfeits can tie 
redeemed and become an additional amusement.—The 
Boston Journal. 
Add one-half of AH, one- 
MUSICAL third of ACE, one fourth 
MATHEMATICS. of NICE, one fifth of 
HOUSE. The sum of '/*, 
Vo and ’/• will be a Great Composer s name. 
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Before advancing in the 
REPERTORY. VL study-group to the consider¬ 
ation of difficult vocalizes, 
solfeggio, and oolorature exercises, we must cover a 
wide range of useful material which is invaluable to 
the average teacher, and for this reason: The average 
teacher has to deal mostly with the average pupil, and 
by that we mean the pupil whose entire equipment 
must be supplied. Pupils who are above the average 
come out from a strictly-artistic as well as musical 
atmosphere, and therefore read quickly, play well, and 
have no problems of rhythm, pitch, or technic to solve. 
These can be launched directly upon the work of 
voice-development as a distinct pursuit, and because 
of their natural aptitude for, or acquaintance with, 
music progress more rapidly than those who must 
carry forward the fundamental work with their tone- 
studies. It is safe to say that the majority of stu¬ 
dents fall under the classification of “average.” It is 
equally certain that this class produces the better 
teachers, and often the better artists. What is best 
to do with pupils at certain stages of their work is 
frequently a perplexing problem to the teacher. The 
mind of the pupil fatigues and interest flags if the 
course pursued is not varied. The teacher should have 
at command an abundance of material with which to 
meet such needs, and be so acquainted with it that 
he can turn promptly to different authors, and by 
means of their presentation of the work broaden the 
pupil's point of view and fortify them against preju¬ 
dice. 
Take one of the embellishments, for example, and 
note how differently it ia presented by Marchesi, 
Vaccai, and Nava. A thorough teacher would hardly 
feel that a pupil had properly passed the embellish¬ 
ments who had not been made acquainted with them 
through the three authors mentioned. 
The following brief list will stimulate the wide¬ 
awake teachers to test its value, and others, and per¬ 
haps take up the pen with the view of its judicious 
extension. The difficulty lies in the expense to the 
pupil; this is overcome in a way that must certainly 
appeal to the thoughtful master. His studio equip¬ 
ment should include duplicate copies of useful works, 
and, when the occasion arises for special emphasis of 
certain principles by comparison or elaboration, the 
right thing should be shown to the pupil, with the 
option of baying the book containing it or taking the 
studio book home and making a manuscript copy of 
it. While well-to-do pupils prefer to own a score, even 
if but a small part of it is of immediate value, the 
latter course has its advantages. The pupil acquires 
the technic of the copying pen, gets a clearer idea of 
the composition, and better appreciates the possession 
of a study which has been selected to meet peculiar 
needs. It may not be amiss here to caution the 
teacher: a book should be kept containing date and 
name of all books loaned and to whom. The writer 
has learned this lesson by unhappy experience. 
Vaccai’a exercises mentioned above, are a series of 
studies on the embellishments. This author is the 
only one I have found who has attempted to attach 
a certain or definite character to intervals; while his 
success is only partial, his development of the idea is 
interesting. Nava's “Elements,” in two books, are the 
best works of this author, who has also written ex¬ 
tensively in the conventional scale and solfeggio form. 
LQtgen wrote two books containing a group of easy, 
melodic, and well-written studies preparatory to the 
trill. They appear in three keys, and cannot be sur¬ 
passed for light agility work. I.fltgen has also com¬ 
piled two other books of singular merit, for middle and 
low voice. 
George James Webb’s book, while of no particular 
merit in its scale-groups, contains a senes of twenty- 
five etudes for the development of agility that cannot 
be excelled; some of the best ones appear in two keys. 
There are two volumes of studies bearing the name of 
Frederick Wieck. This notable author and teacher, 
better known now, perhaps, as the father of Clara 
Schumann, was converted to vocal music late in life, 
and brought to the work the ripe musicianship which 
made him famous. These books were published after 
his death, being gathered from among his many pupils, 
for whom they were specially written; they possess 
the advantage of having been written in duet form, 
making opportunity for two voices to sing together, 
thereby promoting independence. 
I promise myself the pleasure in the near future of 
making a special article on this question of studies for 
twTo or more voices. The “Historical Repertory” af¬ 
fords interesting examples of this form of solfeggio 
writing, and incidentally sheds some light on the mode 
of teaching in earlier days of the modern art 
The most popular author is, of course, Concone. 
While less than half a dozen of his books are known, 
they probably exceed in the numbers used all other 
authors combined. Their popularity is explained by 
his attractive melodies, agreeable and simple accom¬ 
paniments, and masterful phrasing. They are printed 
by nearly every prominent publisher in the world. 
It is not generally known that a book is on the 
market which was probably written by Rossini. The 
scale-groups are decidedly unpractical, but the few 
vocalizes which follow are as fortunate as they are 
characteristic. Campana wrote some in this field; one 
of his books for contralto is unique, and not a little 
trying, though it could hardly be classified as difficult. 
One of the best writers of vocalizes is Schubert (not 
Schubert the great), who has given two opuses of real 
value. The medium grade which belongs to the group 
under consideration taxes the powers of the student in 
nearly every requirement of the art, and is an excellent 
test of his thoroughness in the study of the embellish¬ 
ments, of control, and attack. 
There are many other works in this grade worthy of 
mention on the score of their occasional or incidental 
usefulness; one that is comparatively new we cannot 
pass unnoticed. It is the “Fifty Solfeggios,” by Tosti. 
This scries is, without doubt, the greatest work of its 
kind ever published for voice-students. Every number 
is a gem in its way, treated in that composer’s in¬ 
imitable style, perfect in form, and definite as to pur¬ 
pose. They rarely exceed an octave and a third in 
compass, and are equally valuable for all voices ex¬ 
cepting those of only a low range. Madame Patey, 
of London, published a book as unique as it is narrow 
in its opportunity for usefulness; but it illustrates 
perfectly the point I am making, viz: the value of in¬ 
cidental-study repertory. Patey was a contralto, 
and wrote for contraltos, and a meager half-dozen of 
the exercises she used are worth while giving to ex¬ 
ceptional contralto pupils to copy for use. She also 
gives an excellent reading of Handel’s famous “Reci¬ 
tative and Aria” from “Rinaldo,” and one or two other 
selections much used by teachers. 
The elder Lamperti wrote a small, but interesting, 
work. The “Lamperti” method, however, seems to 
have found full and complete elucidation in the three 
volumes recently written by Shakespeare; these books 
are sure to be found in a well-ordered studio library 
We must not forget that Osgood, Root, and Federlein 
have written books for students, and they are valuable 
each in its peculiar way, and worthy a place in a 
list of useful writers for the voice. 
We cannot enlarge further upon this part of the 
subject, except to say that teachers do not always 
realize that every study was written for the purpose of 
illustrating some vocal principle. This should be dis¬ 
cerned and held up to the pupil to insure intelligent 
study. 
The next paper will be on studies for advanced 
pupils. 
To simply sing the notes 
INTERPRETATION. of a song is not sufficient. 
There is something in every 
song—at least every one worth singing—-that has to 
he studied in order to be understood. A fine song is 
like a fine picture that needs to he set in a proper 
light in order to bring out its fine points. Song- 
writing since Schubert came into the world is entirely 
different from the old concert-arias. They are not 
mere tunes to he sung, but rather “moods” to be in¬ 
terpreted. That is to say, the words and the notes to 
which they are sung are so closely welded together 
that the one assists the other in interpreting the mooi 
In modem song-writing the tune is no longer made for 
the sole purpose of sounding well, but it rather growa 
out of the accents and meaning of the words. The 
singer needs to understand this point thoroughly and 
to bear it in mind constantly. 
How to Study. 
The first thing a singer should do in studying a song 
is to read over the words carefully, and, if they are 
translations, try to fit the words to the musical 
phrases so that the important w ords, which convey 
the inner meaning of the text, can easily be under¬ 
stood. Sometimes, particularly in translations, the 
most insignificant words are placed in a way that re¬ 
quires them to be sung to the notes that have the 
strongest accents. If this be the case, it is almost im¬ 
possible to give the song its fine shades of meaning. 
The singer should always feel at liberty to change 
the words of a translation or their order to bring out 
the meaning more clearly. Composers are often care¬ 
less in this particular, and their songs must suffer the 
consequences of their carelessness. The singer should 
next fix upon his idea of the song as a whole. This 
is not so easy as it appears at a first glance, for great 
songs are capable of more than one interpretation. 
Then each phrase must be taken in hand by itself and 
carefully studied out to give it its proper weight and 
color. 
Color. 
The word color in regard to singing refers, of course, 
to the warmth or coldness of the voice. Certain 
singers have round, mellow, luscious voices which are 
capable of expressing the tender sentiments, while 
others have hard, vibrant, white, or cutting v0*c®’ 
which express sarcasm, anger, cruelty, or revenge, 
course, it may be said that expressiveness in singing:» 
a matter of feeling, and, if one has not the sentimen 
or emotional nature, it cannot be cultivated. But _ 
is not entirely true. An artist may have the musi 
nature, hut may have his voice so badly in hand 
he cannot express himself. A “white” voice ca 
express the tender sentiments, nor can a dark " 
voice express heroism or dignity. A singer’s voi 
should be placed half-way between the two, in 
chaste, classical purity which is required to sing 
arias of Mozart and Handel. Then the color 
modified either way, according to the fancy or insp1 
tion of the singer. ( 
This coloring of the voice is an important e em ^ 
in the art of singing which is often overlooke ^ 
not based upon artificial principles, hut. UP°^^ 
unconscious law of natural use of the voice. ^ ^ 
we desire to express some tender sentime 
speaking our voices naturally fall into a .j w 
and more tender quality than we would use 
were to command, or to speak with biting . 
In singing we simply apply this very simple pri ^ 
the only difference being in the matter of pi • 
color of the voice certainly should not be 1 f 1ttef 
for all shades of sentiment. The elder LaIDP*rn{J to 
nized this fact so clearly that he advised s 
11 
•ntase some sentiment-love, hate, or adoration- 
in previous articles enough has been said coneern- 
- tte technic of enunciation, and now let us call at¬ 
tention to the effect of distinctness upon interpreta¬ 
tion There are many passages which depend entirely 
on the manner of declamation for their effect. Modern 
music depends largely upon its declamation. It is no 
longer the suave, flowing melody that makes singing, 
bat dramatic phrases which must be declaimed have 
been substituted. Wagner has been responsible for 
most of this, and he undoubtedly understood how it 
should be done. The secret of it does not lie in strik¬ 
ing the one important word. In the best modern com¬ 
positions these almost come of themselves because of 
their musical connection. With the rest of the phrase 
one must take the utmost care. Wagner posted the 
following notice in the theater at Bayreuth, just the 
day before the first presentation of the Trilogy: 
“To the singers: Distinctness; the large notes 
come of themselves; the small notes and the text 
are the main things.” . . . 
Modern Music. 
Modern music is not at all like the old music. The 
old masters never thought of deliberately writing any¬ 
thing that sounded absolutely bad from the sensuous 
point of view. But the modern masters often de¬ 
liberately write frightful discords and ugly phrases. 
Not with the desire to he ugly, to he sure, hut with 
the intention of picturing to the utmost capacity of 
the musical means at hand the mood of the poem. 
This led Schubert to write the striking discords in the 
“Erl K8nig” and the weird chords in “Der Doppel- 
gSnger.” Well-sounding music would he out of place 
in both instances; To a certain extent, the singer 
must follow the composer’s mood by singing that 
which suggests harshness, fear, agony, and terror. 
These cannot he expressed in the mellifluous tones of 
the tenor singing a serenade. This does not mean 
that we must shout, and make all maimer of ill- 
sounding noises. But it does mean that we must fol¬ 
low the composer in his intention, and express, as well 
as possible, with the voice what he has expressed in 
his tone-poem. If the phrase be tender and sympa¬ 
thetic, so must the voice: If the phrase demand terror, 
the voice must express it. 
Intelligence. 
Lamperti somewhere recommends singers to sing 
with a warm heart and a cool head. There is more in 
this advice than we see at first glance. It is a ques¬ 
tion whether a singer should actually feel the emotion 
e expresses or only appear to feel it. Lamperti de- 
oides, you see, that we must only have the semblance 
® it In other words, the singer must guide his emo- 
jons wisely with his intelligence. The unintelligent 
8lnger soon wears out, for he is too uneven, and his 
^notion wears him out in the climaxes, leaving him 
** strength for the rest of his work. A singer’s in- 
.* Eence finds its expression, not only in this way, 
U m w*8e elections and in masterly phrasing. 
A Practical Application. 
ma^e a Poetical application of interpretation let 
consider the song In Questa Tomba, by Beethoven, 
gp . ye interpret the words as the tirade of a dis- 
M m £ lover whose spirit is now cursing in bitter 
^ “* Pithless mistress? Or does the spirit 
0^ 1Cally and forgivingly ask to be left in peace? 
into °tt ,!> ke(Pn with anger, and then, at the last, fall 
Pears t” 6rness and 8oft reproaches? This last ap- 
eourse •* -me ^ the most satisfactory; hut, of 
the sol' 1! °n,J a Personal matter. But if we look at 
**Presa*tli °m ^'S P°'nl- view the first part must 
and the a reVengefu' deling of the ill-treated lover, 
torgirenpen 1)0 fU" °f n^fniish and, at the same time, 
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Individuality. 
The singer must not he afraid of individuality in 
interpretation. This is the development of his artistic 
nature in which he should have the utmost freedom. 
One of the hardest things for a young artist to do 
is to express freely his feelings. Either from diffidence 
or timidity he does not dare to let them come out. 
Little by little he must overcome this and express 
with the utmost freedom what he—not some one else— 
finds in the song. This trying to express his own 
convictions in Ms songs is of the utmost importance 
to the young artist, for it develops his musical nature. 
He need not fear to give a new interpretation to a 
song when he sees new thoughts and beauties that he 
had not seen at first. This is the artistic growth that 
every artist owes it to himself to follow out.—Perley 
Dunn Aldrich. 
Correct or artistic tone 
ARTISTIC VOICE. is the result of certain con¬ 
ditions demanded by nature. 
Nature incarnates or reveals God’s thoughts or desires, 
and not man’s ideas or notions. Hence we should go 
to nature and learn of her. So far the world has pro¬ 
duced but two really great teachers. The first is 
nature, the second is common-sense. Nature lays down 
the laws or fundamental principles of all artistic voice- 
use. Common-sense formulates the devices for the 
study and development of these principles. 
Artistic tone is the result of certain conditions de¬ 
manded by nature. These conditions are dependent 
upon form and adjustment. So far all writers and 
teachers agree. Form and adjustment, to he right, 
however, must be automatic and never the result of 
direct or local effort. 
The conditions of tone demanded by nature are 
automatic adjustment of the organ of sound (the 
larynx), approximation of the breath-hands (the false 
vocal cords), expansion and inflation of all the cavities 
(especially the ventricles of the larynx), non-inter¬ 
ference or non-local control above the organ of sound, 
absolute automatic breath-control, high forward plac¬ 
ing, added resonance of all the cavities, chest- 
resonance, and vitalized energy. 
First Fundamental Principle. 
The first fundamental principle of all correct voice- 
ase is the removal of all restraint. In the act of 
tinging there are always two forces at work: pressure, 
ind resistance, or motor power and control. These 
two forces must prevail in the use of the voice The 
kvhole secret of study is to balance these two forces, 
[f they are not balanced absolute freedom or the re¬ 
moval of all restraint is impossible. 
In the economy of nature there is but one way in 
which it is possible to balance these two forces, and 
that way is through or by free, flexible vitalized 
bodily movements. The singer must constantly put 
himself and keep himself upon a level with the tone, 
upon a level with the tone, mentally, physically, and 
emotionally. This means singing with vitalized energy 
instead of muscular effort. 
The trouble with American singers—and not only 
American singers, but all singers one might say is 
that thev lack action; that action which vitalizes 
IT arouses all their energies; that peculiar move¬ 
ment which brings into evidence all the forces vhich 
nature has given the singer, mental physical, and emo- 
tional; that wMeh arouses the singei s sensation, the 
whereby every movement is the result of direct, con¬ 
scious local effort, which stiffens and contracts which 
compels rigidity and which makes <Jie removal of all 
restraint impossible. The other » the school which, 
in order to avoid this muscular effort and rigidity, 
teaches and preaches entire relaxation. Result de- 
• nf the vocal organ and the unseating of the 
^ Clf ThTsch^ practically forgets that all 
When the two forces, pressure and resistance, are 
properly balanced, there is no necessity whatever for 
using any of the throat-muscles; hence, in this way 
and in this way only, is it possible to remove all re¬ 
straint. These flexible, vitalized bodily movements, 
when understood, are a revelation to all who have 
tried to sing by direct muscular effort or by relaxation. 
When all restraint is thus removed, then and then 
only is it possible to fully develop the true natural 
power, the singer’s sensation, the emotional power 
which means self-expression. Then and then only 
is it possible to idealize the tone and the voice, 
to develop that power and quality which is the dis¬ 
tinguishing feature of all great singers. 
It is a striking fact that a large percentage of 
singers, even among professionals, sing with hard, un¬ 
musical voices, even when they are artists from a 
musical and dramatic stand-point. But few voices 
are idealized, have those conditions which give them 
character, which raise them above the ordinary in 
quality, style, and beauty. The bane of the singer is, 
therefore, conscious muscular effort or relaxation: two 
principles which are directly opposed to natural and 
scientific voice-use. This is due to the fact that singers 
and those who teach singing do not think aright. 
Second Fundamental Principle. 
The second fundamental principle of artistic voice is 
automatic breathing and automatic breath-control. 
The singing breath should he as involuntary, as un¬ 
conscious, as the vital or living breath. This, of 
course, is contrary to the generally-conceived idea,— 
is, in fact, pronounced impossible by many. It is, 
of course, impossible from their stand-point; im¬ 
possible from the stand-point of those who study and 
teach the conscious breath, the result of direct effort 
to inhale and control: another evidence of wrong 
tMnking. 
As the breath is taken so must it be used. Nature 
compels this. A conscious, muscular breath compels 
conscious, muscular control. Under these conditions 
it is impossible to remove restraint. A nervous 
breath compels nervous control or relaxation. Hence 
breathy, depressed tone. There is a way, however, 
to breathe naturally in singing by flexible, vitalized 
movements: movements which secure true conditions 
or the removal of all restraint through automatic form 
and adjustment, and thereby absolute automatic 
breath-control. It is wonderful the influence these 
movements have upon the organ of sound itself, upon 
securing automatic form and adjustment, and thereby 
the conditions of automatic breath-control at the organ 
of sound. Under these conditions, as before stated, 
there is no necessity whatever for the use of any 
throat-muscles. 
Do the thing which gives the breath and controls 
the breath automatically, without conscious thought 
of breath. Expand to breathe, do not breathe to ex¬ 
pand. Expand through flexible, vitalized movements, 
and it will be impossible to avoid a singing breath 
unless it is directly opposed. Control from position, 
the singer’s position, that position which induces auto¬ 
matic adjustment and automatic control at the organ 
of sound. Under these conditions the singer never 
has the sensation of breath-escape or of conscious di¬ 
rect effort to hold the breath. This to many is like 
freedom from bondnge. It is a revelation to all who 
study conscious breathing and conscious control. 
Many great artists breathe and control in this way, 
even* though they may not understand the principle. 
It is a natural condition and accounts largely for 
their being great. 
Third Fundamental Principle. 
The third fundamental principle of artistic voice- 
use, from a technical stand point, is high placing and 
low resonance, men all restraint is removed through 
right conditions, the voice comes to the front It is 
its natural point of placing, its natural focus. All 
tone, good or bad, is reinforced sound. The initial 
tone! the sound made by the vocal cords alone, would 
be a mere twnng. There are two ways of reinforcing 
the initial tone. First, by muscular tension or mns- 
11*2 
tar energy: the wrong wny, the prevailing way. 
C ontraction and rigidity arc sure to follow. The sec¬ 
ond wuy by expansion and inflation, by the added res¬ 
onance of air in the inflated cavities: the right way, 
a« freedom, fullness, and character of tone are sure to 
follow. Tone should be placed up and forward by the 
removal of all restraint, and should be reinforced or dc- 
\eloped downward by the added low resonance of in¬ 
flated cavities. This can be done only through flexible, 
vitalised movements, through that position and ac¬ 
tion which secures automatic form and adjustment, 
and the true conditions of tone. 
The prevailing idea is that the tone must be pushed 
up and forward; result, a disturbance of the two 
forces, pressure and resistance; in this way the organ 
of sound is pushed out of place and the use of throat- 
muscles compelled as a controlling force, which, under 
these conditions, become interfering muscles. Hence 
freedom and beauty (of tone) arc impossible. The 
pushed up tone may be loud, may Be brilliant, but it 
can never be full, beautiful, soulful tone. 
Tone should be placed up and forward, and built 
or reinforced downward by the added resonance of all 
the inflated cavities and of chest-resonance. This can 
be done only through flexible, vitalized movements, 
which develop expansion and Inflation instead of con¬ 
traction. High forward placing is important. It must 
he. liut it is only one side of a great question. The 
other and more important side is reinforcing and 
building the tone down from the high point of placing 
by expansion and Inflation. While this is contrary to 
ths general view, yet it accounts for the beautiful 
rich tones of the few great singers we hear. This 
manner of reinforcing the tone can be the result only 
of true conditions of tone through flexible, vitalized 
movements. Why *ho value and importance of these 
movements, these natural conditions of singing, are 
not better understood, arc not more generally used, 
is a mystery. 
Many teachers are constantly trying to correct 
wrong effects, instead of studying to remove the cause. 
There are a hundred teachers to-day who are trying 
to train the singing voice by fighting errors, acquired 
defects, wrong habits, etc., to one who overcomes 
these errors by removing the cause. Over and against 
every wrong their ie a right. Undo the wrong by de¬ 
veloping the right Itoth cannot be used or heard in 
the same voles at the same time. Build up the right 
on natural, common-sense lines, and the wrong is sure 
to be eliminated.—Edmund J. Uyrr. 
[Madame Marches!, 
MARCHES! re. WAONER. the Paris teacher of 
singing, has recently 
rriticised Wagner’s writing for the voice as follows. 
To this is added a reply by the critic of the Sew York 
h truing Po»l.—Vocal Editor.] 
“Wagner, that musical Coloaaus, came to destroy 
completely all that still remained of the great school 
of song. Kor this celebrated German compoeer singing 
does not exist. The singer becomes the humble serv¬ 
ant of ths orchestra. That which is above all to 
be deplored is that the younger composers, instead of 
considering the exigencies of the vocal instrument, 
walk blindly in the footsteps of Richard Wagner. 
Vocal studies are declared of no use; science has been 
replaced by charlatanism. Nothing remains for us 
save to pray for the coming of a new musical Mes¬ 
siah.” 
What Madame Marc 
of song " is the school 
as vulgar and aa stu 
other kind of empty 
singer's having hecom 
Jean and Edouard de 1 
♦laves of the orrbestn 
their voices and theii 
biggest orchestra alma 
dour's voice does abov 
ing Pott. 
■hesi means by the "great school 
»he has taught for several gen- 
whleh is now considered to be 
pid by most musicians as any 
display of technic. As for the 
ie "the humble servant of the 
t Uni lAhmann, Emil Fischer, 
Re*xk$— have they ever been the 
a In Wagner’s operas? Do not 
r impersonation rise above the 
st as conspicuously as s trouba- 
« Ms guitar?—.Vne Tor* Errn 
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To any of our subscribers 
SPECIAL RENEWAL who desire to renew their 
OFFER FOR MARCH, subscription during the cur¬ 
rent month, and will send us 
$2.00, we will not only renew the subscription for one 
year, but will send them the new book, “First Studies 
in Music Biography,” by Thomas Tapper, the only 
child’s history of music that exists: a text-hook of 
interest to every teacher and to every school. It is 
fully illustrated. The testimonials we have received 
from the first copies sent out prove that it is going to 
give the best of satisfaction. 
To those of our subscribers who do not wish this 
work, we will make this offer: For $1.85 we will re¬ 
new the subscription to The Etude and send either 
of the two volumes of “The Modern Student”: a col¬ 
lection of study-pieces to promote technical develop¬ 
ment; interesting melodious pieces, rather than dry, 
unattractive studies; large collections, well made and 
bound. * • • 
It has been our custom 
SUMMER-SCHOOL for several years past to 
ADVERTISEMENTS. make a specialty of sum¬ 
mer-school advertising. Last 
year wc received a great deal, much to the satisfaction 
of those persons who advertised. 
The months of April, May, and June are the best for 
that purpose, and for those three months we will make 
a special price. All those interested please write to 
us immediately, as the April issue goes to press on the 
20th of this month. 
Any who have an idea of doing summer-work will 
find that such an advertisement inserted in our 
columns under the special heads will more than pay 
them; it has been positively demonstrated by our 
previous advertisers. 
We should be pleased to send “on sale,” to anyone 
desiring it, music for Easter. We have a very large 
and well-selected stock of solos, duets, quartets, and 
cantatas for choir and Sunday school. There is not 
«nueh time left for preparation for Easter, so send 
quickly, and we win promise our most prompt atten¬ 
tion. 
Two of the works published by us during January 
require special mention. 
lirst Steps in Pianoforte-Study” has been received 
with great satisfaction by a large number of advance 
subscribers. Its principal point is that it begins with 
the very first rudiments, and progresses so gradually 
that there is no simpler method to be obtained. 
The other work, “First Studies in Music Biography,” 
by Thomas Tapper, has received unqualified indorse¬ 
ment, as seen by the testimonials of a great many ad¬ 
vance subscribers. It is the only history for children 
that exists. We received more advance orders for this 
" °rk than for any similar work that we have ever 
issued. The following unsolicited testimonial we feel 
sure will be of interest to a great number of our 
readers: 
. ‘ .u zuuaic ruograpny' shou 
receive the unqualified indorsement of the music 
profession. 
The linking of music biography with eontemr 
raneous history, as used in this book, has been prov 
the host method -for fixing dates and events in t 
Tr.7- The h0°k prrSCnU a c,ear and viyid pictu 
Of both men and events by showing the relative po 
Don and importance of the composers ns compar 
with the other notables of history. Being finely HR 
trated, printed on good paper, and attractively hour 
the boo* deserve, the attention of every music lovi 
and should meet with the greatest success.” 
Stephen L. St. Jean. 
It has been some time since we have reminded our 
readers of that small and complete hand-exerciser 
which is so useful in preparing the hands for the piano 
If your hands lack the strength, suppleness, and free¬ 
dom of action which you desire, there is no way of 
securing it so quickly as to give the muscles a regular 
light gymnastic exercise such as is obtained by using 
the Bidwell hand-exerciser. This article is within the 
reach of all, and can be obtained from us. The retail 
price is $2.00. 
We call attention to the announcement of our very 
liberal prize offer to musical writers, which will be 
found on page 108 of this issue. There is hardly a 
teacher or advanced student who has not gathered 
ideas on the subject of music-teaching and music-study 
that would be valuable as the central thought of an 
article suitable for either of the two contests. We 
want all live, energetic, and interested teachers to get 
to work and send us manuscripts. We cannot have 
too many. 
We want, once again, to urge upon teachers the 
value of The Etude as a means of increasing the in¬ 
terest of pupils. A very good way is for the teacher 
to get the pupils together once or twice a month and 
read together, discuss and ask questions about the 
important articles and the music in each issue. Little 
clubs can easily be formed in this way, and we shall 
take pleasure in furnishing teachers with some helps 
toward this point. The expense will be very slight. 
Write to us for information about our special offer to 
stimulate the formation of little clubs. It will pay 
you. 
In the interest of those solicitors who are working 
for The Etude, and who are guaranteed by this house, 
we ask our patrons to be careful to give their orders 
only to those who are supplied with proper credentials. 
Any agent working for us can show correspondence 
from us. There is only one form of printed receipts 
used by all of our agents; it bears the name of this 
house. Beware particularly of the ordinary form of 
receipt,—“Received of,” etc.,—with no mention made 
of TnE Etude or Theodore Presser as publisher. 
We ask you to receive our legitimate agents as you 
have heretofore, and to be careful on the above points, 
as much for their interests as for your own. No re¬ 
sponsible agent will hesitate to prove to you that he 
is authorized. 
We refer, in the above, of course, to our regular 
traveling salesmen; not to persons in your own city 
whom you know to be honest. 
No doubt, most of our subscribers have noticed the 
popularity of the gun-metal case watches: black steel, 
polished case; durable, and beautiful in appearance. 
We would draw your attention to the advertisement, 
elsewhere, of these watches, which are given a* 
premiums for obtaining a very few subscribers for this 
journal. The watches are guaranteed in every particu 
lar, and we can thoroughly recommend them. 
We are, perhaps, the largest mail-order house in f*16 
country. Our trade along this line is constantly in 
creasing. Music-teachers from the distance arc bcgi 
ning to realize that there are decided advantages i^ 
dealing with us. The distance counts for little. ** 1 
most cases the local dealer would have to send a noa 
and there is delay and risk in this. In ordering ^ 
us you do not have to go through another party. 8 
everything is delivered to your door withou 8 
delay. Our discounts are as low as any of the * ^ 
dealers, and our equipment is of the first order, 
can be reasonably sure of getting what you or er 
us. Our “on sale” plan is most liberal. Oureatao ^ 
while not the largest, contains only the best *n 
latest. We should be pleased to send our <*.* ^ 
and terms to any who wish them, and, -while!> ^ ^ 
not be desirable to give us your entire trade, ye 
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. dedded advantage to have an account with us. 
wishing to open accounts with us will save 
is sent with the first letter. We 
bBe require the reference of some responsible party 
SE opening accounts. We prefer your former 
toler, but any responsible business firm will answer. 
During the month of March we will issue the sec¬ 
ond volume of “Selected Studies from Loeschhom.” 
The volume will follow the first in grading, or, better 
still, can be taken in conjunction with Mathews’s 
“Graded Course,” Book III. The first volume of 
Loesehhorn, which appeared last month, has been well 
received, as attested by the many letters of testimony 
»e are receiving, a few of which we publish in our 
testimonial column. Our special offer on Volume II of 
Loeschhom is 20 cents. The special offer on Volume I 
is withdrawn, but an opportunity will be given to 
subscribe for both volumes. For 40 cents we will send, 
post-paid, both volumes. As the work is almost ready 
to deliver, this offer will positively be withdrawn after 
this month. 
Die volume of marches — “Parlor and School 
Marches”—will be continued on Special Offer during 
March, after which it will be withdrawn. The volume, 
of about one hundred pages, contains the best and 
latest Marches and Two-steps published by us. They 
ire selected for their worth, and are alike suitable 
for parlor or for marching in the school-room. For 
exhibition purpose they will also prove quite available. 
Most of them can also be played on the reed-organ, 
and by a little alteration (a few passages here and 
there will have to be played an octave lower) all can 
be used on the organ. The volume is gotten up artis¬ 
tically, and should not he classed with cheap 50-cent 
volumes. Our special offer on this work during March 
is 35 cents, post-paid. Send in your order now, or you 
fill surely be too late. 
TnE new works that we have recently put on the 
market are all of the most practical order. All fill a 
"iche in our educational structure. The work by 
omas Tapper, “First Studies in Music Biography,” 
is an introduction to musical history which is of value 
to every student, young or old. “First Steps in Piano- 
aying js the very first book placed in the hands 
* 1 e Btudent. It is interesting, modern, and moderate 
to pnee. It can safely be adopted as a text-book. Try 
« when you receive your next new pupil. “First Year 
Uf ,,U8'Pa* theory,” by O. R. Skinner, is another book 
toe elementary order. It is a guide to true musi. 
“ns ip. if aij pUpiig study this book faithfully they 
"ill "* * kn°"’ledge of the structure of music that 
> row a light over everything in music. The mere 
“'foments set forth in the work are enough to set 
Z 8eri°US Study- This work can be used in con' 
I j.°n the regular study. In the ady>jieed work 
look f Clarke> “Counterpoint,” we have a text- 
cf °r *118*lcr music-study. This work is the result 
I’nive*11'1/ years °* teaching counterpoint in the 
to»ll be* f °f Pennsylvania- Any of these works we 
<1f 6aSed 8end to our patrons on examination, 
",)ect to return. 
d be DOted tbat The Etude depends on its 
P^mium f 8ubscribers; hence our liberal list of 
'NcuV1 getting up clubs. We have lately re- 
,,n apnir ,.ern’um El;?t, which will be sent to anyone 
Paired'9 100 Almost any musical article can be 
bat ean b * * ?.rem'um’ There is scarcely a subscriber 
her tbxt if4 tot*e effort, send a few others. Remem- 
Tonr own tbree new subscribers are sent in 
rh* liber*]" ^ or renewed one year. We also 
Vribfrg. y Ca8b deductions for one or more sub- 
Prem°U "7 °n'y a deduction, but an addi- 
Al] tbjg jg 's allowed those getting up the club, 
'tod for M *n our pamphlet, which you should 
FOR SALE—A SECOND-HAND VIRGIL CLAVIER. 
Address: Miss H. E. Torol, 117 Webster Avenue, 
Muskegon, Mich. 
MUSIC LESSONS AND A HOME, WITHOUT 
money, to the right young man who is over 21. 
Address: Landon Conservatory, Dallas, Texas. 
EVERYONE WHO WANTS TO GET AWAY 
ahead of the times musically should read the Musi¬ 
cians’ Review of Reviews. Sample copy ten cents. 
Frederic Horace Clark, care of Lyon Healy Company, 
Chicago. 
WANTED—POSITION AS TEACHER OF PLANO, 
History of Music, and Harmony, in some school 
where the music department is not large. One year’s 
experience. Good references. Address: A. B., care of 
Etude. 
WANTED—BY A BRILLIANT PIANIST, POSITION 
as pianist and accompanist in first-class concert 
company. Address: G. S. Bohanan, Rio Grande, Gallia 
County, Ohio. 
FOR SALE—WELL-KNOWN AND PROSPEROUS 
School of Music. Reason for selling due to change 
of other business interests. Address: “School,” care of 
The Etude. 
WANTED—YOUNG MAN THOROUGHLY FAMIL- 
iar with all branches of musical small goods. Must 
be experienced buyer. Excellent opening. Address: 
Musical, 809 Boyce Building, Chicago. 
IN “KINDERGARTEN Ml'SKMUTI.lUNG” THE 
child’s love for music is awakened. He learns of 
the fundamental principles in the most attractive and 
natural way. He learns what music is and how to 
work with the materials which make music. Also, 
that music is a language to which he is taught to 
listen intelligently. Above all, he learns of the inner 
meaning of music, and that he can have true identity. 
“Kindergarten Music-Building” is not only a prepara¬ 
tion for music, but it is the beginning of music, and 
it is most essential that every child study it. 
WANTED—DIRECTOR OF MUSIC FOR SECOND 
Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Pa. Chorus num¬ 
bers 65; congregation about 1500. Summer evening 
audience in Schenlev Park Pavilion, about 10,000 each; 
2,000,000 people within attending distance as pupils; 
good salary. A rising conductor can easily make it a 
musical center and make his fame here. Address: 
Music Committee. 
WE WCiULD CALL ATTENTION TO THE ADVER- 
tisement of the Bureau of University Travel, of 
Ithaca, N. Y., in another column, which contains an 
announcement of great interest to musicians. Profes¬ 
sor Dickinson’s connection with the management is a 
guarantee of the success of the enterprise. 
am of the opinion that you are the best house m 
U»iMd SI.U, t. 
have received the work on theory, and find it to 
entirely satisfactory, and shall find it yerjp’ 
h to myself and pupils. Mbs. C. A. Pratt. 
Hter examining “First Yea.- in Theory,” by O. R. 
nner, I find it to be an exceiientwork for Aepur- 
e for which it is intended. Louis J. Diemer. 
First Stens in Pianoforte Playing” is a concise, 
Sc instru etion -book, with lofty *<*---„■ 
e. Please send another copy. 1 ' ' 
have received Dr. Clarke’s work on “CounterpoinL” 
ich develops so well the sense of rhythm and he 
The Reward Cards you sent me were beautiful, and 
my own choice could not have been better, as my 
pupils had studied lives and works of those same com¬ 
posers. Mrs. W. M. Kissam. 
I am a reader of The Etude, and like it very much. 
I consider it the best musical journal that is published. 
Every number repays me more than I can estimate. 
Success to The Etude! Nell Misemer. 
I wish to thank you for the prompt and kind atten¬ 
tion in sending me the premiums I selected. I am 
more than pleased with the music. It has confirmed 
my faith in all your “Publisher’s Notes.” 
Miss Clara L. Unvebzagt. 
I have just received the book “First Studies in Music 
Biography,” by Thomas Tapper. I consider it a most 
excellent work, and iust the thing I have wanted for 
my class in musical history and biography. 
Habry C. Harper. 
The “First Steps in Pianoforte-Study” is clear and 
carefully edited. The tunefulness of the selections is 
one of its best features. A bright and pretty exercise 
is far more easily learned than a dull one, and may be 
made fully as valuable. Sophie D. Rice. 
Your “First Steps in Pianoforte-Study” will surely 
win its way. Space hardly permits the briefest men¬ 
tion of its many admirable features. Let one suffice— 
the chorals and hymn-tunes. When teachers remember 
the dismal failure of punils quite advanced, when airs 
religiose were up for discussion, they must forever 
bless the publisher for the happy thought which offers 
in this volume some drill along this line. 
H. P. Duftell. 
I have received the “First Year in Theory.” by O. R. 
Skinner. This unique little book should be in the 
household of every ambitious musical student. I find 
it contains more foundation respecting the nature of 
music than was found heretofore in American methods. 
In this respect this little treasure surpasses others. 
Joseph S. Kos. 
“First Studies in Music Biography,” by Thomas 
Tapper, is received, and I am greatly pleased with it. 
We have had too much method and too little real 
music; too much statistics and too little of the soul 
of the masters of the art. Miss J. M. Gii.liss. 
I have received the work on “Counterpoint,” strict 
and free, by H. A. Clarke. I am very favorably im¬ 
pressed with it. The clearness in which the rules of 
counterpoint are explained should merit a welcome by 
every earnest student of music. Joseph S. Kos. 
“First Steps in Pianoforte-Study” has been received, 
and I am very much charmed with it. It presents 
every step in quite an interesting style. The secret 
of success with a young pupil is to keep him inter¬ 
ested; so I think this book will be of great assistance 
to me. Mrs. T. C. Rowe. 
“First Studies in Music Biography,” by Tapper, is 
received. I have carefully looked it over, and like it 
’ very much. I have quite a nice little musical library, 
made up mostly from your advance offers, and have 
never been disappointed in any book I received from 
your house. T. H. Holland. 
We have received Tapper's “First Studies in Music 
Biography," and are well satisfied with the book. 
There is not a dry page in it It makes music a factor 
in history by associating the authors with other his¬ 
torical characters, and makes it a necessary factor in 
education. Mbs. L. G. McAndrkw. 
I have carefully read the book “First Lessons in 
Music Biography,” by Thomas Tapper, and would say 
that it is written with a ripe knowledge and thorough 
understanding of a practical work, and w ill assist the 
teacher or pupil wonderfully in remembering facts in 
music biography. It is an up-to-date book. 
Geo roe W. Hebeu. 
We have organized a small class for music-study in 
our little northwestern Ohio town. Wc shall call it 
“The Etude Class,” because we have been inspired 
to study music from its beginning by the many fine 
articles published from time to time in The Etude. 
Personally, it has done more for me in keeping up my 
musical interest and knowledge than any other help 
1 have had. Mrs. E. L. Morton. 
I find The Etude an invaluable help. Your edi¬ 
torials and different music departments contained 
therein have been an inspiration to me, particularly 
the organ and piano departments, and. since it. lias 
been such a great help to me. I shall endeavor to in¬ 
crease its circulation by getting my friends to sub¬ 
scribe for it when opportunity offers. 
A. S. Keabt. 
Having examined your “First Steps in Pianoforte- 
Study” thoroughly and compared it with other meth 
ods, I am willing to Bay that it is just what we need 
for small children and beginners in music. I shall 
adopt this book for my kindergarten pupils. One 
point that pleased mo most is the placing of piano- 
solos at certain points in the work. It is a great help 
to teachers. Nannie Bosskruan. 
N. J, 
morning eonre 
intendfd to h 
THE ETUDE 
HOME NOTES. 
Thk flrat concert of the Beethoven Chamber-Music 
Club, Duluth, Minn., aisitted by Miss Mary Lyer Braa* 
•haw, contralto, took place January 18th. 
This A»htabula, 0., Oratorio Society gave Roeaini’s 
"Stabat Mater" laat month. Mr. W. H. Lucthi is the 
The Buffalo Trio Club—Mr. Jaroalaw de Zielinski, 
t,Uniat and director; Mr. George A. Goold, violinist; 
Mr T. Aiuesburv Ooold, ’cellist—gave their first con- 
rrrt of this season. January Oth, assisted by Mr. Robert 
Horton, tenor. The principal numbers of the program 
were Goldmark’s "Trio in G-minor,” opus 33, and 
Smetana’s in t. minor, opus 15. Mr. Zielinski also gave 
a recital at Olcan, N. Y., January 15th. 
A military concert-band department, under the di¬ 
rection of Mr. Herman Bellatedt, has been added to 
the Cincinnati Auditorium School of Music. 
1* the playing tests before Mr. Carl Faelten and 
faculty of the Kneltcn Pianoforte School, Boston, 272 
pupils took part, 2fi2 playing their pieces from mem¬ 
ory; included in the list were 28 sonatas, 7 suites, and 
007 other pieces. 
Two of Mr. Hcnre I). Wilkins’s pupils, Misses 
Blanche and Ruby Powell, gnve a piano and song re¬ 
cital in Mr. Wilkins’s studio, at Rochester, N. Y., 
January 17th. 
Ma. AnEL R. Taylor arranged an interesting musi¬ 
cal*, which was given in College Hall, Bordentown, 
N. J., December 21st. 
Plior. H. C. Macdouoall, of Wellesley College, is 
making quite a feature of the music for the Sabbath 
evening services 
Mb. FRAXKUX Sohxakolu, of New York, gave a 
well arranged piano recital in the Carmel Presbyterian 
Church, Kdgc ilill, Pa., January 8th. 
We have received the musical-service leaflet of the 
Cliurrh of St. John the Evangelist, St. Paul, Minn., of 
which Mr. George H. Fairclough was appointed or¬ 
ganist. 
Mr. A. D. Bodpom, of the Augustana Conservatory, 
Rock Island, Ill., gave a well-selected organ recital last 
month. 
The program for the first public concert of the 
Manuscript Society of New York, for the season, given 
in Mendelssohn Hall, January 10th, had a number of 
novelties. A full orchestra was used. 
Mr. B. R. KroEoer's second lecture-recital was 
given in the Odeon, Et. Louis, January 9th. Beethoven 
was the subject. Movements from sonatas opus 2, 
No. I; opus 31, No. 3; and opus 101 were played. 
Edward Baxter Perry returned to Boston for the 
holidays after a tour of forty-five concerts and recitals 
in the Western State*. He started the first of January 
on a Southern tour of seven weeks, to be followed by 
a trip in the New England and Middle States. Mr. 
Perry will fill a hundred and five engagements between 
October 17th and the first of April, which is the largest 
number of concerts ever played by any pianist in the 
same length of time. 
Dr. Henry O. IIanchett's analytical lecture re¬ 
cital* are a feature of the musical work of the Brook¬ 
lyn Institute. Directors of music schools find these 
recitals helpful to their work. 
Mim Edith Lynwood Winn, a frequent contributor 
to The Etude, is now violin teacher at Dean Academy 
and Last'll Seminary, near Boston, Mass. Miss Winn 
is meeting success with her lecture-recitals. 
Mb. Perlee V. Jervis, whose name is familiar to 
Etude renders, has re-entered the concert field. He 
haa filled neveral important engagement* in Brooklyn 
and New York recently. 
Max and Anna Clark, children of Mr. Frederick 
Horace Hark, of Chicago, are attracting attention as 
concert-giver*. They received high praise from Pa¬ 
derewski last year, when they played before him. 
The School of Music of Guxtavus Adolphus College, 
St Peter. Minn., reports a gratifying growth. A i— 
her of new instruments have been purchased to si 
the demand for practice. 
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Goodrich have located fa New 
York City, and will give special attention to instruc¬ 
tion fa all branches of musical theory. 
Mias Mart Haiaock, of Philadelphia, was the 
snlowt at the concert arranged by Prof. Charles 8. Skil- 
the Trenton SUte Normal School, Trenton 
•unary 10, 1901. 
3 Florence Leonard and Louisa M Hop- 
quite a success of their Saturday 
neert* for young people. These concerts are 
’ .h*'P preparing persons to listen 
ly to music. This month Mr. H. E. Krehbiel 
*t"d-v °{ instruments and speak of the 
**inK shovrn typical musical examples being played. 
seTThat this trare-mark 
APPEARS ON EVERY PIECE OF 
ENAMELED WARE you purchase 
It is the one safeguard against POISON, as 
other manufacturers have commenced copying our 
BLUE LABEL showing chemists' certificate. 
Of the seventeen other manufacturers of enameled 
ware, an analysis made of the coating revealed in every 
instance either ARSENIC, LEAD, or ANTIMONY, 
and in a few cases all three of these insidious poisons. 
Send for new booklet showing why • q o-a-f^ 
only AGATE NICKEL-STEEL ware W 
LALANCE & GR0SJEAN MFG. CO., New York, Boston, Chicago 
ENLARGED AND REVISED 
Practical Method 
FOR THE PIANO 
By LOUIS KOHLER 
Op. »«9, Bk. I. 
Revision by his daughter, CLARA KOHLER-HEBERLEIN 
PRICE, 75 CENTS 
This well-known standard instruction book for be- finnerson the piano has been revised by Louis Kohler’s 
aughter, who assisted him in preparing many of his 
educational works. 
It has been changed somewhat. The scales have 
beeh added, marks inserted for the teacher and pupil; 
all with the idea of better suiting the Hmerfcan pupil. 
It has been made a modern work. The price and dis 
count are the same as all other unrevised editions. 
THEO. PRESSER, PUBLISHER 
PHILADELPHIA 
SUMMER ADVERTISING 
SCHOOI " " Special Terms for April, May, JV'1 June, and July issues under this 
,,TUr- eTiivxr- .. llead* Correspondence solicited 
“THE ETUDE,” PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Melodious Piano Music of Great Technical Valui 
THE MODERN 
STUDENT 
IN TWO VOLUMES 
PRICE, $f.00 EACH** 
Collections of Melodious STUDY PIECES for the Piano to Prerot. 
Technical Development. 
These volumes are designed to develop technic by 
supplanting dry and uninteresting finger exercises with 
Study Pieces and compositions at once musical and 
OF GREAT TECHNICAL VALUE. This enables pupils 
to avoid the drudgery and increase the pleasure in the 
study of music by furnishing exercises in scales, 
octaves, turns, arpeggios, etc., in the most attractive 
and melodious form. The Study Pieces are carefully 
edited and graded from easy to moderately difficult. 
The idea is entirely original with this house; ana 
that it is valuable is at once evident to both teacher ana 
pupil, being a distinct advance in the new scheme o. 
education. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa* 
o supply 
Just issued-MUSICAL RHYTHMS FOR PIANO. 
By Arn°ld D. Scammell, with an Introduction fey Mrs. Crosby Adams. 
Of Interest to every teacher. Pupils are delighted with them. Develops a refined musical taste- 
The Introduction Is well worth the price. Attractively bound. Price, $1.00. 
at toward»*ri6n^ma8ica'i^‘t“muDplace-and wlhThVrefore help Instead* the pupil’s 
Pretty PRture Songs for Little Folks, 75 cts. Children's Songs In Sheet Form. 
ByG. A.Grant-Scliaeferand WaltM.DeKalb , , 
Whnt the Chicago.Press say, cf it.—'" Artistically tu-r. I. Vocal. Instrumental. 
B!C,rH,Jsct,b,,ratL . 
Wee wee Songs for Little Tots. 50 cts £oing to church with Mother 5o Brownies on Paraa ^<.fflia, ,» 
avsaj suss? ■: s ss.-s. 
Songs that the Children Sing, 75 cts. Cavalry.50 GavoUe 
By Mrs. E. D. Fessen.lrn and Mrs. V. A. Barber. Musical Stories for Children. 
S££a“iJSaS-tasKiEi?* escHhins°u°ftheabove* 
„ »U*dPrtl’ 
l paid for the asking. 
//. F. Chandler, Publisher," 45-47 Jackson Blvd., Chicago- 
Theodore Presser, Philadelphia. 
The Teachers’ 
I^oand Table. 
habit, the SECRET OF SUCCESS. 
The great secret of success in technical or other 
practice lies in the total and absolute concentration of 
thought upon the work to be accomplished. In the 
case of the physical and table exercises outlined last 
month this fact should be especially noticeable. Habit 
is really a second nature, or, as the Duke of Welling¬ 
ton once put it, it is “ten times nature.” The sole 
reason for the use of these exercises is that the correct 
control of the various muscles involved in piano-play¬ 
ing and the proper attitude and physical conditions 
necessarily involved shall become fixed matters of 
habit before the attention of the student may be dis¬ 
tracted by the musical side of the art. 
It is suggested that during this month the results 
of the concentration of mind upon even the smallest 
details of these exercises be carefully observed. The 
broad grasp of many details that is so noticeable in 
the work of a finished artist is acquired by perfecting 
one item after another. 
physical and table exebcises. 
Within the past few years many improvements 
have been made fa elementary piano-teaching, particu¬ 
larly in its technical side. It is now the custom with 
many progressive teachers, before approaching the 
keyboard with the pupil and in addition to the usual 
rudimentary instruction, to endeavor to train the 
arms, hands, and fingers, and to cultivate certain 
habits of mind- and of nerve- control. In the first 
place, various physical exercises are used to cultivate 
relaxation and muscular control. Properly and in¬ 
telligently used these have proved of incalculable ad¬ 
vantage. In the training of the hand and fingers table¬ 
work has been brought into use, with highly-satis- 
ctory results. The main idea in this is to cultivate 
t ie correct position of the hand and the proper action 
° fingers before doing any keyboard-work what¬ 
ever, the advantage claimed being that, the desired 
Potion and action of the hand and fingers having 
n obtained, the mind of the pupil is not diverted 
the necessary succeeding steps, the fingers are 
bother ^ d° the*r Worlc ProPerly and intelligently, 
i aacher and PUP*' are saved much vexation, time 
j .. B “red. and no bad habits of technic are to 
e iminated, because none can have been formed. 
Preston Ware Orem. 
“ORE SUGGESTIONS FOR THE REPERTOIRE. 
^Apropos of Miss Amy Fay’s article in the February 
^ ^ ^ which 8he S8VS: “Rfbutert. ia Inca BaUafan- 1 'rtde  s says: Sch bert is less satisf c- 
*— * *?ncert Purposes, and he is better in the Liszt 
*Uemo , than 111 1)18 own original form.” I will 
in his t *8 ftaten,eut by another: So is Liszt better 
but also8*,801^'0118’ no^ only °f Schubert’s melodies, 
he i8 in ° the S0n?8 and dances of the Puszta, than 
Those tt°8* °* own original compositions, 
ttun sni u°jdCrfUl. rhapsodies of his are nothing more 
of M comPttartons of the folk-songs and dances 
tIPressed The temPerament of the Slav, as 
linj, to th m k*8 mus*c> is new, electrifying, and start¬ 
le t}le of tlle Teuton and Anglo-Saxon. There 
Clara rL!Robert’s “Impromptu in F-minor,”—one of 
^r-fasfa1T’8 “crfck pieces’’-there a« 
eot c),ara , n,lnor’ by Schubert, of entirely differ- 
** tt>e mosi^fr an<1 w°uld be difficult to say which 
there hag 1 * ec^ve "*f well-enough played.” To me 
piano-corn^ "',^3 ^6en a PCeat deal more in Schubert’s 
People. ^an ®eemB to be conceded by most 
e antaisie in G” can be made equally 
TRE ETUDE 
tGRANT 
isaROSE 
Rubifoam leaves the breath 
and mouth delicately fragrant 
and sweet. This it does 
in addition to its special 
work of preserving 
the teeth and gums. 
has every 
charm in using 
and in 
results. It 
does a nec¬ 
essary work 
In a refined 
and delight¬ 
ful way. 
25 Cents eVers/blhere. 
Small wonder It’s 
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announcement 
The Bureau of University Travel, already well known to the cultured public for its unique system of 
travel and its Special Art Tours, offers for the coming season a 
SPECIAL MUSIC TOUR 
The party will sail Wednesday, June 19, and will lake a comprehensive tour including England, 
Paris the Rhine Switzerland, Italy, Germany and the Netherlands. The chief musical attractions 
are arranged to come in the latter part of the tour, thus giving opportunity for a course of lectures 
in preparation for them. The bureau has secured the services of 
PROFESSOR EDWARD DICKINSON 
of the Oberlin Conservatory of Music as special lecturer for this tour. Professor Dickimon is 
already well known to the readers of this journal as one of the ablest lecturers and writers ou n. sic 
in the country. He has devoted special attention to the particular music which will be prominent 
in the program of the summer. 
THE BAYREUTH FESTIVAL 
-111 h, via ted in A Hired. There will be opportunity to uttend the oper. und important concert, 
£ various cities of Europe. Special attention will be given to the High Mass of the Roman 
Catholic Church. There will also be opportunity to visit, toward the close of the trip, 
THE THREE CHOIRS FESTIVAL 
is held this year at Gloucester, England. Careful attention will be given to all the usual 
interests of travel, especially art, under the guidance of an exceptionally competent conductor. The 
price will be moderate. For full particular* address 
BUREAU OF UNIVERSITY TRAVEL, ITHACA, N. Y. 
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effective as the great "Wanderer Fantaiaie." I take 
the finale in alia breve meaaure. 
Then there are aeveral of the “Impromptus”—espe¬ 
cially the first one, in C-minor, which begins with a 
timid solo voice, followed by the full choir, etc. Alas, 
ao much really good music seems to be passed by in 
the effort to get things effective for so-called concert- 
I would certainly count some of Schubert's sonata 
movements into the effective class, if I were out for 
"concertlxing.” There are the two unique ones in 
Amiuor and the great one in D-major. Their tech¬ 
nical requirements are entirely different and worthy of 
a good musician-pianist who can grasp the symphonic 
nature of such works.—F. J. Zfi»berg. 
AN IDEAL PUPIL. 
Just a happy, smiling-faced little miss of scarce 
fifteen years. She has a healthy body and a healthy 
mentality. She hna had two years of High-School and 
stands well in her classes. She loves her books. Latin 
seems hard, but she really wants to know it, and 
would scorn the suggestion of giving up a study “just 
because it is hard.” She has faith in herself, as a 
smart girl has a laudable right to have. She has al¬ 
ready come to a realization of the fact that, the more 
difficult the subject, the more credit there is to be 
earned in the conquering of it. She seems permeated 
with a spirit of filial loyalty and sense of responsibility 
to affectionate parents and friends, that brooks no 
possibility of failure through neglect or lack of atten¬ 
tion to duty. Her parents are not likely to be caused 
pain or mortification over failures on her part from 
In her music-study it is her delight to gain every 
possible advantage from conversations when I am en¬ 
deavoring to impress upon her mind the foundation- 
facts of musical theory, history, etc. With hearty 
and cheerful promptness and a display of concentra¬ 
tion and purity of purpose beyond her years, she sets 
to work obediently when bid to mnater the details of 
the different methods of counting, mnintensnee of 
elevated position of the outside of the hand, quiet and 
slanted arm-positions, slow—but high—finger-action, 
etc., in scale-work. In studying an etude or Bach 
"Invention,” she begins by playing one measure over 
separately and slowly, then closing the book repeats 
the passage ten times, without notes, in order to mem¬ 
orize every little detail of execution, rhythm, or touch. 
Then the other hand is trained in the same manner, 
after which the passage is taken both together, with 
the same care and precision. After the next measure 
is worked up in the same thorough manner the two 
measures arc played n number of times, consecutively, 
before passing on to the third, etc. When she has 
rracbed the end of the piece by this thorough and 
I*lasts king method, she is able to piny any measure in 
it when requested by number to do so, and without 
the aid of notes; or can WTite out the difficult 
thematic composition If required. 
How limitless is the promise of worthy and respect¬ 
able attainment to be found in one of so lovely a 
personality! A sacrifice seems not such to parents, 
when made for a child like this. How I love to take 
her to the opera,—“Robin Hood,” for instance, if no 
other comes along! 
She lias read “Ivanhoe" and English history. Her 
eyes are all aglow with happiness and interest, while 
awaiting the rise of the curtain, as I tell her that 
“Robin Hood” is the most successful opera ever writ¬ 
ten by an American. “What is the composer’s name?" 
she asks. And another time it is “n Trovatore.” She 
wants to know all about Verdi. “Was he one of the 
greatest of composers’ Was Flotow as great a com¬ 
poser of opera as Verdi r The lesson day of such a 
pupil is a happy day for the teacher. A few such 
pupils (and they are rather tew) might not always 
make the whole life happy for a pianoforte teacher, but 
in certain sundry cases it ought to go far. far. toward 
it The satisfaction of teaching one little bird like 
this is an exquisite pleasure. Imagine the raptnre 
additional that might ensue in the experience of teach¬ 
ing a whole snminer of them!—t. F. Brat. 
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A Concise, practical and 
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to the study of 
PIANO PLAYING. 
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New material. 
Popular and yet of a high grade. 
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method. 
It will take a child through the first nine months of instruction in n 
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^ COUNTERPOINT ^ 
STRICT AND FREE. 
Including Double Counterpoint, Imitation, 
Canon and Fugue. 
By H. A. CLARKE, Mux. Doc. 
Price $1.00 
A clear and concise work, thoroughly in accord with the 
practice of modern composition. 
It treats of counterpoint, double counterpoint, imitation, 
canon and fugue, with rules so simplified and condensed as not 
to take up much more space than many works on one of the 
subjects alone. Dr. Clark ha9 based this work on the plan used 
In his very successful text-book on Harmony, and aimed to 
make the instruction practical in its application to modern 
music Unlike the older works on this subject, strict counter¬ 
point is not dwelt upon almost exclusively, but modern free 
counterpoint is made the subject of exhaustive study and its 
relation to modern harmony clearly indicated. 
This work will be found not only a text-book, but a system 
of teaching as well. 
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A COLLECTION OF MARCHES AND TWO-STEPS FOR 
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Price, 75 Cents 
A popular collection that will, In some manner, please 
everyone. The marches are some of the most popular of 
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The binding is substantial and artistic, and the price 
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THE FIRST YEAR 
IN THEORY 
OLIVER. R. 
SKINNER. 
PRICE, 75 CENTS. 
A Technical and Musical Drill in the Foundation Principles of 
Musical UhinKing 
affording the student thorough training and discipline 
in the acquirement of a knowledge of 
SCALES, INTERVALS, CHORDS, AND KEY RELATIONSHIP, 
together with Exercises in MELODY WRITING and 
EAR TRAINING conducive to Mental Technic. 
T.he aim has been to afford the student a knowledge of the dif¬ 
ferent theoretical subjects (which maybe included In the first year's 
study) from the composer’s standpoint. A certain amount of tech¬ 
nical drill is necessary, but aside from this the material of the 
book appeals to the student’s musical Intuition and taste, and lends 
to develop good musical sense and correct judgment, together with 
the ability to do ORIGINAL THINGS—not to mimic some pattern.or 
make out of the subject of musical theory a dry and uninteresting 
study. 
The Latest Encyclopedia of Mualo 
DICTIONARY OF 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS 
By Dr. HUGO RIEMANN 
A thorough and complete account of the theory 
and the history of music. 
Biographical sketches of the musicians of the 
past and present, with a list of their works. 
Complete information of all musical instruments. 
LATEST EDITION 
Carefully revised, including the latest investi¬ 
gation into the science of music. 
900 pages, Octavo, Half-leather, 84.50. 
A HISTORY OF MUSIC FOR CHILDREN 
First Studies in Music Biography 
By Thomas Tapper 
Jt 
Fully Illustrated 
P1p-$1.50 
For Self or Class Study 
For One's Own Reading 
'T»HERRts no other book of this kind on the market. For foundation- 
£ I? musical history this book is the best obtainable. Teachere 
ser.ireth»^:e8up.en?rvalue of biography over history for first study wUl 
secure the best results in their class-room work with this volume. 
neverh,^iog,5phy isthe resu,t of careful studv; it is direct, readable. 
vem an hi T •E';en.ts 1,1 American history are deftly woven in, and the reade gets an hmtorical p.cture from biographical study. 
much „i!!hnd comPlele sketch of every composer’s life is given, containing"* 
l^tcres. iV^inVTr stu*nt ?hould know of composers. Its valuelie* 
t < and maintains; in the expert manner in which it roa*" 
fifmilinichaCtSJ>f general history by identifying each composer With certain 
woridh[,?ara and indents, thus making music-history »P»rt»^ 
tor, m»« ..7; ‘.V*3 tne.thod of presentation, serving as a reliable introdnc- tory “annaltothespecialstudy of music history. 
book in?er'^diref‘^.t0 the teacher,explains fully how to proceed with‘h« 
«s? ttssssfsiijkz ursssi-® 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, * 
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[QUESTIONS! 
"WsWERSj 
Notice.—We repeat again that to insure answers 
, J aeries the full name and address of the inquirer 
i, mid be on the letter, not for publication, but for 
Ste reply in ease the query is not suitable for this 
mlunm We have inquiries from an “Anxious Parent” 
and C.,” to which no reply can be given until we 
have the addresses. 
p,_If there is no metronome-mark to a composi¬ 
tion you must be guided by the character of the piece 
and by the tempo direction, such as andante, moderato, 
ullcfjro, vivace, etc., to the time-signature, to the prin¬ 
cipal rhythm. For example, in a piece marked an- 
iante, if the time be 7<, and eighth notes predominate 
in the principal theme the general movement would 
be slower than than if the theme contained quarter 
notes principally. In marches in 4/« time you will find 
considerable variation. Some will have dotted eighths 
and sixteenths as a part of the leading rhythm; others 
will contain principally quarter notes; still others, as 
some of Sousa’s, half notes. In the latter case the 
half note i3 really the unit of movement, in the others 
the quarter note. In a piece in */» time marked an¬ 
dante, the term refers to the relative succession of the 
units of time-measurement; in this case the dotted 
quarter, which gets one beat, and not the eighth note, 
which receives but a part of a beat. The accents are 
generally the determining factor. Lussy’s work on 
'Musical Expression,” in the Novello “Primers,” has 
some useful information on this and kindred subjects. 
G. B.—Some horn and trombone players have been 
able to produce several tones of different pitch at the 
same time. The reason lies in the fact that the vi¬ 
brating column of air divides into segments owing to 
the shape of the lips, causing not only the sounding 
of a note corresponding to the full length of the air- 
culumn, but also to the separate segments. For fuller 
information in regard to this property of vibrating air- 
columns, consult a book on musical acoustics, such as 
the “Student’s Helmholtz.” Public and school libraries 
usually contain scientific books containing chapters on 
this subject. 
M- P.—When the tenor and bass have the same note 
on the staff the pitch will be the same (that is, if 
wh parts are written in the bass clef). If the tenor 
should be in the G clef, the actual sound will be an 
octave lower than would be the case if sung by a 
- prano, the difference being in the male and female 
,ln such a case a tenor might have C, third 
,!Cl’ treb e clef, and the bass the first leger line above 
I c bass staff but both will sing the same pitch, the 
crenoe of the octave being only to the eye. 
in SrThe natural minor scale is usually taught 
v-j 1 y , ,aU8e gives the basis of the other minor 
S.i- because it is, historically speaking, the 
used in J,"'j101" 8cale: T,le harmonic minor is much 
nielnHio.™0'j™ music> the melodic minor-occurring in 
"wiod.es and in ornamental passages. 
ill Antc^T1: A sbarP> flat, or other accidental affects 
or IrnvoFi 01 the ,same pitch (not the octave higher 
ht, ZU TUrnnS later in the same measure It 
last notp m Allowing measures except when the 
lira to n„(„0n? ,aieasure, if chromaticallv altered, is 
urn Some 6 °-*t le samc pitch in the following meas- 
<>d other n„ even *f not ti(d over, but if 
of the anniif t°f A'fferent pitch intervenes, the effect 
oiiniiosers ,ata continues. The actual practice of 
in?a chromni-* "Tlte **} a natural in a measure follow- 
1 Xhe rnon1C aiifration as a matter of precaution. 
r ajor scale wb? two half-steps are used in the 
8tsle comnreieH 1Sf9 e«thetic considerations. A 
our nature wi •<w \v lole steP8 " ill offend that part of 
“tleness of h.-l !,cnianda variety. Hence the agree- 
need so Mf'8teP »> contrast. But we do not 
"hole ateiM * hence two half-steps and four 
the position anH are. niany scales known to music, 
Peatly. nnmber of the half-steps varying 
taa tile hnif.o*111 l?us*e has selected the form which 
‘“tenth and the third and fourth, and 
•*** c.a|i j ,,8nt degrees as the most useful. This has 
irrat<r third k ?”aJor 8eale because of the major or 
'?‘nor or »mn7W v tbe f*rst antl third notes; the 
A* first and tv *JavmK hut a step and a half between 
. 3- The first n,°^S of its acale- 
raised in t>,eap,fas on F because that note must 
'"'respond to tko^8 * of G' So B nmst he flatted to 
" P Consult a6 maj,or w'ale pattern when commenced 
« £ tStaSSL0' m“ic “ hamo”y 
the effP!;(Th?n a measure is marked piano or 
Ct lasts until a new direction is given; 
The Century Library of Music 
EDITED BY IGNACE JAN PADEREWSKI 
Fanny Morris Smith and Bernard Boekelman, Associate Editors 
What it Offers to Music Teachers 
Question. Do you wish to know how your technic 
compares with the teaching of the foremost 
teachers in Paris, Germany, and Austria ? 
The music lessons in “The Century Library 
of Music ” tell you this. 
Q. Do you wish to get new ideas for your own 
teaching? 
The special music lessons by Raif, McDonald 
Smith, and Kullak give you these. 
Q. Do you wish a system by which you can build 
out your own technic? 
The great lesson on Virtuoso Technic, by 
Josef Weiss, with all its exercises, does this. 
Q. Do you wish the most superb collection ever 
made of musical portraits and pictures of homes, 
monuments, and haunts of great musicians to in¬ 
terest and make yourpupils cultured in their music? 
All this you get in the text of “ The Century 
Library of Music.” 
Q. Do you wish to phrase your music so that it \ 
is easy to understand ? 
Study the newly edited compositions of the | 
great composers as printed in “ The Century i 
Library of Music.” 
Q. Do you desire a superb collection of photo* 
gravure portraits of the great composers ? 
“ The Century Library of Music ” offers the i 
most artistic series ever published. 
Q. Do you wish a fund of historical criticism to ! 
make your teaching interesting to your pupils ? 
The articles by the greatest modern com- I 
posers are a mine from which to quarry. 
Q. Do you wish to find out further particulars about i 
a work which no teacher can afford to do without ? \ 
Write to The Century Co., Union Square, 
New York, for the valuable material which ! 
they send regarding this book free of charge 
to all who mention The Etude. 
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate 
FOR 
Brain Workers. 
Strengthens the exhausted and confused 
brain, relieves nervous headache and induces 
refreshing sleep. A wholesome tonic. 
Genuine bears name Hoksford’s on wrapper. 
VIOLIN VALUE 
A violin bought by our original 
i and unique plan become* simply an 
‘ investment. It is alwaysi worth ex- 
if ore buying. Wecamr the line of fine and rare V lollns Good ones from So up. 
Larve, handsomely illustrated 
Violin Cat. FREE on request. 
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. 
227 E. 4th St.. CINCINNATI, 0. 
O* “Cognoscenti* 
is the term applied to those whose 
knowledge of facts and apprecia¬ 
tion of new ideas and forces in 
the literary and artistic world 
entitle them to lead, and form 
judgments for others. This class, 
musically speaking, already 
knows that the new 
PIANOS 
are second to none, and is pro¬ 
claiming the fact to friends and 
followers. A visit to our ware- 
rooms will serve to demonstrate 
readily why they hold this 
_onri niflee vou among 
INSTRUMENTAL 
CHARACTERISTIC 
RHYTHMS..... 
PART II. 
Composed by 
CLARA 
LOUISE 
ANDERSON. 
PRICE 75 CENTS 
Contains 
New Marches and 
Skips written for 
Little Children. \ 
war 
Address 
C. L. ANDERSON, 
703 Lucas Aye. 
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. Wheelbarrow Motive. 
PIANO MUSIC OF A QUIET CHARACTER 
TRANQUIL HOURS : 
PRICE, $1.00 
A collection suitable for drawing-room or concert 
use, as well as for Sabbath-day playing. All of the 
compositions are of a medium degree of difficulty, and 
are not found in any like collections. 
The following are a few of the numbers included in 
the selection: Handel's celebrated “ Largo ”; “ Nearer. 
My God to Thee,” by Goerdeler; “ Peace of Heaven,” 
by Foerster; “Pilgrims’ Chorus,” from “Tannhau- 
ser,” Wagner; “A Silent Prayer,” Kullak; and 
“ Sunday Morning,” by Heller. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher. 1708 Chestnut St. 
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that is, if the composer has been careful to give full 
indications. While it usually does last, this rule must 
not be construed as to mean that it lasts without 
■liading a little softer or louder. 
2. A grouped markfd as a triplet, three eighths, 
should not be played as an eighth and two sixteenths. 
3. The "Romantic School” includes music written to 
develop a mood or a picture, to bring out the expres¬ 
sions! qualities of music rather than the merely musi¬ 
cal possibilities of a theme; it is emotional rather 
than intellectual, based on melodic rather than the¬ 
matic development. Compare the Schumann ‘‘TraU- 
inerei” with a Clementi sonatina or a Haydn Bonata. 
4. There is no clear explanation of the origin of the 
term ‘rug time” as applied to the peculiar syncopated 
effects in music. Various persons claim to have been 
the first to use the term. The honor is a very doubtful 
5. If the movement of a piece is too rapid to admit 
of a trill in thirty-seconds, it is permissible to use 
sixteenths. 
0. You can simulate the effect of a strong accent on 
a reed orgau by raisinc the hands briskly from the 
keys after the notes have sounded. 
A. M. B.—1. It is largely the custom in this country 
to play the w orks of Bach, especially the fugues, at too 
high a rate of speed. By so doing much of the contra¬ 
puntal beauty is destroyed and the whole effect is 
blurred and unsatisfactory. The fugues should be 
played at a moderate tempo, with a full, round tone 
and with a due regard for the leading of the voice- 
parts. 
2. By one who has already developed a good technic 
and a thorough musical understanding, Bach may be 
studied without a master, but hard study and careful 
practice will be necessary and a study of theory, espe¬ 
cially of counterpoint, is recommended. 
In connection with these answers, the article by 
Krnil Liebling, in the November Etude, should prove 
interesting and helpful. 
S. M. P.—No matter whether a chair or stool be 
used in piano-practice, the wrist, in finger-work, should 
not be allowed to sag toward the elbow. It should 
always be held loosely, although invariably under per¬ 
fect control. No hard-and-fast rule can be prescribed 
in this matter. Most concert-players use a chair, thus 
bringing the arm quite low and bringing the player 
close to the keyboard, when necessary. Greater ease 
and security arc claimed for this. In the case of young 
children and others below the average height, the 
use of a chair, unless it be specially made and much 
higher than the ordinary, seems to be out of the ques¬ 
tion. 
E. P. S.—1. By a double-jointed thumb is usually 
meant a thumb-joint the surrounding ligaments of 
which are more clastic than is usually the condition, 
or when the muscular development about that portion 
of the hand is uncertain. 
To make the thumb-joint to curve outwardly is the 
most effective way to prevent or correct its bending in, 
and for that every single time the thumb is allowed 
to waver is hopelessly preventive. Hold the thumb 
bent, joint curving out, and maintain it so against 
some pressure brought to bear against it to straighten 
it for a muscular exercise. 
2. Leaving out the word principles in your question, 
the most original characteristic of the Lesehetizky 
school is, beyond doubt, the great originality of the 
personality of Lesehetizky himself, which has made 
him formulate numberless little practical ways, some¬ 
times different for every piece, by which his pupils’ 
playing could be made more vivid and still true to all 
canons of good art. Technically, perhaps, the most 
original point of his school is his insistence on having 
the finger press the key down as far as it will go in 
piano as well as forte passages, pressing the key down 
slower when it is to give out less volume and more 
suddenly when more tone is wanted. This holds good 
in rapid forte playing, its exception is in soft rapid 
playing. 
In other words, our modern pianos should never be 
touched gingerly. 
The earnest study of the masterpieces of art which 
have already stood the test of time is one of the most 
profitable of the many occupations of the busy student. 
This useful form of mental exercise should involve 
the tracing ont of musical thought-germs, and the 
study of workmanship displayed in the extension and 
crystallization of these materials into themes and sen¬ 
tences, the formation into designs and patterns in ac¬ 
cordance with the thought-suggestions arising from the 
inspection of these primary formations, and the selec¬ 
tion and assortment of the ideas so shaped and gath¬ 
ered together.—E. E. Turpin. 
IRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Any of the following sent post¬ 
paid on receipt of marked price 
Complete catalogues sent tree 
on application. To responsible teachers we will send on 
examination any of our publications at special prices. 
Mail orders solicited and filled to all parts of the country. 
3256. O’Neill, Thos. (arr. from Beaumont). 
Beloved Star. Grade II. 30 
This is a love song of much healthy warmth and 
expression. The melody is good and the harmoniza¬ 
tion quite interesting. 
3257. Orem, P. W. A Lost Heart (Low 
Voice in D). Grade I . 25 
This little song is a veritable gem. It is of an arch 
and playful expression. The accompaniment has a 
drone bass with a continuous &fth and a chromatic 
grace-note. It wou Id be admirable for an encore song, 
especially for a lady singer. 
This is a simple little love song of a graceful and 
pleasing character. The title will make it a favorite 
with teachers who seek character In their pupils’ 
playing. 
59. Harvey, R. Geddes. The Daisy’s 
Answer. Grade II. 
A dainty little song with a taking melody, nicely 
harmonized. Another good encore number. 
60. Orem, Preston Ware. A Lost 
Heart. Song for Medium Voice. 
Grade III. 
A good encore song, an attractive melody, and a 
pleasing text. It will afford useful drill in teaching 
a light graceful style in singing, being full of grace¬ 
ful little surprises. 
81. Mallary, R. De Witt. The Bird’s 
Lullaby. Grade II. 
This little song belongs to the charming genre of 
the cradle song. It is tastefully and agreeably set. 
good v< al number. 
3263. Sorrentino Eugenio. Thy Love 
True Heart. Grade III. 
This is a sweet and gentle song, dealing with the 
idea of constancy in love. The poetic text and the 
tones are well fitted. Like most Italian songs it is 
well adapted for the singer’s use and has a good climax. 
3265. Field, J. Matthias. Ma Belle 
Mignon (Vocal Duet). Grade HI..! 
A pleasing, melodious duet consisting largely of 
thirds and sixths. It can be sung either by soprano 
mezzo-soprano. In the Utter case the male voice should take the melody, 
which wtuthen sound an octave lower. Thus the 
id too wide. intervals will he inverted but n< 
3266. Wolcott, J. Truman. In the Organ 
Loft (Sacred Song). Grade IV. 
A very impressive song, the words and treatment of 
which suggest Sullivan’s “Lost Chord.” It should 
prote a popular number for organ recitals. 
3346, 3347. Loeschhorn, A. Seleoted 
Pianoforte Studies. Grades II-V 
In two Books.. 
bv'jas brradS wi,h the greatest care 
bea^of this prolific write”ofeSdn. “Thevars 1n- 
sss 
can be taken in connection with Grade II or III if 
muslmd 8as<m^rrt?rn. tbe technical with 
wrlter h“ doue- Mar>y »f these selec- Sgrwwruisrttt 
3361- "3&S. Szr&Js' 
3352. Behr, F. Op. 575, No. 3. Child's 
Play. Grade I  
Both are intended for ose among the first uiecei' 
carefully fingered and edited for tichtog pur^oSST’ 
3284. Evans, Geo. Marks. A Rose at 
Last. Grade III. 
. SKfiSSP TO,lce’,wUh »ttracti‘ve melody iid 
rePertoire. 
3285. Armstrong, W. D. Tell Me, Dear¬ 
est Maiden. For Medium Voice 
Grade III... 
dainty in design and finished in style, the work of 
a skilled song composer. 
i. Pessard, Emile. Farewell. For 
Medium Voioe. Grade III. 
A little song with all the dainty charm of the best 
French chamon. It will be found useful for a recital 
or concert program, either for use with a group of 
songs or for an encore. 
3332. Read, Edward M. Cloister Bells. 
Piano. Grade. 
A pleasing composition of the salon type, with a 
rich, broad character as indicated by the title. It 
will give useful drill in the playing of grace-notes. 
3300. Webb, F. R. Op. 98, No. 1. Merry 
Moments. Polka. Grade III. 
A very pleasing polka of moderate difficulty. 
Being well fingered it makes a happy number for the 
progressive pupil, as it abounds with melody. 
3301. Webb, F. R. Op. 98, No. 2. Hurrah! 
Hurrah 1 March. Grade III.. 
The march and two-step is now at the height of 
popularity. This one possesses a brightness and vigor 
that commends itself. It setB the feet in motion and 
that is the aim of the composer. 
92. Howe, E. Raymond. Orpheus 
March. Grade III. 
In this we find a more pretentious number than the 
above. A breadth and body of a triumphal march. 
The left hand is well supplied with passages in 
octaves. In the right, chord-grasps and octaves give 
a character and dignity to the composition. 
3303. Howe, E. Raymond. Cupid’s Cap¬ 
ture. Gavotte. Grade III. 
A dainty little morceau in garotte measure; light¬ 
ness of touch is necessary to illustrate the Sitting of 
the little God of Love as he endeavors to escape—a 
hopeless task, as the finale shows in firm chords in 
strict time. 
3337. Engelmann, H. Op. 453. Ring Out 
the Old, Ring in the New! Four 
Hands. Grade III.. 
A descriptive sketch of the passing of the last 
century, the exit of which is accompanied by twelve 
strokes of the bell. The entrance of the new is 
acclaimed by a fanfare followed by a joyous theme 
in direct contrast to the opening of the work which 
prepares the mind by a descriptive passage in adagio 
with a farewell theme in the bass. 
3349. Wolff, Bernhard. Joyful Return. 
Grade II-. 
3329. Reinhold, Hugo. Op. 28, No. 3. 
Impromptu. Grade VII. 
A very fine example of the etyle of this composer. 
The prevailing key is C-sharp minor with a middle 
section in D-flat major, the first section consisting 
largely of rapid running work in sixteenths, while 
the middle section consists of a flowing legato melody 
in chords accompanied by arpeggios of the left hand. 
3335. Fanchetti, G. I Think of Thee. 
Grade III... 
A very pretty air de ballet in the modern French 
style; a waltz movement in tempo rubato, contrast¬ 
ing with a more rapid staccato theme, while the 
whole is finished off with a lively coda. 
Ballet Mignon. 
nd highly elftcuMw o***^*- x— 
principal bueuie is an allegretto movement in wwr- 
* nate legato and staccato, with rapid groups of thirty- 
second notes. The middle section is based on light 
arpeggio and staccato chord work with occasional 
trills. 
3350. Merkel, G. Op. 81, No. 4. Butter¬ 
fly. Grade III. 
A standard teaching piece by a sterling compose*; 
a melodious { theme in D major accompanied 7 
extended arpeggios, largely assigned to the left **”7, 
3344. Liszt-Schubert. My Sweet Repose. 
Grade VIII.  
A very fine edition of this beautiful transcriptioa, 
carefully edited and fingered. The theme u"*" 
three times, each with a more highly elabor 
accompaniment. The first Bixteen measures 
originally played by Liszt with the left band al .> 
the first repetit ion has a broad arpeggiated a<#M»W" 
ment, while the second repetition is accompanied ny 
repeated chords divided between the band 
various octaves. 
3354. Faber, H. F. Tarantella in O Major. 
Grade . 
A brilliant and taking example of this pop^J 
form of pianoforte composition in C nnijo ^ 
related keys. It lies nicely under the fingers 
will amplv repay a little eareful practice. It shou 
prove acceptable to both teacher and pupil. 
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